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Abstract
To maintain high average tness, populations must eect selection against the deleterious
mutations that continuously arise de novo. eoretical models of mutation-selection
balance predict that the maximum tolerable mutation rate is much lower for organisms
growing in colonies than for those in well-mixed liquid media due to dri imposed by
competition for position along the growing colony front. Simplifying assumptions made in
these models, including the irreversibility and xed tness cost of mutations, do not strictly
hold in extant species. To explore the applicability of these models in natural contexts, we
have constructed a yeast strain which undergoes recombinase-mediated irreversible gene
excision at a single locus with tunable tness cost, but also possesses the random genomic
mutation prole characteristic of yeast. We nd that several theoretical predictions hold
for our strain, including the dependence of maximum tolerable mutation rate on growth
condition and selective coecient.ese results constitute the rst direct biological test of
mutation-selection balance theory.
e gene excision system in our yeast strain also mimics the irreversible conversion
seen during terminal cellular dierentiation, a key feature of development in many mul-
ticellular organisms. Terminal dierentiation and multicellularity have distinct biological
underpinnings, and each has evolved independently more than one dozen times in the eu-
karyotes alone, yet the two traits are very oen found together in extant species. In the few
lineages where evolutionary intermediates appear to have persisted (e.g., the volvocine algae
and cyanobacteria), it appears that multicellularity evolved rst. To investigate the impor-
tance of evolutionary order of these two traits, we created yeast strains that are multicellular
and/or dierentiate in such a way that the two cell types produced can cooperate to support
iii
culture growth. We nd that unicellular, dierentiating yeast strains are highly suscepti-
ble to invasion by non-dierentiating revertants. is suggests that such populations are
inherently unstable, and thus evolution of multicellularity is likely to precede evolution of
dierentiation.
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Chapter 1
Evolution of multicellularity and
dierentiation
“eirs not to reason why; theirs but to do and die.”
- Alfred, Lord Tennyson
1.1 Introduction
Most authorities would agree to dene cellular dierentiation as a prolonged change in a
cell’s gene expression state.e appropriate timescale for distinguishing dierentiation from
transient responses like environmental sensing remains open for debate, with some authors
in frustration paraphrasing Justice Potter Stewart’s famous quote:
I shall not today attempt further to dene what I understand to be embraced
within that description, and perhaps I could never succeed in intelligibly doing
so. But I know it when I see it [97].
To avoid ambiguity, we will take the hardline denition that, barring scientic inter-
vention, cellular dierentiation is a permanent change and therefore that a dierentiated
cell cannot propagate the species. While harsh, this denition nonetheless admits dozens
of independently-evolved forms of dierentiation; it also highlights the lost reproductive
potential associated with the process, and suggests that dierentiated cells must perform
functions benecial to an organism’s germline in order to compensate for the costs of their
production. In this chapter, wewill explore several cases inwhich dierentiation has evolved
in nature to better understand the circumstances under which this trait can appear.
e most obvious pattern we will encounter is that dierentiating species are unfail-
ingly multicellular. Here again, formal denitons for multicellularity are as varied as the
organismal lifestyles under consideration. Some authors would include any prolonged asso-
ciation between cells, including purely accidental cases such as the formation of colonies on
agar plates. Others require that multicellularity reect “complexity,” which in turn is dened
so as to blackball the author’s choice of life forms: colonies, biolms, laments, multinucle-
ate syncytia, non-clonal cell aggregates, or even all species that lack cellular dierentiation,
regardless of their morphology. We will tend toward the more inclusive denition, though
we will require some form of permanent physical attachment. As a counterbalance to this
liberalism, we will note levels of complexity that are more exceptional for their rarity.
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Our choice is motivated by considering the unifying traits of multicellular organisms
as we have dened them. In all cases, a transition of the level of “individuality” has occurred
from the single cell or nucleus to the level of the organism [19, 88]: multiple copies of the
genome (which may not be perfectly identical) cooperate for the benet of the group. e
pressures and mechanisms that maintain this state, despite the potential for each genome to
act in its own best interests, are fundamentally similar regardless of whether an organism
is multinucleate or truly multi-celled, or whether its genomes are brought together through
aggregation or simply remain stuck together clonally.
Multicellularity, too, has evolvedmany times, and themost prolicmulticellular clades
are those that also display dierentiation. It is therefore natural to askwhy and how these two
traits co-evolve. Is there a small number of fundamentally-analogous mechanisms that can
eect each trait? Does each trait tend to evolve under particular ecological circumstances?
Why are these traits so oen found together if their biological bases are separate? What
advantages can multicellularity oer in the absence of dierentiation, and vice versa?
ese questions and many others have historically been addressed with a compar-
ative approach. e process begins with untangling the timing of a trait’s appearance on
a phylogenetic tree: it is oen dicult to discern similarity caused by convergent evolution
from true homology, particularly when timescales are long and traits evolve frequently (both
of which are true for multicellularity and dierentiation). e phylogeny itself may be er-
roneous, causing misidentication of a trait’s origin by maximum parsimony approaches.
Once the trait’s origin is guessed, speculations are made about the ancestor in which the
trait appeared based on all living descendants and sister groups. Inferences about a com-
mon ancestor which lived hundreds of millions or billions of years ago – including the traits
it possessed, the ecological pressures it experienced, and its potential means of adaptation
– are, by their nature, speculative at best.e examples that follow are chosen to showcase
hypotheses about the costs and benets of multicellularity and dierentiation: though im-
proved phylogenies and comparative analysesmay negate the conclusions drawn for specic
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groups, the underlying reasoning may remain applicable in other cases. We begin with the
eukaryotes, where acquisitions of multicellularity and dierentiation have been relatively
recent (reducing the required level of speculation) and better studied, then proceed to the
other domains of life.
1.2 Bikonta
As of this publication, prevailing phylogenetic wisdom divides the eukaryotes between the
unikonts, whose common ancestor likely had a single agellum, and the bikonts – includ-
ing multicellular groups like the green plants, red algae, volvocine algae, brown algae, and
water molds – whose common ancestor had two agella [136]1. We highlight four examples
from this group with very dierent multicellular lifestyles: the volvocine algae, the red algae,
tubular forms of diatoms and labrynthulids, and branched, acellular stalked ciliates.
Volvocine algae
e volvocine algae (members of the division Chlorophyta) include multicellular species
which form small or hollow spherical “colonies”, as well as their closest unicellular rela-
tives [56, 70] (Figure 1.2). When displayed in the proper order, it is easy to see a progres-
sion in complexity from the unicellular state through four-celled, undierentiated groups to
colonies with thousands of cells and a dierentiated soma: phylogenetic analysis conrms
that this suggestive arrangment reects the order of evolution of these traits [103]. e di-
vergence time of the multicellular volvocine algae from their nearest unicellular relatives,
previously thought to be within the last 75 million years [113], has been recently revised to
234 ± 25million years ago on the basis of multigene phylogenies [56]. Nevertheless, the evo-
1 But see He et al. [54], which suggests that the former bikont clade Excavata (including species
such asEuglena and the acrasid slimemolds) are basal to all other eukaryotes.is placement remains
controversial because the excavates are parasites and symbionts with highly-divergent sequences that
confuse phylogenetic rooting through long-branch attraction [38].
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Figure 1.2: Morphology of
volvocine algae
(A) e unicellular green
alga Haematococcus sp.,
close relative of the model
green alga Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii. Photo courtesy
of Peter Siver [130]. (B)
Species of the primitively-
multicellular Gonium
phylum have 4-16 cells.
Photo courtesy of Peter
Siver [130]. (C) A colony
of the 32-celled, undier-
entiated species Eudorina
elegans Ehrenberg. Photo
courtesy of Karl Bruun, via
Algaebase [48]. (D)e 100 µm
A
C
B
D
multicellular, dierentiated species Volvox carteri: juvenile colonies developing inside the
parent contain large gonidial (germline) cells interspersed between smaller somatic cells.
Photo courtesy of Ichiro Nishii.
lution of multicellularity and dierentiation in the volvocine alge remains one of the most
recent cases known.
Evolution of multicellularity in this group may have beenfacilitated by a pre-existing
feature of green algal division called palintomy: newborn cells grow manifold in volume,
then undergo a rapid series of nuclear replications and cell divisions (reviewed in [10]).
e daughter cells thus produced are initially conned to the cell wall of their largest par-
ent, forming a group called a coenobium from which they emerge by secreting enzymes
that degrade their container. It has been hypothesized that primitive multicellularity in the
volvocine algae emerged through the failure of daughter cells to separate following palin-
tomy [70]. Indeed, colonies of species in the most basal clades (such as Tetrabaena socialis,
not pictured) are held together by the coenobial sac, sometimes with additional structural
support from cytoplasmic bridges; each cell then produces an independent cell wall [4, 101].
More morphologically “advanced” forms, such as the 4 to 16-celled Gonium pectorale, se-
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crete a unied extracellular matrix around the colony [102, 104], but palintomy persists as a
developmental feature even in the most advanced forms.
e volvocine algae are not the only group believed to have evolved multicellular-
ity through failure to separate following palintomy. e Chlorococcales, a distinct clade of
chlorophyte algae, also form groups of 2n cells through multiple divisions within a parent
cell’s wall: their shapes are even more varied, ranging from tiled rows of lozenge-like cells of
Scenedesmus dimorphis to reticulated webs in Hydrodictyon reticulatum to stellate spheres
in Pediastrum duplex [12].
Multicellular, undierentiated species have persisted in this clade for over 200 million
years, suggesting inherent benets to this lifestyle. One demonstrated advantage of muli-
cellularity among the volvocine algae is the avoidance of predators only capable of consum-
ing smaller prey [7]. Constraints on surface-to-volume ratio for ecient nutrient uptake
prevent the algae from simply increasing their cell size indenitely [52]: multicellularity is
therefore an attractive option for avoiding predators.is selection pressure can be so acute,
and the mutations needed to acquire multicellularity so accessible, that green algae can be
experimentally evolved to form multicellular clumps in a few dozen generations simply by
co-culturing them with a predator [13].
Another potential advantage of undierentiatedmulticellularity in the volvocine algae
is improved phototaxis. During the day, many chlorophyte algae must swim against grav-
ity for improved access to the light they require for photosynthesis [69]; sinking (or active
vertical migration) of up to 20 meters [134] at night can also be benecial, since it permits
access to nutrients like phosphate which are limiting near the surface [64]. e spherical
topology of volvocine algae colonies and the orientation of eyespots and agella permit pos-
itive phototaxis by allowing each cell in the colony to sense light from a particular direction
and, when light is detected, to decrease agellar beating frequency [33, 57] and/or reorieint
agella laterally [86, 133]; since cells on the “shady” side of the colony continue swimming
normally, the colony tends to move toward the light. By contrast, single-celled algae like
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Chlamydomonas tumble to reorient relative to the light [122], a less eective strategy in open
water. Surface currents created by agellar beating around coloniesmay also improve uptake
of nutrients by diusion [129].
Chlorophyte algae typically have two agella and, in interphase, two microtubule or-
ganizing complexes (MTOCs) that orchestrate their motion [74]. In species that lack cell
walls, the MTOCs can remain attached to the agella during mitosis as they each migrate to
opposite ends of the dividing cell[40]. e common ancestor of the volvocine algae, how-
ever, had thick cell walls that prevented the movement of agella along the cell membrane:
in these species, the MTOCs must detach from the agella (which are then typically shed or
resorbed) before migrating to each daughter cell[74]. During this time, the agella are not
beating and the algae therefore fall vertically through the water column [114], away from the
light they require for photosynthesis [74].
In Volvox carteri (pictured), cellular dierentiation produces agellated somatic cells
and large, rapidly-dividing germ cells [69]. Since both cell types are present in the same
colony, there is no need to sacrice motion for continued cell division2.e importance of
this role for the soma is highlighted by the somatic cells’ position: either at the anterior end of
the colony (despite the supercial radial symmetry, some species have an anterior-posterior
axis) or completely surrounding it with the germline dividing in the interior3.
Cellular dierentiation in Volvox begins with the asymmetric divisions of an enlarged
germline cell into daughters which, due to incomplete cytokinesis, form a syncytium con-
nected by cytoplasmic bridges. ese bridges provide structural support to the colony un-
til it can secrete an extracellular matrix of its own, at which point the cytoplasmic bridges
disappear and cells begin to express genes dierentially. For reasons yet unknown, but ap-
2In other clades, similar evolutionary constraints have been resolved by increasing the num-
ber of basal bodies per cell or by permitting the parental agella to continue beating aer MTOCs
detach[58].
3is is not the only rationaliztion proposed for the position of germline cells within the spher-
ical cavity of Volvox. Phosphate, which is limiting for growth in some natural environmental
conditions[106, 115], is actively transported into the cavity, suggesting that internalization of the
germline may ensure its access to essential nutrients[7].
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parently dependent primarily on cell volume [71], smaller daughter cells begin to produce
a transcriptional repressor that inhibits expression of proteins required for full chloroplast
function: these cells are therefore incapable of further growth and division, and therefore
become somatic cells [93]. Since this system relies on cell size to specify cell type, it may
not be readily scalable, which may explain why additional cell types have not yet evolved in
Volvox. We will later argue by contrast that transcription factor networks and intercellular
signalling methods for cellular dierentiation are more easily extensible due to their mod-
ularity, which may partly explain why the animals and plants that employ them have each
evolved many cell types while the volvocine algae have only two.
Rhodophyta
In contrast to the volvocine algae, red algae (Rhodophyta) lack both agella and centrioles
[29]. Multicellular forms of red algae include coralline algae and seaweeds which can grow
to be over a meter long. Dierentiated, multicellular forms have existed in this clade for at
least 1.2 billion years [20], yet a range of morphologies representing likely evolutionarily-
intermediate forms (including unicellular species and undierentiated laments) persists
today [29]. While unicellular forms are predominantly planktonic, adhesion to a substrate
is necessary for spore germination for many multicellular red algae [29].
is nding has led to the speculation that primitivemulticellularitymay have evolved
in a sessile red alga, which would then have received preferential access to light (and addi-
tional room for expansion) by growing vertically through the water column [18]. In support
of this hypothesis, apical growth to produce long, narrow laments is one of the earliest
adaptations among the multicellular red algae [44], and “holdfasts” which secure one end
of the lament to a substrate (while other cells reproduce and undergo photosynthesis) are
the most primitive forms of dierentiation found in the red algae [29]. As in volvocine al-
gae, intercellular cohesion is mediated by cytoplasmic bridges (called “pit connections”) as
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well as shared cell walls. In some species, exchange of nutrients through these channels is
blocked by “pit plugs” to eectively restore full cellularization [29].
A notable feature of red algal laments is that, because they are attached at one end to
a substrate, they have a trivial polarity along their axis. Some lamentous species in other
groups, including the green alga Ulothrix, also have a simple holdfast that dierentiates one
end of the lament from the other [12]. Not all lamentous forms have this distinction: for
example, in the cyanobacteria we will discuss later in this chapter, the two growing tips of a
lament are indistinguishable.
Diatoms and ciliates
Not all multicellular bikonts use cytoplasmic bridges and a shared cell wall for multicellular
adhesion. Diatoms produce elaborate, siliceous cell walls with two interlocking halves that
must separate with each division to make room for new growth: this life strategy would
presumably interfere with intercellular adhesion through the cell wall. According to Bonner
[12], a single multicellular species of diatoms is known: Navicula grevillei, a colonial form
that secretes a tubular network through which individual cells can migrate back and forth.
A similar strategy of cellular migration within secreted tubules is taken by the amoeboid
bikont genus Labyrinthula which lacks cell walls [12].
Ciliates have multiple nuclei (and thus trivially fall under our denition of multicel-
lularity) but lack cell walls, and thus cannot evolve multicellularity in the manner described
for green and red algae. However, some ciliates (including those of genus Zoothmnium)
form visually-stunning, snowake-shaped clonal colonies through the secretion of a shared,
branching stalk.is type of adhesion has appeared in other lineages that lack cell walls (in-
cluding some thecate choanoagellates) and even in clades that do possess walls, such as
green algae of genus Dictyosphaerium: it is thus evidently a common strategy for the evolu-
tion of multicellularity.
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Figure 1.3: Early dierentiation denes agellated and dividing cell types in metazoan em-
bryos
(A) Haeckel’s [49] depictions of the Sycyssa huxleyi sponge gastrula (reproduced from Leys
et al. [80]). Flagellated cells at the anterior supports motion of the embryo as unagellated
cells continue to divide. (B) Longitudinal section of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus sea urchin
embryo in late blastula stage. Ectodermal cells are agellated; mesodermal cells have begun
to ingress into the central cavity.
1.3 Opisthokonta
e unikonts consist of the Amoebozoa and the supergroup Opisthokonta [23, 136], which
includes the familiar fungi and metazoans [22] (Figure 1.3). Phylogenetic analyses sug-
gest that multicellularity evolved independently in the fungi and metazoans, as well as in
less well-known groups including the nucleariids, ichthyosporea, and choanoagellates[61,
91]. ese phylogenetic conclusions are supported morphologically: for example, all ma-
jor fungal clades display simple hyphal growth [91], while the only known multicellular
species in the closest outgroup is a slime mold that associates by aggregation [17]. Similarly,
all metazoans develop through division of a fertilized zygote, while some of the closely-
related choanoagellates aggregate facultatively [2, 126], and their mutual sister clade, the
icthyosporea, are multinucleate. Irreversible cellular dierentiation has also evolved inmost
lineages. We will review the best-studied cases, the fungi and metazoans.
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Figure 1.4: Prey-mediated
adhesion induces multicel-
lularity in the choanoagel-
late Salpingoeca rosetta
(A) S. rosetta in unicellular
form, with collar and agel-
lum visible. (B) A multicel-
lular colony or “rosette” of
S. rosetta. Photos courtesy
of Mark Dayel.
A B
Metazoa
Early metazoan embryogenesis parallels chlorophyte algae reproduction in three major
ways. First, the fertilized zygote is massive in volume and thus able to undergo a series of
rapid divisions without intervening growth that parallels algal palintomy. Second, in basal
metazoan groups including the sponges and cnidarians, the somatic cells of embryos are
agellated and positioned at the anterior end or covering the exterior surface, suggesting
the importance of their role in locomotion [80, 89, 100]. ird, division and agellation
appear to be mutually-exclusive processes in both lineages: agella are shed or resorbed
before mitosis [19, 74]4. Buss [19] and others have therefore argued that, as is posited for the
volvocine algae, metazoans likely evolved a soma due to a agellation-division constraint:
non-dividing somatic cells at the surface ensure motility by remaining agellated while
germline lineages actively divide.
Given the examples we have seen thus far, it is remarkable that metazoans have devel-
oped multicellularity, since they cannot or have not used any of the most commonmethods
of cell adhesion. e common ancestor of metazoans lacked a rigid cell wall, didn’t adhere
through secreted stalks, and was not multinucleate.e key to multicellularity in the meta-
4To my knowledge there is no known explanation for why this should be necessary, given that
metazoa do not possess cell walls that would prevent the migration and segregation of the agella
while still attached to the MTOCs, and the existence of multiple MTOCs per cell (e.g., supporting
multiple cilia) in higher metazoans. Let us assume that the universality of the observation reects a
limitation which is not easily circumvented in the most recent common ancestor of metazoans.
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zoans (besides a secreted extracellular matrix) was the presence of intercellular adhesion
protein families such as the cadherins [1] and integrins [125]. ese genes were present in
the last common ancestor of metazoans and their nearest sister group, the choanoagellates
[1, 125]: while the metazoans became obligately multicellular, choanoagellates lost integrin
family members [125] and now are predominantly unicellular. However, some choanoag-
ellates form multicellular colonies through the failure of cell separation aer cytokinesis,
creating colonies termed “rosettes” in which the agella point outward: in at least one case,
this association appears to be a response to an inducer released by a bacterial prey species
[2], though the potential benet of this arrangement – to either species – remains unknown.
is suggests that some mechanism for protein-mediated adhesion remains despite the loss
of integrins. Some choanoagellates also form multicellular groups through secretion of a
theca (rigid encasement) attached to a shared stalk, analogous to the multicellular ciliates
described above.
Several common developmental mechanisms have been revealed through extensive
study of metazoan model species; some hold well for other complex dierentiated multicel-
lular life, particularly plants. Many eggs contain a determinant (usually protein or mRNA)
which is asymmetrically distributed in the cytoplasm such that it is inherited by only a subset
of cells during early embryonic cleavage.ese cytoplasmic determinants initiate a distinct
developmental program in the cells that inherit them: usually this will include activating a
secondary, more permanent system to maintain cell fate even aer the determinant disap-
pears with time [35].is secondary system is usually a gene regulatory network: a system
of transcription factors which regulate one another’s expression [30]. For example, a cy-
toplasmic determinant may drive the initial expression a transcription factor, which then
maintains its expression by binding and activating its own promoter (directly or indirectly),
forming a positive feedback loop. e transcription factor may also induce downstream
genes required for cell type-specic functions, prevent dierentiation to alternative cell fates
by functioning as a repressor (perhaps indirectly), and aect the dierentiation of nearby
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cells by upregulating the expression of intercellular signallingmolecules [30]. Ultimately the
cell’s developmental fate may be locked down yet further through epigenetic controls such
as DNA methylation [131] and post-translational modication of histones [108]; autocrine
or paracrine signalling [30]; or by excision of unnecessary DNA [3, 66, 76]5.
Each cell type must be present in the correct number and position in order for the
embryo to survive: gene regulatory networks therefore usually contain redundant features
which “canalize” cells along the correct dierentiation path despite noisy conditions and
changing environments [144]. It may not be surprising, then, that the transcription factors
and their binding sites which specify germ layers and pattern body axes are conservedwithin
and oen betweenmetazoan phyla [30, 82]. Still, portions of these networksworkmodularly
and can be co-opted to dene additional cell types. Expansion of signalling protein and
transcription factor gene families, which extends the repertoire of possible developmental
regulation systems, is thought to be pre-requisite for the evolution of many multicellular,
dierentiating organisms: this conjecture is corroborated by the signicant expansion of
these gene families in most such taxa, including the metazoans.
Fungi
Like many algae, fungi have evolved multicellularity not as a means of enhancing motility,
but rather of remaining stuck in place. e common ancestor of the fungi was agellated
[22]: some groups still reproduce through agellated single cells, but most species have lost
5is mechanism of dierentiation was rst speculated by August Weismann in his treatisee
Germ-Plasm [147], where he postulated that the “idioplasm” is subdivided between daughter cells
during somatic divisions in the embryo, such that each division produces cells with an increasingly
smaller fraction of the hereditary material. Although we now know that gene excision is not the pri-
mary means of dierentiation in most organisms, it remains the most denitive, for reversion to an
undierentiated state is impossible once the necessary genomic material is lost. Cases of dieren-
tiation through gene excision can be found in a variety of taxa, where many appear to result from
independent co-options of tranposable elements and their recombinases [3, 66, 76]. For example,
gene excision is required for the generation of functional T-cell receptors and immunoglobulins (an
essential step of lymphocyte development) and is a characteristic event inmammalian erythropoiesis
[14, 78, 107].
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motility entirely.e phylogeny of fungi has recently been overhauled to include a new, basal
clade: the Cryptomycota, which include themicrosporidia [62, 63]. Like other opisthokonts,
and unlike all other fungi, cryptomycetes lack a chitinous cell wall in most life cycle phases
and do not form multinucleate (or septated) hyphae, placing an upper bound on the ac-
quisition times for these traits [62, 63]. Two other major clades of fungi, the chytrids and
zygomycetes, are unfortunately polyphyletic. More complex morphologies, including sep-
tated hyphae, many cell types, andmacroscopic fruiting bodies, appear to have evolved once
in the common ancestor of the Ascomycota (which include trues and morels) and the Ba-
sidiomycota (which include chanterelles and more typical mushrooms).
Two explanations for evolution of multicellularity in the fungi have been advanced,
with each positing a dierent lifestyle for the most recent common ancestor [22, 90], reect-
ing two strategies taken by modern-day chytrid fungi6: parasitic and saprophytic growth.
Saprophytic chytrids extract nutrients from decaying organic material while clinging to it
with a primitively-multicellular structure called a rhizoid, which consists of a branching net-
work of hyphae; not all parasitic chytrids have rhizoids, but in those that do, their purpose
is likewise to anchor the fungus in the host.
We will consider rst the possibility that the common ancestor of fungi was a sapro-
phytes. All opisthokonts share the capacity to form slender “lose” cellular projections, in
contrast to the thick pseudopods found in amoebas [127]. Whereas these projections are
thick and rigidly-supported by actin in the animals and choanoagellates, analogous struc-
tures in the nucleariids and fungi are exible, tapering, and sometimes branched. It has
been proposed that this morphological innovation might have served to root saprobes to
a substrate, eventually being elaborated into hyphae to perform a function similar to the
rhizoids of chytrid fungi7.is innovation would have interfered with locomotion, perhaps
6ese explanations were proposed long before the cryptomycetes were known to be the most
basal clade of fungi; each remains valid in light of the new phylogenetic information.
7Whereas algal holdfasts are merely physical attachments, rhizoids are more like land plant roots
in that they permit the uptake of nutrients.
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explaining the loss of agella in some lineages (despite their clear advantage for dispersal in
aquatic species). A disadvantage of this theory is that it presumes the fungal ancestor had
already specialized in a saprotrophic lifestyle before acquiring structural adaptations to hold
it in place: a chicken-and-egg problem.is concern has since been addressed with the fur-
ther conjecture that attachment may have been initially benecial for another reason. For
example, if the ancestor of fungi maintained a lifestyle similar to the common ancestor of
metazoans and choanoagellates (using a agellum to trap prey) then anchoring to a sub-
strate might improve its ecacy; transition to saprotrophy could then have been secondary
to a sessile lifestyle [90].
An alternative theory holds that the common ancestor of fungi was parasitic, and the
initial benet of rhizoid formation was to prolong the parasites’ stay and/or to gain access to
nutrients within the host [22]. Support for this interpretation comes from the observation
of parasitic cryptomycetes, which (lacking hyphae) attach to their diatom hosts by other
means [63]; as well as of parasitic higher fungi which parasitize other single-celled hosts by
attaching through their branched hyphae [6].
In either event, an analogous evolutionary trajectory is proposed for the brown algae
(Phaeophyta) [28] and in sea lettuces (green algae of genus Ulva), which form rhizoid-like
holdfasts to ax to the seaoor [12]. ese algae do not form lose projections, tapered
downward growth to form the holdfast begins directly in the zygote in some species of each
group [11, 12]. Individual cells in the sea lettuces and brown algae remain together through
failure to degrade the rigid cell walls that connect them: in this sense they are similar to the
red algae discussed above. e common ancestor of fungi lacked a cell wall: perhaps this
explains why the fungi formed multinucleate hyphae rather than cellularized laments.
Multicellularity in the form of hyphal growth is believed to have been present in the
common ancestor of fungi. Reversions to unicellularity have occurred frequently to generate
yeast species scattered throughout the fungal phylogenetic tree [37, 77].e unicellular state,
too, can be reverted through mutations that prevent cell separation by chitinases following
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cytokinesis: recently, this result has been achieved by experimental evolution [73, 105, 112].
It is thus quite possible that hyphal growth has evolved multiple times in the fungal lineage.
A more complex form of multicellularity is believed to have evolved once in the Dikarya
(consisting of the crown groups Ascomycota and Basidiomycota), which oen have septated
hyphae and macroscopic fruiting bodies. Evidence for a single acquisition event is mainly
morphological, though buttressed by the observation of related gene family expansions in
the common ancestor of both groups [135].
Evolution of cellular dierentiation in the Dikarya is naturally thought to have been
facilitated by the appearance of fully septated hyphae [75].is is perhaps an oversimplica-
tion, however, as gene expression states can dier dramatically between nuclei even in sync-
tial hyphae [79]. e sessile, terrestrial lifestyle of the Dikarya [55] also likely contributed
to the advent of dierentiation by engendering a strong selective pressure for the eective
dispersal of spores by air: structures mediating spore ejection into the airstream are oen
morphologically complex [42]. Dierentiation during fruiting body formation appears to
be mediated by the usual suspects, gene regulatory networks of transcription factors, hor-
mones [25], and WD40 domain-containing proteins involved in intercellular signal trans-
duction [85, 109]. True terminal dierentiation is rare among the fungi: morphologically-
distinct hyphae, once experimentally removed from the fruiting body, can regenerate all
forms in many of the cases examined carefully [95]. However, since dierentiation states
are maintained stably when hyphae remain within in the fruiting body (i.e. under natural
circumstances), these fungi eectively possess terminal dierentiation.
1.4 Amoebozoa
e sister group to the opisthokonts is Amoebozoa: it consists of non-photosynthetic,
phagotrophic protozoa that move primarily by cytoplasmic ow into pseudopods, though
some groups retain agella.e slime molds, which include multinucleate acellular as well
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as aggregative cellular forms, have evolved at least three times in this clade8 and oen show
evidence of nuclear or cellular dierentiation. In this sectionwewill highlightDictyostelium,
a cellular slime mold which has been the focus of biochemical, genetic, and mechanical
studies for over four decades and is representative of an aggregative multicellular lifestyle
which has evolved independently in many other taxa, including the Rhizaria (Guttulinopsis
vulgaris), Excavata (the acrasid slime molds), Ciliophora (Sorogena stoianovitchae), and
Nucleariida (Fonticula alba) [16, 17, 141]. We note, however, that the acellular slime mold
Physarum polycephalum is also fast becoming a model organism for the study of morpho-
genesis [39, 142] and is representative of a multinucleate hyphal lifestyle which has also
evolved independently in the fungi and oomycetes.
Dictyostelium
Aggregative multicellularity has arisen independently in a diverse collection of prokaryotic
and eukaryotic clades, but the best studied example remains the cellular slide mold Dic-
tyostelium discoideum. Dictyostelium live as unicellular amoebae when their bacterial prey
are plentiful, but under starvation conditions, asmany as 100,000 cellsmay aggregate to form
a macroscopic “slug.” Cells in the slug secrete an extracellular matrix along which the slug
moves using a repetitive series of contractions and extensions [15]: this coordinated motion
between cells allows the slug to migrate up to 6 cm – much further than the individual cells
could achieve alone [145].e slug travels toward the light (which in their natural environ-
ment typically corresponds to the surface of the leaf layer) for several days, then halts and
rears up to form a fruiting body.e cells at the apex sporulate, while the remainder form a
thin, rigid stalk of ≈2 mm [8] that elevates the spores above the boundary layer to facilitate
their dispersal9.
8As the name implies, prior to the advent of molecular phylogeny, slime molds were thought to
be primitive forms of fungi.
9ough at this height the spores have surpassed the boundary layer, dispersal by wind is unlikely
because of a thick, sticky shell that joins the spores to the stalk. Dispersal by animal vectors, however,
has been noted in the wild [60].
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Figure 1.5: Life cycle of the cellular slime mold Dictyostelium discoideum.
Image provided under the GNU Free Documentation License by Tijmen Stam.
To understand the evolutionary adaptations required to adopt its multicellular
lifestyle, we must understand the basis of Dictyostelium cells’ cohesion and coordinated
motion. Much of the slug’s motion can be attributed to mechanical properties of the slimy
“shell” it continuously secretes. e shell is weak at the anterior end but elastic enough to
exert a surface tension of ≈50 mN/m (comparable to water) at the middle and rear of the
slug [116]: the resulting pressure pushes cells toward the anterior end10 [81, 116]. e shell
remains stationary while the slug advances through it: the hollow tube eventually collapses
at the rear end, and the resulting force is also expected to contribute to the slug’s forward
10e same force is predicted to drive the expansion of plant meristems [36], which have an extra-
cellular matrix of similar biochemical composition to theDictyostelium slug shell [149].e outward
pressure exerted by slug’s cells is analogous to the outward pressure exerted by cytoplasm of hyphal
tips of fungi [137] and of pseudopods in amoebae.
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motion [150].e slug’s forward motion does not appear to be entirely passive, however, as
the molecular motor myosin II is heavily expressed on the slug’s ventral surface [34], where
its activity prevents “slippage”; the importance of this contribution is shown by failure of
slug (but not individual cell) motility in myosin heavy chain mutants [148]. us, at a
minimum, evolution of slug motility likely required a mechanism for aggregation, secretion
of a shell, and coordinated motion within the slug. A possible evolutionarily-intermediate
form, suggested by the “tipped mound” appearance of Dictyostelium aggregates before
movement begins, is the secretion of a shell around an aggregate to force cells vertically
upward and thus directly into a non-motile stalk.
e cells which comprise the stalk of the fruiting body are eectively somatic: un-
like the spores, they will not directly contribute reproductively to future generations of Dic-
tyostelium, yet are clearly necessary for forming a tall rigid structure for spore dispersal.e
dierentiation system which species stalk cells is already in motion long before cells rst
aggregate to form the slug: cells which were the least well-fed prior to aggregation are more
responsive to Dierentiation Inducing Facgtor (DIF) family signalling molecules that bias
cells toward a stalk fate [26, 143].is arrangement, christened “survival of the fattest” [96],
might be benecial because it ensures that the cells whichwill form spores are themost likely
to survive, while only relatively moribund cells sacrice their reproductive potential11.
Since slugs are formed by aggregation, there is no guarantee of clonality: mutants less
prone to dierentiate andwildtype cells form slugs together: when this occurs, production of
the stalk is “exploited” by the mutants, which make up a larger-than-representative fraction
of the spores.is eect is seen in wild isolates and in the laboratory [45, 140]: it is presumed
that spore dispersal eventually forces a unicellular bottleneck, limiting the spread ofmutants
incapable of dierentiation.
11As with the fungi, there is evidence that dierentiation in the slime mold can be reversed by ex-
perimentally disrupting a slug or stalk to separate the cell types. Within the natural context, however,
dierentiation state is eectively permanent.
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Major clades of interest for this section
include the cyanobacteria, proteobacteria
(including the myxobacteria), and crenar-
chaea (including Pyrodictium). Dotted
lines represent major endosymbiont acqui-
sitions which formed the eukaryotic mito-
chondrion (from a proteobacterium [84]),
chloroplast (from a cyanobacterium [87]),
and secondary chloroplasts (from green
and red algae [67]).is cladogram reects
the phylogeny of Ciccarelli et al. [27].
1.5 Prokaryota
Bacteria and archaea have evolved multicellular forms akin to many of the examples de-
scribed above.emost commonmorphologies are laments, as found in the cyanobacteria
highlighted below, and biolms, cohesive colonies initated through pilial or agellar adhe-
sion and maintained by production of an extracellular matrix [43, 53, 83, 117]. Some acti-
nobacteria, including the well-studied Streptomyces, have multinucleate hyphal forms sim-
ilar to those of fungi. e methane-producing euryarcheonsMethanosarcina form macro-
scopic, amorphous, clonal clumps, while themyxobacteria aggregate to form fruiting bodies
in amanner similar toDictyostelium [31]. Despitemuch overlap inmorphologywith eukary-
oticmulticellular clades, these domains of life also contain unparalleled forms like thewoven
network of cytoplasmic bridges formed by the Pyrodictium crenarcheon hyperthermophiles,
discussed below.
Cyanobacteria
Cyanobacteria are believed to have caused the Great Oxygenation Event ≈2.8 billion years
ago, dramatically increasing Earth’s oxygen levels through their photosynthetic activity and
triggering the global glaciation event known as “snowball Earth” [72]. e world’s oldest
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Figure 1.7: Diversity of forms in the cyanobacteria
(A) e unicellular cyanobacterium Synechococcus elongatus. Photo courtesy of Chris
Carter. (B) e lamentous, non-dierentiating species Coleofasciculus chthonoplastes.
Photo courtesy of Ignacio Ba´rbara. (C) Planar colonies of Merismopedia elegans. Photo
courtesy of Chris Carter. (D) Small, cubic colonies of Eucapsis alpina. Photo courtesy of
Chris Carter. (E) A heterocyst within an Anabaena crassa lament. Photo courtesy of Karl
Bruun. (F) Branched laments of dierentiating Fischerella sp.: note elongated morphology
of cells at ramications (arrow). Photo courtesy of Peter Siver [130].
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multicellular fossils, dating back over 2 billion years, are believed to represent lamentous
cyanobacteria12 [111]. Molecular clock estimates support these fossil interpretations by dat-
ing themost recent common ancestor of extantmulticellular cyanobacteria to approximately
2 billion years ago [32, 124].e common ancestor of cyanobacteria was most likely unicel-
lular, andmany unicellular species persist, though phylogenetic analyses suggest that at least
seven independent reversions to unicellularity have occurred [123, 128]. ese studies also
reveal that contrary to “Dollo’s Law,”which states that complex traits are exceedingly unlikely
to be regained once they are lost [46], multicellularity has been gained, lost, and reacquired
multiple times in the cyanobacteria. Loss of multicellularity has apparently not occurred in
cyanobacteria, however, in clades that have also evolved cellular dierentiation [123, 128].
Evolution of a lamentous lifestyle requires axial growth and adhesion at the poles
following division: the former is common to many prokaryotes including the unicellular
cyanobacteria, suggesting that the only necessary adaptation for lamentous growth was a
mechanism formaintaining attachment between cells.is seemingly straightforward inno-
vation is complicated slightly by the fact that the cyanobacteria are diderm (gram-negative)
bacteria with two plasma membranes: in multicellular species, the outer membrane is con-
tinuous across the entire lament, holding the cells together. While average lament length
depends partly on external factors like mechanical stress and bacteriophage-induced lysis,
cyanobacteria also directly regulate this property through programmed cell death [9] as well
as other genetically-encoded mechanisms that remain to be elucidated [94]. e inherent
advantages of lamentous growth, as in many other forms of multicellularity, have been hy-
pothesized to include improved eciency of nutrient uptake requiring secreted enzymes
and predator avoidance13 [11, 50, 51]; both passive and active changes in lament size un-
12Filamentous fossils up to 3 billion years old have also been claimed for the cyanobacteria on the
basis ofmorphological similarity to extant species, but these claims are somewhatmore controversial.
13Predator avoidance was likely not the initial selective pressure for multicellularity, since the rst
fossils of phagotrophic species do not appear until bout 750 million years ago [110], but it may have
been advantageous since their advent.
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der appropriate conditions facilitate dispersal and avoid excessive local depletion of limiting
nutrients [120].
Multicellular cyanobacteria can terminally dierentiate to form heterocysts: these
sterile cells are specialized for the xation of nitrogen, which they share with neighbor-
ing cells primarily through the secretion of glutamine. Cyanobacteria are also commonly
considered to have two other types of specialized cells: hormogonia and akinetes (resting
cells akin to asexual spores). Hormogonia are transiently-motile single cells [118] induced by
growth conditions and/or secretions of their plant symbionts: they return to a regular seden-
tary lifestyle within a few days (reviewed in [21, 92]). Since cyanobacterial cells can and do
oen transition between these forms, by the denition given above, they would be consid-
ered transient gene expression states rather than dierentiated cells. Heterocysts, hormogo-
nia, and akinetes are clearly visible in fossils over 2 billion years old, when cyanobacterial
morphological complexity evidently plateaued [123]. e question of whether cyanobacte-
ria were incapable of evolving more complicated forms (e.g., due to the absence of genomic
pre-adaptations) or simply did not experience evolutionary pressure to do so remains open.
e benet of heterocyst dierentiation in the cyanobacteria derives from the incom-
patibility of two critical processes, nitrogen xation and photosynthesis, due to the inactiva-
tion of nitrogenase by oxygen. While some cyanobacteria have responded to this pressure
by simply relegating nitrogen xation to the evening hours, the dierentiation of heterocysts
permits nitrogen xation throughout the day. It is not surprising that heterocyst dierentia-
tion is terminal rather than transient because to avoid exposure to oxygen, heterocysts must
forsake photosynthesis through the O2-evolving photosystem II, purge gas vacuoles, and
form an extracellular envelope to reduce gas diusion into the cell below the rate at which
it can be respired [146]. Furthermore, since heterocysts provide nitrogen to neighboring
cells by diusion, the expected returns of continued heterocyst division would be marginal
relative to dierentiation of new heterocysts further away on the lament. A complex pat-
terning mechanism involving multiple ligand-receptor systems ensures the dierentiation
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of an appropriate number of new heterocysts when cells begin to experience nitrogen depri-
vation [41, 98, 151].e expansion of multiple signal transduction pathways in heterocystic
cyanobacteria suggest that intercellular signaling was a key pre-adaptation for the evolution
of dierentiation in this clade [65].
Methanosarcina
Like the cyanobacteria, the Methanosarcina are so prolic that their evolution and subse-
quent methane production is thought to have caused a major geological transition [121].
Members of this genus are anaerobes found in such diverse locations as hydrothermal vents,
deep freshwater, and the digestive tracks of ruminants, where they transition between a uni-
cellular dispersal stage and the formation of clonal clumps large enough to be visible to
the naked eye [119]. Bonner and Stetter have proposed that multicellularity evolved in this
group to protect cells in the interior of the clump from exposure to oxygen [12]. If accurate,
the benets derived from clumping would be similar to those demonstrated for occulating
yeast. Flocculation is a form of aggregation through the expression of cell surface lectins that
has evolved in some yeast (themselves unicellular revertants of multicellular fungi) which is
initiated under stressful conditions: cells in the center of the macroscopic clumps that form
are protected from environmental stressors by the physical shield of dead cells around them
[132].
Pyrodictia
Members of the genus Pyrodictium were the rst extremophiles demonstrated to grow at
temperatures above 100○C [138]. Some species form long, thin cytoplasmic bridges called
cannulae that seem to both connect cells and, through their elasticity, to enforce their regular
spacing. Cannulae are formed initially as looping periplasmic projections doubly-attached
to the surface of the same cell: if the cell division plane happens to fall between the two ends
of a cannula, it will connect them aer cytokinesis [59].ese cytoplasmic bridges are fairly
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Figure 1.8: Cell adhesion through cannulae in
Pyrodictium abyssi.
Cells of Pyrodictium abyssi produce cannu-
lae that oen form looping projections onto
the cell’s own surface. When a looped can-
nula’s two ends are separated by the mitotic
division plane, it becomes a linkage between
the daughter cells, as shown here. Photograph
courtesy of Harald Huber [59].
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stable and elongate slowly during cell growth, allowing dense clusters of clonally-related
cells to remain interconnected [59]: as they extend only into the periplasmic space [99],
the outer membrane presumably further stabilizes the multicellular groups as it does in the
cyanobacteria. Cannulae comprise a large fraction of the biomass of Pyrodictium cultures,
and are thus expected to provide substantial benets to oset their costs of production.e
advantages of multicellularity per se for Pyrodictium, which grows in hydrothermal vents,
are unknown. Noting that the cannulae of Pyrodictium are able to withstand much hot-
ter temperatures than the cells themselves, Stetter [139] speculates that they serve to force
portions of the colony intomuch hotter regions of the vent, where perhaps dierent bioelec-
trochemistry can be accomplished to the benet of the surviving, connected cells.
1.6 Conclusion
e examples above illustrate the diverse circumstances and means by which dierentia-
tion and multicellularity have evolved previously. We have seen that multicellularity can
join cells that are related to one another by descent from a common ancestor (clonal multi-
cellularity) or free-living, potentially-unrelated single cells which join together facultatively
(aggregative multicellularity). Organisms with aggregative multicellularity are small in size
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and have few cell types, suggesting that this strategy does not extend eectively to greater
levels of complexity, which may be due in part to inherent intergenomic competition within
the aggregate. Mechanistically, multicellularity can be implemented through protein-based
cell-to-cell adhesion, enclosure within a common extracellular matrix, incomplete cytoki-
nesis, cell fusion, and even elaborate cytoplasmic bridges. Evolution of multicellularity may
be driven by size increase alone (for example, to avoid predators or gain preferential access
to sunlight), rooting to a substrate, generating an internal environment (e.g. for phosphate
storage or germline cell division), facilitating access to a public good, or improving locomo-
tion and dispersal.
Dierentiation, too, comes in many forms. It can be strictly irreversible, as for enu-
cleated red blood cells and entombed heterocysts; eectively irreversible, as when position
eects govern gene expression state in Dikarya fruiting bodies; or transient, as for motile
propagule life stages like cyanobacterial hormogonia – even cytoplasmic separation is not
a requirement, as we have seen for syncytial nuclei in fungi. Dierentiation oen separates
two or more processes that are inherently antagonistic, including photosynthesis and nitro-
gen xation in cyanobacteria; agellar motion and cell division in the volvocine algae and
metazoans; or spore dispersal and germline propagation in fungal and slime mold fruiting
bodies. Dierentiation can be mediated by dierential segregation of determinants, inter-
cellular signalling, transcription factor-based gene regulatory networks, epigenetic modi-
cations, heritable changes in protein activity, and, most drastically, gene excision.
In all cases where speculation is possible or where “intermediate forms” remain, it
appears that multicellularity evolved prior to dierentiation. Many of the functions of dif-
ferentiated cells described above would not be achievable in a unicellular species, with a
notable exception: nutrient exchange between cell types, e.g. in the heterocystous cyanobac-
teria. In chapter three, we will describe the production of a unicellular budding yeast strain
which dierentiates to produce cells that release monosaccharides into the culture media,
just as heterocysts secrete glutamine for uptake by neighboring cells. First, however, we de-
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vote chapter two to the problem of engineering cellular dierentiation de novo, including
how to create a complete dichotomy between cell types, impose irreversible conversion, and
arbitrarily assign functions to daughter cells.
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Chapter 2
Design and characterization of a yeast
model system for cellular dierentiation
“What I cannot create, I do not understand.”
- Richard Feynman (attrib.)
2.1 Abstract
Cellular dierentiation is a complex trait whose molecular underpinnings have been the
subject of decades of developmental biology research. Such investigations have resulted in a
clear philosophical denition of dierentiation as well as a catalogue of the required features
and their implementations in extant organisms. We herein describe the design and charac-
terization of a synthetic gene construct in yeast which achieves irreversible dierentiation
through recombinase-mediated gene excision. We show that our system allows fundamental
properties like conversion rate, cell-specic gene expression, and relative growth rate to be
readily modied. To demonstrate the predictability of our system’s behavior, we recapitulate
phenomena predicted by common mutation-selection balance models.
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2.2 Introduction
Cellular dierentiation – a long-term change in a cell’s gene expression state – has evolved
independently over a dozen times in nature. Despite this convergence in function, themech-
anisms employed to implement irreversible cell fate decisions are varied and complex. At-
tempts to recreate dierentiation ab initio have thus far been fraught with noise, instability,
and intransigence to future modications. We sought to construct a model system where
the conditions and consequences of dierentiation are, to the greatest extent possible, under
the experimenter’s control. Our system will nd direct application in chapter three: here,
we explore its design and characterization as matters of intrinsic interest from a synthetic
biology perspective.
Most eukarytoic cell types are established and maintained by groups of interregulated
transcription factors and promoters called gene regulatory networks [18]. As a consequence
of inheriting cytoplasmic factors, receiving intercellular signals, or even experiencing ran-
domuctuations in gene expression, a dierentiating cell will begin to express a combination
of transcription factors characteristic of the cell type it will become.ese transcription fac-
tors then maintain their own expression indenitely through direct or indirect regulatory
connections, suppress alternative cell fates, and orchestrate the expression of eector genes
specic to the dierentiated cell type. Cell fate may then be further reinforced by epigenetic
changes in chromatin state and/or autocrine and paracrine signaling.
Gene regulatory networks are oen composed of dozens of nodes: while smaller mo-
tifs, including positive feedback and antagonism between states, can produce the required
bistability [82], the incorporation of redundancy ensures themaintenance of the dierentia-
tion state in the face of inherent noise in transcriptional and translational regulation [51, 86].
In synthetic systems that use only bare-bones regulation systems (e.g., a single feedback
loop), noisy gene expression and transcription factor binding, insucient cooperativity in
gene regulation, or weak induction/repression can permit undesired interconversion be-
tween states or produce an eectively monostable system [26, 35].
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Distinct gene expression states can also be produced by heritable cytoplasmic deter-
minants. Yeast that possess the [PSI+] prion, a self-templating protein aggregate of the trans-
lation termination factor Sup35 [19, 72, 76], read through stop codons at a higher rate (0.2 -
35% of translations, depending on the strain and codon context) and therefore have a dra-
matically dierent proteome from wildtype yeast [8, 22, 58, 79, 89]. Under normal con-
ditions, the number of aggregates per cell is large enough to ensure that most daughters
will inherit at least one prion and therefore maintain the [PSI+] phenotype [16, 50, 80, 81].
Prion loss occurs only when chaperone activity is altered signicantly: overexpression of
heat shock proteins can cause the breakdown of aggregates, whereas a decrease in chaper-
one activity results in fewer, larger aggregates per cell and therefore decreases the probability
of inheritance by daughter cells [59, 60].
A third mechanism of dierentiation was rst hypothesized by August Weismann in
his treatisee Germ-Plasm [88], where he postulated that the hereditary material (“idio-
plasm”) is partitioned between daughter cells during somatic divisions in the embryo: ac-
cording to his theory, dierentiation occurredwhen the remaining geneticmaterial was only
sucient to encode one cell type. Although we now know that genome reduction is not the
primary means of dierentiation in most organisms, it remains the most denitive, for re-
version to an undierentiated state is impossible once the necessary genomicmaterial is lost.
Examples of dierentiation through gene excision can be found in a variety of taxa, where
they have apparently resulted from many independent co-options of tranposable elements
and their recombinases [3, 37, 42]. Gene excision is required for the generation of functional
T-cell receptors and immunoglobulins (an essential step of lymphocyte development), while
complete enucleation is a characteristic event in mammalian erythropoiesis [7, 43, 63]. Pro-
duction of nitrogen-xing cells in heterocystous cyanobacteria requires the excision of two
transposons in the nif gene cluster [3]. During sporulation, B. subtilismother cells undergo
gene excision to produce functional σK , their cell type-specicRNApolymerase II sigma fac-
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tor [42]. us there is substantial biological precedent for dierentiation through genome
reduction.
We chose gene excision via the commonly-used bacteriophage P1 Cre recombinase
[74] as the molecular basis for dierentiation within our model system (Figure 2.1A). Cre
recombinase binds as a dimer to a 34-bp directional sequence loxP [1]: once two Cre dimers
have each bound a loxP site and to one another, they induce recombination between the two
loxP sites [27, 83]. When the loxP sites were originally aligned end-to-end, this results in
excision of the intervening region as a small circular fragment that will be lost by dilution if
it lacks an origin of replication. In our system, “unconverted” cells express a gene encoded
between two loxP sites. Conversion occurs when the recombinase excises the intervening
region, permanently halting expression of the removed open reading frame and allowing
expression of another transcript to begin. e cell type-specic genes are chosen so that
unconverted cells have the higher growth rate (due to improved tolerance of the antibiotic
cycloheximide) and each cell type can be readily visualized by uorescence (Figure 2.1B).
e eld of synthetic biology is guided by the principle that the elemental components
of life act modularly and can therefore be recombined in appropriate ways to achieve new
functionality. While great strides towards this ideal have been made [11, 25, 73], rational de-
sign remains a loy ideal given the current depth of understanding of the underlyingmolec-
ular biology 1. Close scrutiny is thus required to ensure the proper function of a synthetic
biological system, regardless of how straightforward its implementation may appear. e
most direct test of a new synthetic system is its ability to recapitulate behaviors predicted
by theory, simulation, or orthogonal experimental approaches: comparisons between the
expected and observed activity of our system will therefore form the bulk of this chapter.
1For example, a common bioengineering problem is to express a gene in a non-native condition,
and the logical approach is to replace its transcriptional promoter with that of a gene expressed at the
correct place and time. But even this simple strategy is not guaranteed, for the promoter’s function
may depend heavily on its genomic context, such as cis-regulatory elements or nucleosome position-
ing sites in the adjacent sequence.
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plication con
version
Unconverted
Fast growth
Converted
Slow growth
Recombinase-mediated
gene excision
A
B
Promoter loxP loxPmCherry Ubq mCitrine SUC2Ubqcyh2r Term Term
Promoter mCitrine SUC2Ubq TermloxP
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the yeast model system.
(A) Diagram of the locus conferring cell type-specic gene expression. In unconverted
cells, a strong promoter (PENO2) drives expression of the polypeptide mCherry-Ubq-cyh2r;
a transcriptional terminator prevents expression of downstream genes. Aer translation,
the polypeptide is cleaved at its ubiquitin moiety by cellular proteases to release a stable
uorescent protein-ubiquitin fusion and a mutant version of the ribosomal protein L28,
Cyh2r, in its native sequence.e Cyh2r protein is not able to bind cycloheximide, and thus
confers a growth advantage in media containing this drug. Conversion occurs via gene
excision: mCherry-Ubq-cyh2r expression halts and mCitrine-Ubq-Suc2 expression begins:
this polypeptide encodes a second uorescent marker and the yeast invertase Suc2 (used in
this context to balance the tness eects of cyh2r expression).
(B) Diagram of functionality conferred to each cell type. Unconverted cells express the u-
orescent marker mCherry (pseudo-colored blue throughout this document) and have rel-
atively fast growth in cycloheximide due to cyh2r expression. Cre recombinase activity in
newborn daughters of unconverted cells may induce their conversion, which results in ex-
pression of the yellow uorescent marker mCitrine and slower growth in cycloheximide.
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Mutation-selection balance theory, which has been applied to diverse problems rang-
ing from the estimation of mutation rates [17, 30] to eugenics and medical policy [17, 29, 33,
55, 56, 65], provides several testable predictions of the behavior of our strains. For the hap-
loid, single-locus case most relevant to our system, the simplest mutation-selection balance
model proposes that wildtype cells undergo one type of irreversible deleterious mutation at
a rate µ to produce mutant clones with selection coecient s, which is taken to be negative.
e fraction f of wildtype cells at equilibrium reects the ability of the population to ef-
fectively eliminate the continually-spawning mutants through selection [17].e process of
conversion in our system is akin to mutation, in that it produces a heritable change in gene
expression state; dierences in gene expression decrease the growth rate of converted cells
under appropriatemedia conditions, producing an eective selection coecient. Under this
model, J. B. S. Haldane showed that the reduction in population tness atmutation-selection
equilibrium is a function solely of the conversion rate:
It is at once clear that in equilibrium abnormal genes are wiped out by natural
selection at exactly the same rate as they are produced by mutation. It does not
matter whether the gene is lethal or almost harmless. [. . .]e loss of tness of
the species depends entirely on the mutation rate and not at all on the eect of
the gene upon the tness of the individual carrying it.
is decrease in population tness was later deemed the mutation “load” by Muller [56],
who arrived at the result independently. Later in this chapter, we show that, as predicted,
the mutation load in our strains varies with the conversion rate but not signicantly with
the selection coecient.
Due to the irreversibility of mutations assumed in this model, it is possible to lose the
wildtype phenotype indenitely; i.e., f = 0 is an absorbing state.e average survival time of
mutant clones diverges ( f → 0) when the mutation rate µ is too high or the selection coe-
cient s is too low for selection to be eective.e sudden divergence in average survival time
is analogous to a phase transition.ese characteristics make mutation-selection balance a
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member of a universality class (a group of fundamentally-analogous models) of nonequilib-
rium critical phenomena called directed percolation models ([9], reviewed in [31]), which
include models of uid percolation through porous materials, trac jams, certain catalytic
chemical reactions, and epidemic spread. Each model in this class species units that can
exist in two states, one of which is absorptive. Results obtained for this universality class in
general give insight into mutation-selection balance as a special case.
For example, the work of Domany and Kinzel on directed percolation can be used to
predict the shape of the phase transition line for mutation-selection balance during growth
on solid media [46].e production of new cells at the linear front of a colony can be mod-
eled by the iterative propagation of cellular automata. By simulating directed percolation
in cellular automata with varying model parameters, Domany and Kinzel characterized the
phase transition at which the absorbing state prevails [20, 40]. Lavrentovich, Korolev, and
Nelson have adapted this model to mutation-selection balance, accommodating important
features of biological systems such as the expanding front of radially-growing colonies and
explicitly predicting the phase transition diagram in terms of µ and s: as they note, the pre-
dicted threshold for wildtype cell loss occurs at much lower mutation rates/higher selection
coecients for populations growing on solid media than in well-mixed liquid media [46].
Later in this chapter, we will explore the t between their predictions and a phase diagram
obtained experimentally using our converting yeast strain.
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2.3 Methods
Strain and plasmid construction
Synthesis of the cell type specication locus
loxP, the binding site of Cre recombinase, is 34 bp long and contains inverted repeats that
can interfere with polymerase chain reactions when they occur at the boundaries of ampli-
cons (and thus within primer sequences). We reasoned that inclusion of this inverted repeat
within a transcript could also form a hairpin or otherwise interfere with translation of the
transcript. To facilitate cloning and improve the odds of successful protein expression, we
modied a yeast articial intron [91] to contain a loxP site between the 5’ splice donor site and
the branch point.is articial intronwas introduced at the 5’ end of the open reading frame
of yeast-optimized version of mCherry [described in [68]; generously provided with ADH1
terminator by Nick Ingolia] via overhang PCR, then cloned into pFA6a-HIS3MX6 [49] by
sequence ligation-independent cloning (SLIC, [47]) to generate pMEW56.e constitutive
ACT1 promoter was then fused to the 5’ end of the articial intron by ligation-independent
cloning, producing pMEW61. A ubiquitin moiety amplied from the UBI4 locus was then
introduced between mCherry and the ADH1 terminator by ligation-independent cloning to
generate pMEW72.
e articial intron described above (excluding the 5’ splice donor site) was fused to
the 5’ end of the SUC2 open reading frame and terminator by overhang PCR and introduced
into pRS402 [71] by NotI/SacI restriction digest and ligation to generate pMEW54. e
PACT1-AI-mCherry-TADH1 construct was amplied from pMEW61 by PCR to introduce XmaI
and NotI restriction sites, with which the construct was introduced 5’ to the AI-SUC2-TSUC2
insert on pMEW54 to produce pMEW63.
Our application requires single-copy genomic integration of aDNA fragment too large
for ecient and accurate amplication by PCR: we therefore designed a plasmid whose in-
sert, once released by restriction digest, could integrate at the SUC2 locus via homologous re-
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combination [62]. A 300-bp region 5’ to the SUC2 open reading framewas amplied via PCR
and introduced 5’ to theADE2 cassette of pRS402 by sequence ligation-independent cloning
to generate pMEW71.ePACT1-AI-mCherry-UBQ-AI-SUC2-TSUC2 cassette of pMEW63was
extracted by XmaI/SacI digest and inserted into pMEW71: the resulting plasmid pMEW73,
once digested with Bsu36I and SacI, has insert ends homologous to the 5’ and 3’ ends of the
SUC2 locus and thus can be used for ecient integration.
An intron-free version of the ribosomal protein-encoding gene CYH2 containing a
previously-described N38K mutation conferring cycloheximide resistance [23, 39, 75] was
amplied by fusion PCR and integrated at the C terminus of the PACT1-AI-mCherry-UBQ
construct in pMEW61 by ligation-independent cloning to produce pMEW67. To increase the
expression level and improve consistency in expression during transition from log to station-
ary phase, theACT1promoter of pMEW73was replaced by PENO2 throughPCRamplication
and restriction digest, creating plasmid pMEW79. Replacement of PACT1-AI-mCherry-TADH1
in pMEW79withPENO2-AI-mCherry-UBQ-cyh2r-TADH1 by restriction digest and ligationwas
used to create pMEW82.
To allow uorescent labeling of converted cells, the yeast-optimized version of mC-
itrine [69] was then introduced 5’ to the SUC2 open reading frame with a ubiquitin linker
as follows. e mCherry open reading frame of pMEW67 was replaced with the mCitrine
open reading frame by ligation-independent cloning to generate pMEW83.e SUC2-TSUC2
fragment was then introduced at the C terminus of the AI-mCitrine-UBQ insert to produce
pMEW84, and the resultingAI-mCitrine-UBQ-SUC2-TSUC2 cloned into pMEW82 by restric-
tion digest to create pMEW90.
Yeast strains and culture media
All yeast strains were constructed in theW303 background (ade2-1 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-
1 ura3-1 can1-100) containing the S288c (functional) BUD4 allele [85], which was introduced
by a URA3 loopout strategy [28]. Integration of plasmid fragments and PCR amplicons by
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homologous recombination was conrmed by diagnostic PCR across the insertion bound-
aries and (when insert length permitted) across the complete insertion cassette.
All media components used in this research were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/). Yeast extract peptone dextrose (YPD) media were pre-
pared using a standard recipe with 2% w/v dextrose [10]. Minimal media and dropout
media were produced using a Yeast Nitrogen Base recipe modied to minimize autouo-
rescence and eliminate undesired carbon sources [28]. Cycloheximide and β-estradiol were
resuspended at 1 mM in EtOH, aliquoted, and stored less than one year at -80○C.
Liquid cultures were grown at 30○C on roller drum. Colony assays on plates were
performed with 1% agar medium to facilitate lateral colony spread. Four inocula of 0.5 µL
of saturated culture were pipetted onto agar plates with equal spacing, allowed to dry, then
placed in a box containing an open beaker of water tominimize desiccation during a ve-day
growth period at 30○C [57].
Fitness and steady-state ratio assays
Fitness assays were made as described previously [45, 77]. Two strains pre-grown in log
phase in like media were combined at a known ratio and passaged, maintaining log phase
growth by frequent dilution and collecting samples for ow cytometry at regular timepoints.
Linear regression was used to estimate the (negative) selection coecient s according to the
relation:
P1
P2
(t) = P1(0) 2−γt
P2(0) 2−(γ+s)t = P1P2 (0) 2st Ô⇒ log [P1P2 (t)] = c + st log 2
where the elapsed time t is measured in units of generations of the reference strain, deter-
mined by maintaining a pure culture in parallel and measuring cell density on a Beckman
Coulter counter before and aer each dilution and ow cytometry timepoint. Steady-state
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ratio assays were performed analogously, concluding when cell type ratio did not change
signicantly between at least two consecutive timepoints.
Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry samples were prepared by diluting YPD cultures in phosphate-buered
saline (137 mMNaCl, 2.7 mMKCl, 10 mMNa2HPO4, 1.8 mMKH2PO4) to minimize media
uorescence and halt growthwithout inducing osmotic stress. Measurements were collected
on a Becton, Dickinson, and Company LSRFortessa ow cytometer. Flow cytometry data
were analyzed in Matlab using custom-written scripts (see Appendix A) to identify the sin-
gle cell population by its scattering prole and to compare subpopulations with uorescence
above and below dened thresholds.
Imaging and ow chamber recording
Still images and movies were collected at room temperature using a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E in-
verted microscope with a 20x objective lens and a Photometrics CoolSNAP HQ camera
(Roper Scientic).e image processing program Fiji [66] was used to produce pseudocol-
ored uorescence images and movies.
Timelapsemovies ofmonolayer growth were collected using a CellASICs Y04CONIX
Live Cell Imaging microuids ow chamber pre-treated by perfusion of concanavalin A so-
lution (1 mg/mL concanavalin A, 1 mM CaCl2, 10 mM Na2HPO4 at pH 6) for 5 minutes at
2 psi, followed by media washout for 5 minutes at 2 psi. Cells were loaded into the cham-
ber at 5 psi for 10 seconds. Metamorph 7.7 (Molecular Devices) with Nikon Perfect Focus
System was used to acquire images at multiple stage positions at regular intervals and xed
exposure times. For movies, uorescence and dierential interference contrast images were
collected every eenminutes for 24 hours. Colony images were collected on a Zeiss Lumar
stereoscope.
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2.4 Results
Our design uses a single locus to specify cell type, but requires two functions, growth stim-
ulation (cycloheximide tolerance) and a cellular reporter (mCherry uorescence) for un-
converted cells: it was thus necessary to encode the uorescent marker mCherry and the
cycloheximide resistance-conferring protein Cyh2r within a single transcript. Translation
initiation in eukaryotes typically occurs via ATG scanning by the 43S ribosomal complex
starting from the 5’ cap of the transcript [38]: in S. cerevisiae, initiation of translation at
multiple sites on a single mRNA is relatively rare [67]. Internal ribosome binding site (IRES)
elements that recruit ribosomes to secondary initiation sites within the transcript, rst rec-
ognized in polycistronic viral RNA [36, 64], have been employed modularly with great
success in some eukaryotes [15, 53]; unfortunately, the IRES elements available in yeast
are more context-dependent and produce signicantly-reduced expression from the sec-
ond open reading frame relative to the rst [54, 78]. We therefore chose to encode all cell
type-specic proteins as a single fusion peptide rather than polycistronically.
Fusion proteins are normally constructed by introducing a linker sequence of amino
acids between the open reading frames of the two component proteins. While the linker is
usually chosen to be unstructured and exible (e.g. poly-glycine), it still may not be possible
for each domain to fold, localize, or function in its usual way: fusion peptide design can
therefore require multiple rounds of trial and error [90]. We desired a system where the cell
type-specic proteins could be readily swapped out as needed without the requirement to
troubleshoot new fusion proteins with each modication. We therefore introduced a linker
between domains that would be proteolytically cleaved, releasing the individual proteins for
natural folding, transport, and function. We chose to use ubiquitin (Ubq) as the linker be-
cause its C terminus is recognized by the endogenousUBP family of proteases [5] and is fully
removed from the C-terminal peptide fragment during cleavage, restoring the C-terminal
protein’s native sequence and thus minimizing the potential for functional disruption [4].
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e fusion peptide mCherry-Ubq-cyh2r produced a uorescence level similar to
mCherry alone, suggesting that inclusion of a ubiquitin moiety in the fusion peptide did
not aect its function or degradation rate signicantly (Figure 2.2). e cycloheximide
tolerance conferred by the fusion peptide was also comparable to that of cyh2r expressed
alone (data not shown). Similarly, cells expressing the fusion peptide mCitrine-Ubq-Suc2
displayed mCitrine uorescence and were able to grow on minimal media containing
sucrose as the sole carbon source (Figure 2.3), suggesting that the resulting Suc2 protein
entered the secretory pathway, which would likely not be functional if cleavage of the
ubiquitin moiety had failed and the N-terminal signal sequence had remained unexposed
[12, 87].
Alternative splicing in S. cerevisiae is rare: as of this writing, only six genes are known
to contain two introns [6] and no alternative splicing with exon exclusion has been previ-
ously described. However, to further limit the potential for alternative splicing in our con-
struct, we have included the CYH2 transcriptional terminator upstream of the second 3’
splice site. With this preventative measure, expression of a uorescent reporter (ymCitrine)
from the second open reading frame was undetectable relative to a YFP− control prior to
conversion (data not shown).
In our system, conversion is eected byCre recombinase-mediated gene excision. Our
application requires the ability to tune conversion rate over a wide range of values, ranging
from undetectable basal activity levels (to allow culture propagation without conversion) to
high inducible rates µ ∼ 0.3 conversions per division. To permit changes in conversion rate
without requiring genomic modications, we utilized a Cre recombinase-estrogen binding
domain fusion construct (Figure 2.4) previously described by Lindstrom and Gottschling
[48]. e nuclear localization sequence on the estrogen binding domain is obscured by
bound heat shock proteins in the absence of hormone, and therefore this fusion protein is
normally retained in the cytoplasm, away from Cre’s genomic targets. Binding of the estro-
gen analog β-estradiol reduces heat shock protein binding, thus permitting entry into the
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Figure 2.2: C-terminal ubiquitin moiety does not reduce stability of mCherry
(A) Strains containing no uorescent protein (yMEW17), mCherry (yMEW139), and
mCherry-Ubq (yMEW141) were grown in log phase for >24 h in YPD prior to mCherry
uorescence measurement by ow cytometry. e steady-state uorescence level of
mCherry-Ubq was found to be modestly lower than that of mCherry, suggesting sucient
accumulation and activity.
(B) A strain expressing mCherry-Ubq (yMEW141) was grown in log phase for >24 h in YPD
prior to addition of 1 µM cycloheximide to halt translation. mCherry uorescence was then
assayed at several timepoints to estimate degradation rate. An approximately four-fold de-
crease in median uorescence level was observed over an eight-hour interval, suggesting a
low degradation rate relative to dilution during log phase growth.
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Figure 2.3: Converted cells can use sucrose as a carbon source.
Representative result of growth curve comparing unconverted and converted cultures grown
on media with diering carbon sources. An unconverted culture (yMEW163) and a culture
derived from a single converted isolate (yMEW163c) were pre-grown >24 h in log phase
in 2% dextrose minimial media, washed twice with phosphate-buered saline, and resus-
pended in the indicated media. Following a four hour acclimation period, culture densities
were measured by Coulter counting at several timepoints and the growth rates determined
by linear regression of log cell density vs. time. Best estimate doubling times were as follows:
in 2% glucose, 1.62 hours for unconverted cells and 1.63 hours for converted cells; in 0.5%
sucrose, 15.02 hours for unconverted cells and 1.82 hours for converted cells; with no known
carbon source present, 9.52 hours for converted cells and 12.55 hours for unconverted cells.
nucleus and the onset of recombinase activity [13].is fusion protein is expressed from the
promoter of SCW11, a cell wall degrading-enzyme produced transiently in newborn daugh-
ter cells under mitotic exit network regulation [14, 21]. Lindstrom et al. also subjected the
PSCW11-Cre-EBD construct to several rounds of PCR mutagenesis to further lower its basal
activity level.
We found that in the absence of inducer, the conversion rate was suciently low to
maintain pure populations of unconverted cells (Figure 2.5A). Aer induction of conver-
sion by β-estradiol addition, converted cells expressing ymCitrine began to appear in the
population (Figure 2.5B). Loss of mCherry uorescence in converted cells was gradual and
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PSCW11 Cre recombinase EBD
Figure 2.4:e Lindstrom-Gottschling Cre recombinase construct.
Lindstrom andGottschling fused the open reading frame of Cre recombinase to the estrogen
binding domain of the estrogen receptor to prevent its entry into the nucleus in the absence
of inducer (β-estradiol). A promoter with activity limited to a brief interval aer daugh-
ter cell formation (PSCW11) ensures low basal activity and prevents continued conversion of
cultures at rest in stationary phase. PCR mutagenesis of the construct further limited basal
activity, presumably by reducing protein stability [48].
likely due to dilution by cell growth and division (Figure 2.5C-E), consistent with the high
stability ofmCherry-Ubqmeasured previously (Figure 2.2B). Following β-estradiol washout
and continued growth, converted cells formed an easily-distinguishedmCherry−mCitrine+
population (Figure 2.5F).
e process of conversion could also be visualized during microcolony growth. Un-
converted cells were xed in a ow chamber and maintained in media containing a high
concentration of β-estradiol (1 µM) for 24 hours. ese movies showed that expression of
mCitrine began shortly aer conversion, with mCherry expression (primarily limited to the
vacuoule) fading over time (Figure 2.6A-D).
Since Cre activity in our system requires inducer-dependent nuclear localization, we
expected that conversion rate should be a function of β-estradiol concentration. To deter-
mine the attainable range of conversion rates, we transferred pure cultures of our converting
strain to media containing dierent concentrations of β-estradiol and performed ow cy-
tometry on samples collected at several timepoints during culture growth. e fraction of
unconverted (mCherry+ mCitrine−) cells remaining decreased exponentially with time as
predicted for cells converting at a xed rate per generation (Figure 2.7A).e attainable con-
version rates were found to span several orders of magnitude, ranging from unmeasurable
on experimental timescales in the absence of inducer to µ ≈ 0.3 at the highest concentration
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A B
C D
Figure 2.6: Still images of microcolony formation during conversion.
Still images of a monolayer microcolony originating from a single colony (A) aer 2 hours,
(B) 7 hours, (C) 12 hours, and (D) 17 hours aer addition of 1 µM β-estradiol. mCherry
uorescence (present in unconverted cells and recently-converted cells) is pseudocolored
blue; mCitrine uorescence is shown in yellow.
permissible for normal culture growth (Figure 2.7B).is maximum conversion rate was
somewhat lower than previously reported [48], but we note that the distance between our
loxP sites and their genomic context may account for this dierence [32, 92].
ese conversion ratemeasurements assume that conversion is irreversible. We justify
this assumption on the basis that the circular excised fragment does not contain an origin
of replication and thus is expected to be inherited by only one descendant of each conver-
sion event. Furthermore, while re-integration of the circular fragment through further re-
combinase activity is possible [24], the rate of integration will be signicantly lower due to
the much larger average distance between loxP sites aer excision. We therefore conclude,
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given the low conversion rates used throughout this work, that conversion is eectively ir-
reversible. No reverse conversion was observed during timelapse imaging of converting
cultures or as sectoring following converted culture plating (data not shown).
A consistent and tunable selection coecient for conversion was implemented using
the antibiotic cycloheximide, which inhibits growth by binding the eukaryotic ribosomal
protein Cyh2, impeding the translocation step and thus stalling elongating ribosomes [61].
e growth defect imposed on haploid sensitive cells by cycloheximide increases linearly
with concentration [41]. e cyh2r allele of Cyh2 is known to convey partial resistance to
cycloheximide in heterozygous diploids [23]: this incomplete dominance can be rational-
ized as an inhibition of functional ribosome progression by one or more stalled ribosomes
on the same transcript. Our unconverted cells are eectively heterozygous for this locus,
possessing both a cycloheximide-sensitive allele at the native locus and the resistant allele
(under the much stronger ENO2 promoter) at the cell type-dening locus. We therefore an-
ticipated that increasing cycloheximide concentration would slow growth of both converted
and unconverted cells, but in a dierential manner conferring a selective advantage on the
unconverted merodiploids.
To determine the range of attainable selection coecients, we developed isogenic cul-
tures from independent mCitrine+ convertants, mixed these with pure cultures of uncon-
verted mCherry+ cells, and observed the change in cell type ratio by ow cytometry as the
cultures were propagated in media containing dierent concentrations of cycloheximide.
As expected, the ratio of converted to unconverted cells decreased exponentially with time
(Figure 2.8A). Selection coecients estimated from these timecourse measurements were
found to vary over an order of magnitude; no tness disadvantage was measurable on our
experimental timescale in the absence of cycloheximide. At higher cycloheximide concen-
trations, where growth of both cell types was signicantly impeded by cycloheximide, the
selection coecient of converted cells (relative to unconverted cells) appeared to plateau
around s ≈ −0.3 (i.e., a 30% tness defect).
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Figure 2.7: Measurement of the conversion rate by ow cytometry.
(A) Representative results of conversion rate assay. Cultures of unconverted cells ( 192) were
grown in log phase in YPD medium for >24 h prior to addition of β-estradiol. Log phase
growth was maintained during culture in β-estradiol medium while samples were collected
at multiple timepoints for ow cytometry. e fraction of unconverted cells is expected to
decrease exponentially under these conditions at a rate proportional to the conversion rate:
regression lines calculated to estimate conversion rate are shown.
(B) Plot of conversion rate vs. β-estradiol concentration. Conversion rates were found to
span three orders of magnitude, plateauing at a maximum conversion rate of ≈ 0.3 conver-
sions per division.
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Figure 2.8: Selection coecient of converted cells scales with cycloheximide concentration.
(A) Representative results of tness assay. Cultures of unconverted (yMEW192) and con-
verted (yMEW192c) cells were grown separately in log phase in YPD, combined, and re-
suspended in YPD containing cycloheximide. Cultures were maintained in log phase while
samples were collected periodically for analysis by ow cytometry to determine cell type ra-
tio. Generation values reect the number of divisions experienced by an unconverted strain
maintained in log phase in parallel, assayed by Coulter counting. Linear regression lines
used to estimate selection coecients are illustrated.
(B) Plot of selection coecient vs. cycloheximide concentration. Selection coecients were
found to plateau at larger cycloheximide concentrations as both converted and unconverted
cells experienced severe growth limitations (data not shown).
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e uniformity of the cycloheximide-induced tness defect across independant con-
vertants appears evident from design, but in practice may be modied by undesired mu-
tations. Of particular concern is the potential for gain of cycloheximide resistance through
pointmutation or gene conversion between the copy ofCYH2 at its normal chromosomal lo-
cus and the introduced copy of cyh2r prior to gene excision. All mutations known to confer
cycloheximide resistance are substitution mutations at residue N37 of Cyh2 [39, 75], sug-
gesting a small target size: estimating a point mutation rate of 5 × 10−10 per basepair per
generation [44], such mutants would be unlikely to arise even during longterm culture in
typical laboratory population sizes of < 108 cells.e rate of gene conversion is highly depen-
dent on the length of the region of homology and the proximity to the homologous region’s
edge [2]. In our cell type-dening locus, the codon for N37 occurs 65 bp from the edge of
an 870 bp region of contiguous homology (the native intron of CYH2 was removed from
our construct): the gene conversion rate would therefore be expected to be much less than
the rate of 10−4 per generation observed for regions with 1.3 kb of homology and centrally-
located variable sites [2]. Culture takeover by high-tnessmutants from bothmCherry+ and
mCitrine+ populations was occasionally observed, but generally did not interfere with the
long-term (∼5 day) experiments described below.
Mutation-selection balance predicts that a non-zero steady-state fraction f of uncon-
verted cells is achievable during culture on both solid and liquid media. In the case of well-
mixed liquid culture, the change in population of unconverted cells (u) and converted cells
(c) with time will be:
∂
∂t
⎛⎜⎜⎝
u
c
⎞⎟⎟⎠(t) =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
1 − µ 0
µ 1 + s
⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎝
u
c
⎞⎟⎟⎠(t)
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where we have again taken the selection coecient s to be negative. When µ ≠ ∣s∣, this linear
system has a general solution of the form:
⎛⎜⎜⎝
u
c
⎞⎟⎟⎠(t) = a1
⎛⎜⎜⎝
−s − µ
µ
⎞⎟⎟⎠ e(1−µ)t + a2
⎛⎜⎜⎝
0
1
⎞⎟⎟⎠ e(1+s)t
It can be seen that if µ < ∣s∣, then the fraction f of unconverted cells will approach 1 − µ/∣s∣
as t → ∞; however, if µ > ∣s∣, then unconverted cells will be lost with time.is solution is
equivalent to the more common representation of the system:
∂ f
∂t
= ∣s∣ f (1 − f ) − µ f
where the rst term describes selection following Verhulst’s logistic equation [84] and the
second term describes conversion. is simple model does not take into account the -
nite population size, the population bottlenecking during back-dilution, or the mutation at
other loci experienced by cultures of our converting strain. Furthermore, it does not take
into account the loss of existing Cyh2r protein by dilution following conversion and the in-
termediate selection coecients thus conferred on newly-converted cells.
We therefore asked whether the predicted stability and steady-state cell type ratios
could be achieved in long-term cultures of our converting strain. Cultures initiated at a
range of cell type ratios converged to the same steady-state cell type ratio aer passaging
in media with µ < s set by a xed concentration of cycloheximide and β-estradiol (Figure
2.9A).e steady-state fraction of converted cells increased with β-estradiol concentration
(conversion rate) and decreased with cycloheximide concentration (selection coecient)
as expected (Figure 2.9BC). Complete or near loss of the unconverted cell population was
observed when the conversion rate exceeded the selection coecient, consistent with the
prediction that the second xed point should disappear in this regime 2. e accordance
2Once the unconverted cell fraction becomes small relative to s, the timing of nal loss is highly
variable and oen exceeded feasible experimental timescales. (Extended culturing could allow novel
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of theoretical and experimental phase diagram of unconverted cell
type stability in liquid media.
Fraction of converted cells at steady state (data from Figure 2.9BC) are displayed as a heat
map, with yellow representing 100% converted cells and blue representing 100%unconverted
cells. e theoretical prediction of the threshold for unconverted cell type loss is shown as
a dotted line.
between the predicted and observed loss of unconverted cell type stability is visualized in
the heat map of Figure 2.10 and has quantitiative support (χ2(2, 45) = 1.5778, p ≈ 1).
e corresponding prediction for steady-state unconverted cell fraction on solid me-
dia must account for the diusive variation in boundary position at the colony frontier [46]:
∂ f (ϕ)
∂t
= ∣s∣ f (ϕ) [1 − f (ϕ)] − µ f (ϕ) + D
R(t)2 ∂2 f∂ϕ2 + η(ϕ)
benecial mutations to arise and sweep, biasing the apparent timing of loss.) We therefore assume for
simplicity that conditions in which the nal fraction of unconverted cells was <1% would ultimately
result in unconverted cell type loss.
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where η(ϕ) is a noise term with correlation function ∼ f (ϕ)[1 − f (ϕ)]/R(t), which
has been shown to give a xed point at f ≈ 1− kµ/s2 for µ < √∣s∣ [46]. We tested this predic-
tion for colonies by inoculating a small droplet of saturated unconverted cell culture onto
agar plates and visualizing cell type ratio at the colony boundaries following ve days’ growth
(approx. 30 generations). As expected, loss of unconverted cells at the colony frontier oc-
curred at much lower conversion rates than had been required in liquid media (Figure 2.11).
To quantify cell type ratio, samples were collected from the colony frontier, resuspended in
phosphate buered saline, and analyzed by ow cytometry.e measured unconverted cell
fractions were consistent with visual inspection and with the theoretical prediction (Figure
2.12; χ2(2, 25) = 16.5872, p = 0.7857). A data collapse representation of the data is shown in
Figure 2.13.
e Haldane-Muller principle states that at mutation-selection equilibrium, the mu-
tational load (decrease in average population tness caused by the presence of mutations)
will be a function only of the mutation rate. In our model system, the mutational load is
easily calculated by comparing the culture growth rate in the presence or absence of con-
version (i.e., β-estradiol). We tested this principle in our model system by comparing the
mutational loads of steady-state cultures experiencing dierent selection coecients (cyclo-
heximide concentrations). While the data were consistent with this hypothesis within error
(Figure 2.14), the pattern of residuals suggests an increase in mutational load with the selec-
tion coecient of converted cells (viz., with cycloheximide concentration).is could result
from a minor increase in probability of conversion: the growth rate of unconverted cells is
also decreased in the presence of cycloheximide, potentially extending the active time of the
mitotic exit network pathway and thus of Cre activity.
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Figure 2.11: Change in cell type ratio during colony growth.
Colonies were grown for ve days on 1% agar YPD plates containing β-estradiol and cy-
cloheximide, then imaged for mCherry (unconverted, pseudocolored blue) and mCitrine
(converted) uorescence. Representative images are shown on axes corresponding to the
conversion rate and selective coecient imposed by the respective β-estradiol and cyclo-
heximide concentrations.
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of theoretical and experimental phase diagram of unconverted cell
type stability on solid media.
Colonies were grown for ve days on 1% agar YPD plates containing β-estradiol and cyclo-
heximide. Plugs of cells at the colony frontier were collected with a pipette tip and resus-
pended in PBS to determine the fraction of converted cells by ow cytometry. Results are
displayed as a heatmap, with yellow representing 100% converted cells and blue representing
100% unconverted cells.
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Figure 2.13: Data collapse representation of steady-state fractions of unconverted cells in
well-mixed liquid media and on solid media.
Steady-state fractions of unconverted cells are plotted against the predicted parameters of
interest (µ/∣s∣ for well-mixed liquid media and µ/s2 for solid media).
2.5 Discussion
Two major strategies for synthesizing gene expression switches have been employed previ-
ously.e rst entails engineering cross-regulation between two strong repressors such that
only one can be actively transcribed at a time. e original Collins toggle switch uses LacI
and TetR: the repressor LacI is expressed from a promoter containing the TetR binding site,
and TetR is expressed from a promoter containing the LacI binding site [26]. When activity
levels are asymmetic due to dierences in repressor ecacy, such systems can fail to exhibit
bistability: however, Gardner et al. chose repressors that bind cooperatively to alleviate this
concern. Switching in their system is promoted by interfering with repressor activity (e.g.,
adding IPTG to prevent LacI binding). Spontaneous switching is also possible, however, if
the protein level of the active repressor drops spontaneously due to uctuations in gene ex-
pression; the authors do not describe the change in relative populations during free running,
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Figure 2.14: Apparent dependence of mutational load on selection coecient.
e growth rate of strain yMEW192was determined at its steady-state ratio during growth in
YPD ± 50 nM β-estradiol at the indicated concentrations of cycloheximide.e mutational
load was determined from the relative growth rate dierence according to the formula:
L = wno β-estradiol −w50 nM β-estradiol
wno β-estradiol
and is expected to equal the conversion rate, µ ≈ 0.1311 (red line), with no dependence
on selection coecient. Error bars reect a ±2σ condence interval aer accounting for
propagation of error in growth rate determinations from Coulter counter growth curves.
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so it is dicult to assess the frequency of such reversion events. A related method using one
repressor and one protease showed state persistence times of >40 generations [34].
A second common approach involves autoregulation of a transcriptional activator to
generate a positive feedback loop: once expression occurs spontaneously or is induced, the
transcription factor binds to its own promoter and ensures its continued expression [35, 70]:
here, too, noise in gene expression can allow reversion to the “o” state, sometimes requiring
excessive elaborations (multiple integrations of constructs, mutually activating transcription
factors, etc.) to achieve stability.
Our model system oers several advantages over these previous approaches:
recombinase-mediated gene excision ensures conversion events remain irreversible, and
conversion rate can be tunedwithout aecting the gene expression state of each cell type. We
have shown that our system permits tuning of selection coecient and conversion rate over
orders of magnitude, allowing a range of steady-state ratios between cell types to be main-
tained. Although loss of unconverted cell proteins (mCherry and cyh2r) aer conversion
is not immediate, it is suciently rapid that culture growth rates and conversion-selection
phase diagrams are in excellent agreement with predictions from mutation-selection
balance theory.
In the following chapter, we will apply this model system to investigate selection pres-
sures underlying the coevolution of multicellularity and dierentiation. Another potential
application of our work is to overexpress costly proteins for commercial purposes. In indus-
try, yeast strains engineered to secrete desirable compounds are sometimes maintained at
large populations in chemostats (“bioreactors”) to allow continual harvesting of the byprod-
ucts over the course of days or weeks. During this culturing period, mutants that do not
produce the desired compound, and therefore have more energy to invest in cell division,
arise and sweep the population; eventually the bioreactor must be emptied and the culture
reinitiated. Our system could prolong the useful culturing period by limiting expression of
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the costly genes to dierentiated cells: under these circumstances, no selective advantage
exists for mutants that do not produce the desired but costly compounds.
Another possible extension of ourwork is to the development of reversible switches. In
the model presented in this chapter, recombination between loxP sites in sense orientation
causes gene excision. Anti-parallel loxP sites can be engineered to ank the promoter and
allow its orientation to be reversed by Cre recombinase, resulting in expression of a dierent
complement of proteins. Preliminary steps have been taken for engineering such a construct:
Bryan Weinstein of the Nelson lab plans to use this work to explore theoretical predictions
of cell type ratio and culture dynamics for reversible switches.
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Chapter 3
Evolutionary pressures underlying the
coevolution of multicellularity and
cellular dierentiation
“Non-cooperation with evil is as much a duty as is
cooperation with good.”
- Mahatma Gandhi
3.1 Abstract
Many multicellular organisms produce terminally-dierentiated cells with nite division
potential. Producing cells that cannot contribute to reproduction dramatically reduces an
organism’s maximum tness: this cost must be oset by benets gained from the specialized
functions that dierentiated cells can perform. Dierentiated multicellularity is an eective
life strategy that has evolved independently in dozens of clades, yet little is known of the
evolutionary trajectory required to attain this phenotype. Multicellularity and dierentia-
tion have separate biological underpinnings and therefore most likely appear sequentially:
the order of evolution of these two traits can seldom be inferred, but when evolutionary in-
termediates persist, they are invariablymulticellular species that lack cellular dierentiation.
We propose that unicellular dierentiation is an unstable phenotype due to the poten-
tial for population invasion by non-dierentiating (revertant) mutants. We test this claim
by engineering yeast strains which dierentiate and/or form multicellular clumps, showing
that multicellular strains can resist invasion by such mutants while unicellular strains can-
not.is result explains the paucity of extant unicellular, dierentiating species and suggests
that their limited duration makes evolution of dierentiated multicellularity through such
intermediates unlikely.
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3.2 Introduction
Terminal dierentiation is an irreversible change in a cell’s gene expression accompanied
by loss of the ability to grow indenitely. Producing daughter cells which cannot propagate
the genome dramatically impacts an organism’s tness: the theoretical minimum eect is
to decrease the exponential growth rate by an amount equal to the dierentiation rate, but
the tness costs may be higher if dierentiated cells consume limiting resources.e preva-
lence of species with soma shows that this life strategy succeeds when dierentiated cells
perform a useful function whose benets more than make up for the costs. For example,
dierentiated cells may provide structure, motility, nutrient uptake and metabolism, sensa-
tion and response to the external environment, maintenance of homeostasis, and protection
from predators: by relegating such resource-intensive tasks to the soma, undierentiated
cells canmaintain high viability while increasing their own division rate (and thus the speed
of the organism’s reproduction).
It can be seen from the list above that intercellular adhesion is required for many po-
tential somatic cell functions.e exception is the secretion of products which can be shared
between cells through the extracellular milieu. Exchange of nutrients in this manner is ef-
fective in mutualisms1 and would be straightforward for processes that must begin outside
the cell, such as phosphate scavenging and the breakdown of nutrients too large to import.
Despite this, no examples of terminally-dierentiating, unicellular species are known to us
(Figure 3.1).
Multicellularity and dierentiation have each evolved independently over a dozen
times and have separate biological bases, yet these two traits are most oen seen together
in extant species. e order of evolution of these two traits can in some cases be inferred
by identifying persistent species that appear to represent evolutionary intermediates (Fig-
ure 3.1). For example, the existence of multicellular, undierentiated cyanobacteria such
1Enforced physical associations in mutualisms are traditionally thought to be acquired aer the
initial productive association between species, though counterexamples are known (E.H. Hom, p.c.).
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Figure 3.1: Alternative pathways to the evo-
lution of dierentiated multicellularity.
e molecular bases of cellular dierenti-
ation and multicellularity are independent,
and therefore are unlikely to evolve con-
currently. Evolution of dierentiated multi-
cellularity therefore likely proceeds through
an intermediate that is either multicellular
or produces dierentiated cells (yellow), but
not both. e persistence of multicellular
species which do not dierentiate in some
taxa strongly suggests that multicellularity
evolved rst in those groups (solid arrow;
see Chapter 1 for a review). No examples
of evolution through a unicellular, dieren-
tiating intermediate have been demonstrated
(dashed arrow).
as Crinalium magnum suggests that multicellularity evolved prior to dierentiation in that
clade [27, 28]. Unfortunately, for many multicellular taxa, remaining intermediates are not
known and this method cannot be applied. Inferences made from extant species are also in-
herently probabilistic, as theymay represent revertant rather than intermediate forms. Must
multicellularity evolve rst in all cases? What evolutionary pressures might disfavor the al-
ternative route, and what can be understood by the lack of unicellular, dierentiating species
alive today?
We propose that unicellular dierentiation is an inherently unstable life strategy
because of the potential for invasion by reversionmutants (Figure 3.2A).e problem arises
from the requirement that dierentiated cell byproducts be shared through the growth
medium in order for undierentiated cells to prot from them. In this case, all cells have
equal access to the byproducts, including any mutants that may arise which can no longer
dierentiate. Such mutants are not likely to be rare: even if just one basepair were essential
for dierentiation, this position would mutate in >1 in 108 cells (given a typical microbial
genome length), which is far less than a typical species’s population size. Such a mutant
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would have a tness advantage over the rest of the population because it would have equal
access to nutrients without ever producing dierentiated daughters itself: barring loss
by dri, the mutant would be expected to spread through the population and revert the
species to a unicellular, non-dierentiating phenotype. A multicellular species, however,
could potentially resist population invasion by such mutants because physical association
provides cells with preferential access to the products secreted by their own dierentiated
daughter cells (Figure 3.2B).
We chose to test this hypothesis directly by comparing yeast strains bioengineered
to be multicellular, to terminally dierentiate, or to do both. A major advantage of this
approach over analytical modeling is the lack of dependence on inference of biologically-
important parameters2: by employing true biological systems, we demonstrate that the con-
version rates, tness benets, growth rates, etc. in our system are realistic. Moreover, the
production of the necessary yeast strains poses questions of inherent interest from the per-
spective of synthetic biology. Must dierentiation pathways rely on gene regulatory net-
works, as is the norm in natural systems? What alternatives exist, and can they be reliably
implemented given our current understanding of the underlying molecular biology?
In this chapter, we describe the production and analysis of a yeast strain which termi-
nally dierentiates through the recombinase-mediated excision of CDC28, a gene required
for progression through the cell cycle (Figure 3.3). Our dierentiated cells secrete inver-
tase, an enzyme which hydrolyzes sucrose into its component monosaccharides, glucose
and fructose. ese simple sugars have a high probability of diusing away from the cell
which originally produced them, and can therefore be consumed by undierentiated cells
in the same medium. Invertase secretion is a canonical system for the study of cooperation
between cells [11, 12, 13, 15]. Budding yeast invertase has two isoforms, which result from
transcription initiation at distinct start sites [6]. e rst produces a full-length peptide
containing an N-terminal signal sequence that targets the protein to the secretory pathway,
2It would be a philosophical challenge, for example, to accurately estimate the range of benets
that could be derived from the theoretical byproducts of a dierentiated cell.
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AB
Figure 3.2: Illustration of the hypothesis that unicellular dierentiation is inherently unsta-
ble.
(A) In a hypothetical unicellular, terminally-dierentiating species, dierentiated cells (yel-
low) perform some useful function for undierentiated cells (blue) that justies the costs of
their production. Since both cell types interact only through the medium, the dierentiated
cell functionmust consist of secreting a product into the medium. If an undierentiated cell
mutates so that it cannot dierentiate (red), it will still have equal access to the dierentiated
cell products present in the medium, but will not invest any cell divisions in the production
of dierentiated cells.e mutant cell thus has a tness advantage and spreads through the
culture, overtaking it.
(B) In a clonally-multicellular, terminally-dierentiating species, non-dierentiating mu-
tants may be close to dierentiated cells when they rst appear, but fragmentation of the cell
clumps during continued growth will eventually cause the non-dierentiating cells to be
farther on average from the dierentiated cells. Normal undierentiated cells, meanwhile,
will be close enough to dierentiated cells to have preferential access to dierentiated cell
products by diusion.
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plication con
version
Unconverted
Unlimited growth
Converted
Divisions limited
Secretes invertase
Recombinase-mediated
gene excision
A
B
Promoter loxP loxPmCherry Ubq mCitrine SUC2UbqCDC28 Term Term
Promoter mCitrine SUC2Ubq TermloxP
Figure 3.3: Schematic of the Cdc28-based terminal dierentiation system.
(A) Diagram of the locus conferring cell type-specic gene expression. In unconverted cells,
a strong promoter (PENO2) drives expression of the polypeptide mCherry-Ubq-Cdc28; a
transcriptional terminator prevents expression of downstream genes. Aer translation, the
polypeptide is cleaved at the ubiquitin C terminus by cellular proteases to release a stable
uorescent reporter-ubiquitin fusion protein and the cyclin-dependent protein kinase
Cdc28. Conversion (“dierentiation”) occurs via gene excision: mCherry-Ubq-Cdc28
expression halts and mCitrine-Ubq-Suc2 (encoding a second uorescent marker and the
secreted invertase Suc2) production begins.
(B) Diagram of functionality conferred to each cell type. Unconverted cells express the u-
orescent marker mCherry (pseudo-colored blue throughout this document) and progress
normally through the cell cycle. Cre recombinase activity in newborn daughters of uncon-
verted cells may induce their conversion, which results in expression of the yellow uores-
cent marker mCitrine, a limited number of further divisions, and secretion of invertase.
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where it can hydrolyze extracellular sucrose; the second, shorter variant lacks the signal
sequence and thus remains in the cytoplasm. Many wild isolates of S. cerevisiae express a
maltose transporter, Mal11, that facilitates uptake of sucrose into the cytoplasm [4]. e
commonly-used lab strains S288c and W303 do not express this transporter due to loss of
its transcriptional activator,MAL63 [4]: in these strains, the cytoplasmic variant of invertase
therefore has vacuous function, as demonstrated by the failure of strains expressing only the
cytoplasmic variant to grow in sucrose media [13]. e diculty with which Suc+ strains
grow at low densities attests to the high fraction of monosaccharides which are not captured
by the cell that produced them: by comparing a culture’s monosaccharide production rate
to its growth rate, the percentage of monosaccharides captured has been estimated at less
than 1% [11]. In dense cultures, colonies, or cell aggregates, the combined local monosac-
charide concentration resulting from diusion away from all productive cells can become
high enough to support growth [13, 15]. It is not necessary for all cells to contribute to inver-
tase secretion in order for a culture to grow in sucrose: indeed, Suc− mutants have a slight
tness advantage that allows them to invade Suc+ populations [11, 12].
We demonstrate that in our system, invertase secretion has little direct benet to the
dierentiated cells which produce it, but improves the culture growth rate by supplying
monosaccharides to all cells in the media. We then show that our terminally-dierentiating
strain is susceptible to invasion by non-dierentiating mutants, which take advantage of
monosaccharides shared through themedia. We further demonstrate that multicellular, dif-
ferentiating strains can resist this type of invasion, suggesting that multicellular dierentia-
tion is a stable strategy under circumstances where unicellular dierentiation is not. Finally,
we conclude that unicellular, dierentiating species are unlikely to serve as intermediates for
the evolution of dierentiated multicellularity due to their short duration.
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3.3 Methods
Strain and plasmid construction
e construct PENO2-AI-mCherry-UBQ was amplied from pMEW90 (see Section 2.3) by
PCR and integrated into pFA6a-HIS3MX6 [19] by ligation-independent cloning [17]. e
CDC28 open reading frame and 400 bp of 3’ sequence including transcriptional terminator
were then amplied from genomic DNA by PCR and integrated at the 3’ end of the ubiquitin
moiety by ligation-independent cloning. e complete PENO2-AI-mCherry-UBQ-CDC28-
TCDC28 construct was amplied by PCR, adding anking NotI and XmaI restriction sites
with which the amplicon was integrated in place of PENO2-AI-mCherry-UBQ-cyh2r-TCYH2 in
pMEW90 to generate pMEW94.
Bsu36I/SacI-digested pMEW94 was integrated at the SUC2 locus of yMEW151 (see
Table 2.3) by homologous recombination to generate yMEW169. To delete the nativeCDC28
locus, the LEU2marker was amplied from pRS406 [30], adding homology to the 5’ and 3’
regions of CDC28 by extension PCR; this amplicon was then integrated into yMEW151 at
the CDC28 locus of yMEW169 to create yMEW170. Tryptophan and histidine auxotrophies
were corrected by homologous recombination at the native loci to produce yMEW194.
To produce a corresponding strain which lacked Cre recombinase for use in com-
petition assays, the Bsu36I/SacI fragment of pMEW90 was integrated into yMEW17 (see
Table 2.3) to create yMEW178.e ace2-4-472mutation was introduced into yMEW163 and
yMEW178 by a URA3 loop-in/loop-out strategy using pJHK167 [15] to produce yMEW182
and yMEW184, respectively. An AMN1 gain-of-function allele from strain RM11 [36] was
introduced into yMEW163 and yMEW178 via a loop-in/loop-out strategy using pEF607 to
generate yMEW179 and yMEW181, respectively. Deletion ofCTS1was performed by integra-
tion of the HIS3 marker amplied from pRS403 [30] through homologous recombination:
yMEW208 and yMEW209 were created from yMEW163 and yMEW178 by CTS1 deletion
and TRP1 correction.
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e construction of others strains mentioned in this chapter is described in Section
2.3 and Table 2.3.
Yeast strains and culture media
Yeast media and culturing conditions were as described in Section 2.3.
Measurement of cell division number following CDC28 excision
To induce a brief pulse of conversion events, 1 µM β-estradiol was added to log-phase cul-
tures of unconverted cells for one hour prior to cell division (less than one cell cycle). Cells
were then washed twice with phosphate-buered saline and streaked onto a YPD plate. A
micromanipulation needle was used to position individual cells with sucient spacing to
allow unrestricted growth. Converted and unconverted cells were not separated prior to
plating: the growth of unconverted cells into normal colonies provided an internal control
for growth and handling.e number of cells per microcolony was determined by separat-
ing them into a monolayer with the dissection needle.
Flow chamber assays were performed as described in Section 2.3. Log-phase cul-
tures of unconverted cells were loaded into the ow chamber and grown in YPD + 1 µM
β-estradiol to induce conversion throughout the experiment: while only cells that converted
within the rst division were used for analysis, continued β-estradiol application prevented
unconverted cells from quickly spreading throughout the elds of view. Timelapse videos
were recorded and the number of descendants per converted cell determined through frame-
by-frame analysis.e average number of divisions per converted cell was inferred from the
nal number of descendants.
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Competition assays
Strains used in competition assays were pre-grown in like media for 24h in log phase, mixed
at a 1:1 ratio, washed with phosphate-buered saline to remove existing monosaccharides,
and resuspended in freshmedia. Cultures were passaged at low densities (104 – 106 cells/mL)
to limit accumulation of monosaccharides in the media. Samples were collected at each di-
lution for analysis by ow cytometry: the ratio between strain populations was determined
on the basis of yCerulean uorescence. In competition assays, the tness dierences be-
tween strains are typically expressed as selection coecients with units of enrichment rate
per generation of a reference strain: this approach could not be used in our case, as strain
growth rates were likely dependent on strain frequency and accumulation of monosaccha-
rides in the media with time. We therefore expressed tness dierences between strains as
the eective percent change in strain frequency over the course of the experiment (5-6 days
and three media changes) divided by the number of culture density doublings during this
period.
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3.4 Results
Cyclin-dependent protein kinases (CDKs) drive the eukaryotic cell cycle by phosphorylat-
ing target proteins required for cell cycle progression. CDKs consist of two subunits: a cyclin
whose expression and degradation is regulated throughout the cell cycle and provides sub-
strate specicity, and a catalytic domain which requires the cyclin for activation. Budding
yeast possesses ve cyclin-dependent protein kinases [22]: two of these, Cdc28 and Kin28,
are essential for viability [9, 31]. Cdc28 is required for passage through the G1/S checkpoint
(Start), spindle pole body duplication, and entry intomitosis (reviewed in [23]). Inactivation
of Cdc28 in temperature-sensitive mutants leads to arrest at the next cell cycle checkpoint,
but not to cell death: cells grow in volume throughout the arrest and resume division when
returned to the permissive temperature [3, 10, 14].
We have integrated CDC28 into our conversion system (see Chapter 2) and removed
the native locus so that, following gene excision, converted cells will eventually cease divi-
sion.e arrest is not immediate, however: CDC28 is expressed under the strong promoter
ENO23, so accumulated CDC28 transcripts and Cdc28 protein must be diluted by cell divi-
sion and/or actively degraded before cell division will halt (Figure 3.4).
To test the ecacy of our system in halting growth of converted cells, we determined
the fraction of converted (mCitrine+) cells by ow cytometry 7 hours aer the Cre recombi-
nase inducer β-estradiol was added to a log-phase culture. e cultures were then spun
down, washed twice in phosphate-buered saline, and resuspended in YPD without β-
estradiol. Aer 17 hours of additional log-phase growth following washout, the fraction of
converted cells was determined again. In strains where no essential genes are excised during
conversion, the fraction of mCitrine+ cells does not change appreciably during growth aer
β-estradiol washout (see Figure 2.5 and 3.5); by contrast, the fraction of mCitrine+ cells had
3Fortuately, regulation of Cdc28 activity is primarily post-translational and its overexpression is
well-tolerated [21]
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Figure 3.4: Expected cell growth and division pattern
following CDC28 excision.
Transcription of CDC28 halts immediately aer exci-
sion of Cre recombinase due to the absence of a pro-
moter on the excised fragment. A large quantity of
CDC28mRNAandCdc28 proteinwill be present, how-
ever, due to the high activity level of the ENO2 pro-
moter. Loss by dilution (and potentially proteolytic
degradation) are required before the Cdc28 concentra-
tion becomes too low to permit cell cycle progression.
Failure to divide is not expected to interfere with the
cell’s ability to grow in mass/volume.
Conversion: CDC28
transcription halts
Cdc28 too dilute:
division halts
decreased more than one thousand-fold in our CDC28 excision strain (Figure 3.5), suggest-
ing that the converted cells had failed to keep pace with unconverted cells in the culture.
To demonstrate that division fully halted, unconverted cultures were exposed to β-
estradiol for one hour, then arrayed on agar plates by micromanipulation so that the de-
scendants of individual cells could be easily tracked (Figure 3.6A). Cells which did not con-
vert during the brief induction grew into colonies over the course of two days (Figure 3.6B),
while those which had converted formedmicrocolonies of approx. 30-80 cells (Figure 3.6C).
Cells inmicrocolonies weremuch larger in size, suggesting that they remainedmetabolically
active long aer ceasing cell division.
e number of divisions the average cell undergoes following conversion were esti-
mated from timelapse videos of microcolonies growing in monolayers. Unconverted cell
cultures were loaded into a ow chamber and grown for twenty-four hours in YPD + 1 µM
β-estradiol to induce conversion. Converted cells appeared to grow at a normal rate prior to
halting suddenly aer approximately 12 hours (Figure 3.7A-C). Unlike in the micromanip-
ulation experiments above (Figure 3.6C), the cells’ continued growth in volume eventually
caused them to burst (Figure 3.7D-F), likely due to connement in the ow chamber. e
microcolonies’ monolayer growth facilitated counting of descendants from single conver-
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Figure 3.5: Loss of converted cells by dilution following CDC28 excision.
(A) Strains containing the PENO2-AI-mCherry-UBQ-CDC28-TCDC28 construct with
(yMEW169) and without (yMEW170) CDC28 also expressed from its native locus were
grown in 1 µM β-estradiol for seven hours. Both strains showed signicant conversion to
the mCitrine+ state.
(B) Following the treatment in (A), cultures were washed and resuspended in YPD without
β-estradiol and grown in log phase for seventeen hours (approx. 11 divisions for unconverted
cells). Converted cells persisted in the yMEW169 culture due to expression of CDC28 from
the native locus.
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100 µm 100 µm
Figure 3.6: Estimation of average division number following CDC28 loopout using micro-
manipulation
(A) Schematic of the experiment. To induce a pulse of conversion events, 1 µM β-estradiol
was added to a pure log phase culture of unconverted cells (yMEW194) for one hour (less
than one cell division length). Aer β-estradiol washout, individual cells were separated
and positioned on a YPD plate using a dissection needle. Aer two days, unconverted cells
had formed large colonies while converted cells had produced a small number of daughters,
which could then be counted using the micromanipulation needle.
(B) Representative image of the frontier of an unconverted colony aer 2 days’ growth.
(C) Representative image of amicrocolony formed froma converted cell aer 2 days’ growth.
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Figure 3.7: Still images from a timelapse video of microcolony formation following CDC28
excision.
To induce a pulse of conversion events, 1 µM β-estradiol was added to a pure log phase
culture of unconverted cells (yMEW194).e culture was loaded into a ow chamber aer
one hour (less than one cell division length) and individual converted cells were identied for
timelapse imaging. [Identication of converted cells was time-consuming, and as a result
the converted cell has already completed one cell division before the rst frame (A) was
captured.] Growth appeared normal for several divisions (B), but eventually slowed to a
halt, with the last division occurring in frame (C). Existing cells continued to grow in size
(D) and began to pop (E, see arrows), causing the accumulation of autouorescent cellular
debris (F).
sion events and thus the determination of the number of divisions required on average prior
to arrest (Figure 3.8).
Growing cultures will eventually reach an equilibrium between the production of new
converted cells and the loss by dilution of old ones: the fraction of converted cells at steady-
state is determined by the conversion rate and number of divisions following conversion
before arrest, both parameters which have been measured from our data. Our design re-
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Figure 3.8: Number of divisions prior to cell
cycle arrest following CDC28 gene excision.
Timelapse videos of microcolony formation
following CDC28 excision were recorded as
described in Figure 3.7. e maximum num-
ber of cells present in each microcolony was
determined through frame-by-frame visual
inspection; this cell count was converted to
an estimate of the number of divisions expe-
rienced prior to cell cycle arrest. e mean
number of divisions observed was 6.42 ± 0.41. 5.7 6 6.3 6.6 6.9 7.2
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quired that converted cells secrete invertase to support growth of both cell types in sucrose
medium: to perform this function adequately, converted cellsmustmake up anon-negligible
portion of the population. We were therefore interested in determining the expected frac-
tion of converted cells at steady-state to ascertain whether it was likely to be sucient to
sustain a culture in sucrose media. Under the model that converted cells grow at a nor-
mal rate until Cdc28 is too dilute for progression through the cell cycle, we predict that the
number of cells that are unconverted (nu) and which have divided i times since converting
(nc,i) change with time according to a system of linear rst-order dierential equations. Let
n⃗(t) = (nu(t), nc,1(t), . . . nc,k(t))T represent the number of cells of each type at time t.en
the rates of change in population should be given by:
∂n⃗(t)
∂t
= γ
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 − µ 0 ⋯ 0
µ −1 0 ⋯ 0
0 1 −1 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱
0 0 0 1 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
nu
nc,0
nc,1⋮
nc,k
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(t) = γAn⃗(t)
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where γ is the growth rate of all cells capable of division, µ is the conversion rate, and k is
the number of divisions possible aer conversion.is system has solutions of the form:
n⃗(t) = k+1∑
i=1 aiv⃗ieγλ i t
where λi and v⃗i are the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors ofA, and the constants
aimaybe chosen to satisfy an initial condition. At long times, the termwith the largest eigen-
value will dominate this sum, and its corresponding eigenvector will therefore represent the
steady-state ratio between cells in each class.e conversion rate µ has been experimentally
determined for a range of β-estradiol concentrations (see Figure 2.7), allowing this system
to be solved numerically. As the latter was estimated to be 6.42 ± 0.41, we compared the
predictions of the model for k = 6 and k = 7 to steady-state ratio measurements obtained
by passaging cultures in YPD containing dierent concentrations of β-estradiol. Our model
predicted that the population fraction of converted cells could be tuned from <5% to > 70%
by altering the β-estradiol concentration, in accord with experimental results (Figure 3.9).
Cultures grown in sucrose had higher steady-state fractions of converted cells than
their counterparts grown in glucose at the same β-estradiol concentration (Figure 3.10A),
likely reecting a decrease in growth rate specic to unconverted cells4. e increase was
particularly substantial for lower conversion rates, suggesting an inherent diculty in cul-
ture growth when the fraction of Suc+ cells is less than ≈50%. At the converted cell fractions
observed observed for these β-estradiol concentrations, converted cells were able to support
growth of the culture in sucrose media, as expected (Figure 3.10B).
Onemight imagine that if the conversion rate is too low, the growth rate of a culture in
sucrose medium would be limited primarily by sucrose production rather than the limited
growth of ∆cdc28 convertants. In this case, there would be a marginal utility to increasing
the conversion rate: the benet of producing more Suc+ cells would outweigh the costs of
4Even in shaken liquid cultures, converted cells have slight preferential access tomonosaccharides
because of the sugars’ proximity immediately aer hydrolysis by invertase in the converted cells’ walls.
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Figure 3.9: Predicted and observed steady-state fraction of converted cells vs. [β-estradiol]
Cultures of a converting strain (yMEW194) were passaged in YPD media containing β-
estradiol at the indicated concentrations until the fraction of converted (mCitrine+) cells did
not change signicantly between two timepoints and was thus considered to be at steady-
state (black line). Predicted steady-state ratios assuming that converted cells divide at a nor-
mal rate for n divisions, then halt, are also shown (red line: 6 divisions; blue line: 7 divisions).
producingmore dierentiated cells: in other words, there would be an intermediate concen-
tration of β-estradiol for which the culture growth rate would peak. (By contrast, growth
rate should always decrease with conversion rate in glucose media.) With the exception of
the fact that our cultures cannot grow in sucrose without some conversion, we observed a
monotonic decrease in culture growth rate with β-estradiol concentration (Figure 3.10B).
is suggests that the benets of generating a converted daughter cell by CDC28 excision
do not justify the costs. While increasing the number of divisions per daughter cell is theo-
retically possible in this system – genomic modications could increase the strength of the
promoter or decrease the degradation rates of transcript and protein – no obvious avenues
were identied for increasing division counts substantially.
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We therefore turned to an alternative system for limiting the growth of converted cells:
instead of excising CDC28 during conversion, converting cells excised an allele conferring
tolerance to the antibiotic cycloheximide (Figure 2.1A). In this strain, unconverted cells are
partially resistant to the growth-limiting eects of cycloheximide due to expression of the
ribosomal protein L28 allele cyh2R; aer conversion, Cyh2r protein and transcript levels de-
crease through growth and division, ultimately leaving converted cells fully sensitive to cy-
cloheximide. Unlike for cyclin-dependent protein kinase excision, isolated cycloheximide-
sensitive convertants are capable of indenite growth. However, in the context of cultures
containing both cell types, converted cells have an eectively nite lifespan because of their
slower growth rate. We thus feel that this strain also meets our denition of terminal dier-
entiation.
Cultures of the oxed cyh2R strain described above were unable to grow substantially
in sucrose media containing cycloheximide when only one cell type was present: uncon-
verted cells alone did not produce the invertase necessary for growth, and converted cells
were signicantly impeded by the antibiotic (Figure 3.11). e growth rate of cultures that
contained both cell types was signicantly faster than cultures of either cell type alone, and
did not appear to decrease monotonically with conversion rate (Figure 3.11).is suggested
cooperation between cell types for the benet of the genotype’s propagation, akin to dier-
entiation systems found in nature.
Clonal multicellularity was easily introduced by exploiting the biological properties
of budding yeast. In S. cerevisiae, the spindle pole body-associated kinase Tem1 is activated
in the bud, where it initiates a daughter cell-specic branch of the mitotic exit network fol-
lowing cytokinesis [1, 2, 29, 33].is pathway ultimately leads to nuclearization of the tran-
scription factor Ace2 [20], which in turn drives expression of eector genes required for the
cell wall remodeling that permits full separation of mother and daughter cells, such as the
chitinase CTS1 [8, 24] and the glucanase SCW11 [5, 34]. Ace2 also limits the duration of its
own activity through a negative feedback loop by driving expression of AMN1, which com-
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Figure 3.12: Distribution of cell clump diameters caused by daughter cell-specic mitotic
exit network mutations.
e distribution of cell clump diameters for log phase cultures of unicellular (yMEW163),
AMN1 gain-of-function mutation (yMEW181), and ace2 loss-of-function mutation
(yMEW185) strains was determined by Coulter counting.
petitively binds to partners of Tem1 to halt mitotic exit network activity [7, 35]. Mutations in
this pathway are known to cause failure of daughter cell separation and thus the formation of
clumps of cells related by descent [5, 16, 34, 36]5.ese cell clumps do not grow indenitely:
they typically fragment pseudo-randomly due to a combination of bueting inmixedmedia
and eventual cell wall remodeling due to the activity of other chitinases.6
Mutations in mitotic exit network proteins were used to introduce “multicellularity”
into our strains. Clump sizes attained were highly variable due to the random nature of frag-
mentation; clump volumes inferred fromCoulter counter particle diameters (Figure 3.12 and
Table 3.2) were smaller than those observed by microscopy (Figure 3.13) but reected the
5is phenomenon is akin to clonal multicellularity. Aggregative multicellularity, where poten-
tially unrelated cells join together with the help of cell surface proteins, is predicted to be less eective
at preventing the spread of “cheating” mutants, as outlined in the introductory chapter. Aggregative
multicellularity occurs naturally in budding yeast during the process of occulation, and can be easily
achieved by overexpressing FLO family proteins [32]
6It can be inferred that the fragmentation is not due to force exerted by continue growth alone,
since much larger clump sizes can be achieved through experimental evolution[15, 25].
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Table 3.2: Mean andmedian sizes of cell clumps in daughter cell-specicmitotic exit network
mutants.
Strain Mean clumpdiameter (µm)
Std. dev. in clump
diameter (µm)
Median clump
diameter (µm)
Unicellular 5.41 0.38 4.87
AMN1 from RM11 6.02 0.71 5.44
ace2-4-427 7.60 0.28 7.71
overall trends in clump size. A partial loss-of-function mutation in ACE2 (ace2-4-472 [15]),
the most upstream component of the pathway tested, generated clumps of approximately
4-30 cells (Figure 3.13B). A gain-of-function mutation in AMN1 and deletion of CTS1 also
caused clumping, albeit less severe (Figure 3.13C-D). Clumps produced in the ace2mutant
were large enough to frequently contain both cell types when the conversion rate was su-
ciently high (Figure 3.13E).
Working with these mitotic exit networkmutations introduced several complications.
In our strains, Cre recombinase is expressed from the SCW11 promoter: conversion rate is
therefore lower in mitotic exit network mutants with decreased Ace2 activity. Replacing the
promoter of Cre was not attempted for two reasons: rst, because the low expression level of
this promoter reduces basal Cre activity; and secondly, because expression under themitotic
exit network allows conversion to occur on a “per cell division” basis rather than “per unit
time,” ensuring that time spent in stationary phase and other slow growth periods does not
increase conversion. is issue was resolved by increasing the β-estradiol concentrations
used to achieve a similar steady-state ratio between cell types to that observed in unicellular
strains used as controls.
Another confounding issuewas thatCdc28 is the kinase that obscures theAce2 nuclear
localization sequence [24, 26] through phosphorylation: overexpression of CDC28 from the
ENO2 promoter might therefore be expected to exacerbate the partial loss of Ace2 activity
in mitotic exit network mutants. Indeed, an ace2-4-427 CDC28 excision strain appeared to
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2% glucose0.5% sucrose 2% glucose0.5% sucrose  
Figure 3.14: Growth conditions used for the competition assay in Figure 3.15
Unicellular (yMEW163) ormulticellular (yMEW182) converting strainswere passaged in the
competition assaymedia until the steady-state ratio between cell typeswas reached (blue and
yellow cells), thenmixedwith a Cre− “cheater” strain (red cells).e Cre− competitor strains
were either unicellular (yMEW178) or multicellular (yMEW184), matched to the converting
strain to minimize tness dierences. Competition assays were performed either in glucose
(where there is no predicted tness benet for a converting strain) or sucrose media.
convert at amuch lower rate than a corresponding ace2-4-427 cyh2r excision strain (data not
shown).
We predicted that Cre− mutants would be able to invade a unicellular, converting
population growing in sucrose since the mutant cells would have equal access to monosac-
charides but would never expend cell divisions on the production of Suc+ daughters. By
contrast, we hypothesized that Cre− mutants would be at a disadvantage when co-cultured
with a multicellular, converting strain, since in this latter case the mutant cells would ac-
cess monosaccharides only through the bulk medium while converting cells would benet
from proximity to Suc+ cells in the same clump. To test these predictions, we initiated cul-
tures frommixtures of converting and Cre− cells and measured the change in ratio between
strains by ow cytometry as the cultures were passaged. To eliminate potential sources of t-
ness dierences, the Cre− strain used in each assay was multicellular if the converting strain
was multicellular, and unicellular otherwise (Figure 3.14). As a control, the competition as-
says were also performed in glucose media, where there is expected to be no advantage for
the converting strain.
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Figure 3.15: Multicellular cyh2r excision converting strains are able to resist invasion by non-
converting cheaters.
Cultures of a Cerulean+ cyh2r excision converting strain (unicellular: yMEW163; multicel-
lular: yMEW182) and a Cerulean− Cre− “cheater” (unicellular: yMEW178; multicellular:
yMEW184) were mixed at a 1:1 ratio, washed, and resuspended into 2% glucose or 0.5% su-
crose minimal media containing 500 nM cycloheximide and the indicated concentration of
β-estradiol. Samples were analyzed by ow cytometry during culture passaging to deter-
mine the change in ratio between strains with time. While the β-estradiol concentrations
used for the unicellular and multicellular strains were identical, it should be noted that the
conversion rates of the ace2-4-427 PENO2 strains were signicantly lower at each β-estradiol
concentration.
We found that the multicellular cyh2r excision converting strain was able to compete
successfully against the Cre− strain when grown in sucrose: the population fraction of Cre−
cells decreased steadily and substantially with time (Figure 3.15). Consistent with expecta-
tion, no enrichment of the converting strain occurred in glucose media. e population
fraction of the unicellular converting strain, however, remained steady when the conversion
rate was very low (i.e., when the low conversion rate did not signicantly decrease tness)
but lost ground as conversion rate increased, regardless of the media carbon source.
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When the analogous experiment was conducted using the CDC28 excision strains, no
parameter regime could be found in which the multicellular converting strain had a signi-
cant tness advantage over the non-converting strain (Figure 3.16 and data not shown).e
population fraction of the multicellular converting strain did not change substantially with
time while growing in sucrose, though it was rapidly outcompeted in glucose: this suggests
a stabilizing eect to multicellulary for the converting phenotype similar to that seen in the
cyh2r excision strain (Figure 3.15).
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3.5 Discussion
We have developed a synthetic biological system to implement terminal dierentiation in
budding yeast. Dierentiated cells in our system cannot divide indenitely due to the ex-
cision of an essential cell cycle gene, but are otherwise healthy: they grow signicantly in
volume and continue secreting invertase. In long-term cultures, the fraction of dieren-
tiated cells reaches a steady-state which can be tuned (by altering Cre recombinase activity
through changes in β-estradiol concentration) to achieve a ratio sucient to support culture
growth in sucrose media and to maximize the probability that both cell types are present in
multicellular clumps.
Our choice of dierentiated cell functionwas arbitrary: invertase secretion simply rep-
resents a general class of processes that require sharing dierentiated cell products through
the extracellularmilieu. We have argued that this is the only kind of functionwhich dieren-
tiated cells can perform in a unicellular species, since it does not require immediate physical
contact between cells. e nding that our unicellular, terminally-dierentiating strain is
prone to invasion by non-dierentiating mutants can therefore be applied generally to ex-
plain the dearth of extant unicellular, dierentiating species. Furthermore, it is unlikely that
such species would serve as intermediates for the evolution of dierentiatedmulticellularity,
since their short duration limits opportunities for the evolution of multicellularity7.
e relegation of costly processes to somatic cells can allow germline cells to dedi-
cate a larger fraction of their energy to reproduction, thus speeding up reproduction while
maintaining viability through the activities of the soma. Division of labor – the separation
of tasks between cell types – can also lead to improvements in the eciency with which
each task is performed through cellular specialization. ese advantages have been credi-
bly argued to be the driving forces behind the evolution of dierentiation in some clades,
including the cyanobacteria and volvocine algae (see Chapter 1). Our dierentiation system
7By contrast, undierentiated multicellular species have persisted in some cases for hundreds of
millions of years [27].
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partitions reproductive and secretory functions between two cell types, but it is important to
note that this engineered division of labor is not actually advantageous, i.e., wildtype yeast
strains which express invertase and Cdc28 (or Cyh2r) in all cells grow faster than our dier-
entiating strains.is is to be expected given the low tness cost (< 1%)of secreting invertase
relative to the tness costs of dierentiation, which are equal to the conversion rate.
While the non-optimality of dierentiation in our system does not aect the conclu-
sionswehave drawn thus far, it does call to light an issuewith evolution through a unicellular,
dierentiating intermediate: in order for such a species to arise, there presumably must be
some benet to dierentiation itself, and this is dicult to achieve even by design. Are there
any two processes performed in budding yeast that are so costly or mutually-antagonistic
that their separation by cellular dierentiation would be advantageous? Is the existence of
such processes the rate-limiting step in the evolution of dierentiation? Could division of la-
bor in our strain be made benecial by rationally choosing exogenous functions from other
species?ese questions will be addressed in depth in the concluding chapter.
It is unfortunate that in our system, mitotic exit network mutations used to introduce
clonal multicellularity also aect the expression level of Cre recombinase: a clear extension
of this work is to nd an arrangement that avoids this issue. Attempts to design systems for
expressing Cre from alternative promoters were not successful (data not shown). e cell
cycle phase-limited and relatively weak expression of Cre recombinase from the SCW11 pro-
moter was likely critical for the low basal activity and wide range of inducible activity levels
observed in our system: we are therefore indebted to Derek Lindstrom andDan Gottschling
for the signicant eort they invested in the design, random PCR mutagenesis, and selec-
tion of thePSCW11-Cre-EBD78 they generously shared [18]. Furthermore, since expressingCre
from the SCW11 promoter allows conversion rates to be remain constant per division rather
than per unit time (a handy constraint when culture growth rates are allowed to vary, e.g.,
by reaching stationary phase or slowly converting sucrose to monosaccharides), it would be
preferable to leave the regulation of Cre as-is and nd alternative mitotic exit networkmuta-
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tions downstream of Ace2. We attempted direct mutation of an eector chitinase, Cts1, and
found that this produced very small clumps (Figure 3.13), but it is possible that by mutating
multiple chitinases and glucanases, larger clump sizes could be achieved.
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Chapter 4
Genome reidentication for the CAGI
Personal Genome Project challenge
“C’est magnique, mais ce n’est pas la guerre.”
- Pierre Franc¸ois Joesph Bosquet
4.1 Abstract
e Critical Assessment of Genome Interpretation (CAGI) is an international, biannual
competition designed to ascertain the state of the art in human genome interpretation. I
participated in the CAGI 2013 challenge to identify the donors of genomes anonymously do-
nated to the Personal Genome Project [2]. Participants in this challenge were provided with
the whole genome sequences of seventy-seven individuals as well as the anonymized pheno-
typic proles (including health history, ancestry, gender, and information on 239 traits) for
all donors as well as 214 “decoy” volunteers with no corresponding genome sequence. I used
a combination of ethnic admixture analysis, blood typing, Y chromosome and mitochon-
drial DNA haplotyping, causative allele identication, and supplemental information pro-
vided by volunteers to correctly identify the proles corresponding to 32 of the 77 genomes
provided, as determined through a blinded independent assessment. Many of the scripts
and methods used in this analysis were shared with participants and colleagues through the
Personal Genome Project Wiki[52].
4.2 Introduction
Genomics researchers rely on public databases of samples provided by donors who wish
to remain anonymous. Breach of anonymity (“genome reidentication”) is a serious risk
which could potentially lead to discrimination against the donors or their families. Consent
procedures that downplay this risk can mislead potential volunteers with irreversible con-
sequences, but it is dicult for study organizers to accurately guess what could be done –
now or in the future – to link anonymized genome sequences back to participants. For ex-
ample, on the subject of genome reidentication, the consent form signed by sample donors
in the 1000 Genomes Project [34] states that “we [the study organizers] believe this could
happen only if somebody knew that you had given a sample to be studied for this project,”
yet this study group has repeatedly been the focus of proof-of-principle demonstrations of
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de-anonymization [16, 32], including the recent discovery that dozens of participants can
be identied by name [18].e awareness raised by such demonstrations has informed the
development of improved consent procedures [2, 31]. Since these demonstrations were per-
formed by members of the scientic community acting under traditional codes of ethics,
participant identities were never released publicly and the database hosting agencies were
informed in advance of publication, allowing changes in data distribution that now aord
participants protection against these reidentication methods [21].
e Critical Assessment of Genome Interpretation (CAGI) challenges researchers to
develop and share state-of-the-art techniques in genome interpretation by applying them to
real, unpublished datasets. e objective of the CAGI Personal Genome Project challenge
is to match anonymous genome sequences with the phenotypic proles provided by their
donors, a task akin to genome reidentication. Gender, age, geographic location, family
relationships, ethnicity, blood type, health history, and supplemental data provided by par-
ticipants were used to identify 32 out of 77 genome-prole pairs. is targeted approach
using freely-available soware and minimal sophistication fared comparably to the best al-
ternative method, as determined by an independent third-party assessor.
4.3 Methods
Supplemental data collection
An XML/HTML parser was used to collect the location, blood type, samples provided for
sequencing, grandparents’ countries of origin, stated ethnicity, stated gender, other genetic
datasets, other health records, and the information for other participating blood relatives
mentioned in the phenotypic proles of interest. Some individuals did not appear to have
submitted samples for analysis and were therefore excluded from further consideration. Full
names were noted when provided in uploaded documents. Data obtained from participant
proles did not always match the information provided in the Challenge Proles spread-
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sheet: ethnicity was frequently changed, and two participants labeled female in the Chal-
lenge Proles spreadsheet (hu00D419 and huC92BC9) self-identied as XY female or male
on their online proles.e Personal Genome Project forum [51] was also scanned for posts
from participants claiming that their genomes had beenwithheld for the CAGI competition.
Ethnic admixture analysis
Called SNPs fromGFF les were reformatted for use with DIYDodecad 2.1, a tool developed
by Dionekes Pontikos for estimating ethnic admixture [13] which takes 23andme result les
as input. e provided “globe13” calculator was used to estimate admixture from 13 popu-
lations (Siberian, Amerindian, West African, Paleo-African, Southwest Asian, East Asian,
Mediterranean, Australasian, Arctic, West Asian, North European, South Asian, and East
African). Admixture predictions were compared to participants’ self-identied ethnicities,
names, and grandparents’ countries of origin where possible.
Analyzing supplemental genetic datasets
Participant-submitted 23andme and Family Tree DNA autosomal SNP proling data ob-
tained were collected as described above and compared to the SNP calls for anonymous
genomes at 97 SNPs chosen for their high secondary allele frequency and compatibility
across le types and processing dates (Table 4.1). Participants who provided 23andme or
Family Tree DNA exome sequencing data were compared to the anonymous genomes at 25
SNPs.
Y and mitochondrial haplogroup analysis
Family Tree DNA Y chromosome short tandem repeat (Y-STRs) counts were used to deter-
mine an individual’s Y haplogroup using an automated haplogroup predictor developed by
Whit Athey and Doug McDonald [1].e Y haplogroups of the anonymous genomes were
determined using Y chromosome SNPs described in Karafet et al., 2008[25].
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Table 4.1: Variants used to match commercial SNP genotyping data to whole genome se-
quences
Position Vars Position Vars Position Vars
chr1 3507861 G A chr4 138134581 A G chr10 49739856 T G
chr1 6756002 C A chr4 165661477 A G chr10 68224886 A G
chr1 32157009 G T chr5 10536845 A G chr10 94893473 A G
chr1 63628648 T C chr5 80942209 A G chr10 114154815 C T
chr1 92334749 C T chr5 96161942 T G chr10 119335191 G A
chr1 94537642 C A chr5 111948117 T C chr11 4703762 G T
chr1 103088742 G T chr5 132758353 T C chr11 26752782 C T
chr1 106128123 T C chr5 134543927 C T chr11 34998746 G A
chr1 115619422 C T chr5 148587553 T C chr11 87610338 A G
chr1 182115787 A G chr5 172719020 T C chr11 99241675 G T
chr1 183604258 C A chr5 173899353 A G chr11 113230600 C T
chr1 211892568 T C chr6 31273745 T C chr12 24016182 T C
chr2 462799 A G chr6 31555130 A G chr12 55351215 C T
chr2 20752612 T G chr6 33059996 T G chr12 115495279 G A
chr2 29120733 C T chr6 73448086 A G chr13 52515354 A A
chr2 58959112 G A chr6 126244682 T C chr13 67169478 C T
chr2 61217542 T C chr6 137294656 C T chr14 22377212 C T
chr2 75368797 C T chr6 154472327 T C chr15 80590198 T G
chr2 128457941 A G chr6 169933335 G A chr15 97063357 C T
chr2 152794981 G A chr7 29318397 T C chr16 2977262 A G
chr2 190492014 T C chr7 100979310 C T chr16 48763325 G T
chr2 223843894 T C chr7 147958844 C T chr17 56207731 A G
chr2 230211434 T C chr7 150775306 G A chr18 13437993 A G
chr3 30334755 A G chr8 2923969 A G chr18 25440258 T C
chr3 56809628 A G chr8 17565061 T C chr18 51448585 T C
chr3 69059023 A C chr8 17908116 A G chr19 39792460 G A
chr3 139357093 G A chr8 29441961 T C chr20 20246306 A G
chr3 172881577 C T chr8 101835049 G A chr20 25133966 G T
chr3 177782520 A C chr8 120887041 G A chr20 48949175 G A
chr4 8677043 C T chr9 15846112 C T chr20 62860980 A G
chr4 70765416 G A chr9 86088871 C T chr21 16330894 T C
chr4 72356146 C T chr9 108750147 T G
chr4 96076813 A G chr9 138151499 GG CCGT
Ninety-seven autosomal SNPs with the same reference and variant alleles in 23andme and
CGI whole genome sequence calls were identied by trial and error. 23andme data were
mapped to whole genome sequences through comparison of genotype at these loci.
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James Lick’s mthap utility [28] was used to determine the mitochondrial haplogroups
of participants who provided Family Tree mitochondrial DNA sequencing results.e mi-
tochondrial haplogroups of anonymous genomes were determined using a list of predic-
tive SNPs maintained by Ian Logan [30]. A script was later produced to produce FASTA-
formated mitochondrial DNA sequences for each anonymous genome and shared through
the Personal Genome Project participant wiki [52]. (Variant calls in TSV format identify
dierences relative to the industry-standard revised Cambridge Reference Sequence, while
the GFF les provided by the CAGI challenge include dierences relative to the UCSC hu-
man reference genome, introducing confusion.) Mitochondrial sequences obtained this way
were used to determine the mitochondrial haplogroups of the anonymous genome with ad-
ditional specicity.
CYP2 genotyping
Due to the important role of cytochrome P450 in drug metabolism [17], several participants
were able to provide CYP2 subunit sequencing results collected for medical reasons. e
anonymous genomes were genotyped at relevant sites using CYP2 allele information sum-
marized on SNPedia [29] and the Human Cytochrome P450 Allele Nomenclature Database
[45].
Causative alleles of vonWillebrand disease
Probable causative alleles in VWF were identied in the International Society onrom-
bosis and Hameostasis Scientic and Standardization Committee’s von Willebrand Factor
variant database [20]. Anonymous genomes were checked for these causative alleles as well
as for likely large deletions at the VWF locus (i.e. long stretches of homozygosity and more
frequent no-call events due to lower coverage).
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Table 4.2: Variants used to identify the most common ABO alleles
Allele rs8176719 rs8176720 rs1053878 rs7853989 rs8176741 rs8176742
A1 C T (ref) G (ref) G (ref) A (ref) C (ref)
A1v/A2 C T (ref) A G (ref) A (ref) C (ref)
B C C G (ref) C G C (ref)
O1 - (ref) T (ref) G (ref) G (ref) A (ref) C (ref)
O1v - (ref) C G (ref) G (ref) A (ref) T
O2 C C G (ref) C A (ref) C (ref)
eABO sequence in the UCSC human reference genome – against which all variants in the
CAGI genomes are called – corresponds to the “O1” allele at six of the loci most predictive
for blood type [41, 49].
Blood typing
Individuals were genotyped for previously-described predictive variants of ABO blood type
[41, 49], summarized in Table 4.2. All individuals were found to be homozygous for three
SNPs near the RHD locus (rs25629943, rs25628043, rs25628088), suggesting an error in
calling, but Rhesus negative phenotype could still be accurately inferred using the recessive
and highly-correlated allele rs590787. A script for determining blood type from variant calls
at theABO locus has been made available through the Personal Genome Project participant
wiki [52].
Submission preparation
Entries to the CAGI PGP competition were submitted as a 77 x 291 matrix containing the
assigned probabilities of assignment for every possible genome-prole combination. We as-
sumed that the probability of a match was zero for proles not associated with DNA samples
or which had been eliminated using SNP genotyping data. We also assumed that the prob-
ability of a match was zero for genomes and proles of opposite sex. Matches were given a
probability of one if they weremade on the basis of SNP genotyping data and/or haplogroup
matching. All other determinations were considered subject to potential error and therefore
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aected matches were assigned intermediate probabilites based on the estimated likelihood
of participant or genotyping error.
A uniform prior was assigned based on the number of genomes which could poten-
tiallymatch each prole given the information above and the type ofDNA sample submitted.
(Participants who had provided blood samples were assigned a three-fold higher probability
of participating relative to those who had submitted only saliva samples.) is probability
was then weighted based on the number of proles which each genome could potentially
match. Standard deviations in probability estimates were determined by simulating onemil-
lion prole-genome assignments consistent with the data available.
Two proles – hu432EB5 and hu00D419 – had outsize inuence on these probabil-
ity assignments. hu00D419 describes herself as an XY female on the basis of 23andme test
results, but may not have received a clinical diagnosis: her karyotype aects the number of
possible genome-prole pairings for bothmales and females. hu432EB5 is conrmed partic-
ipant with vonWillebrand disease: limiting potential matches to genomes heterozygous for
causative alleles could have a large eect on the apparent accuracy of the prediction. Four
submissions were prepared to give best probability estimates for each possible hu00D419
karyotype and each liberal vs. conservative estimates of the likelihood that the mutantVWF
alleles found in the anonymous genomes were causative.
4.4 Results
Each Personal Genome Project participant may update their online phenotypic prole to
add information beyond that required by the study organizers. is information included
other sequencing results collected for medical, genealogical, or recreational reasons; tness
monitoring logs; blood type; full names; sample collection logs; geographic locations; plain-
text descriptions of ailments; links to the proles of participating blood relatives; and infor-
mation on ancestry.is data was systematically extracted from participating proles using
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a custom web trawler. Of 291 phenotypic proles in the CAGI dataset, 108 were rapidly
eliminated as potential genome donors due to failure to submit saliva or blood samples for
sequencing1.
e declining cost of recreational genotyping and volunteers’ demonstrated interest in
genomics are reected in the high proportion (33%) of participants who have uploaded com-
mercial sequencing data to their proles. Twenty-seven individuals who uploaded 23andme
SNP genotyping results, one individual who submitted Family Tree DNA SNP genotyping
results, and one individual who submitted Family Tree DNA exome sequencing results were
unambiguously matched to the genomes they provided (Table 4.3); 32 individuals were also
eliminated as potential genome donors based on the sequencing results they provided (Table
4.4).
Y and mitochondrial haplogroups
With few exceptions [3], human mitochondrial DNA and non-pseudoautosomal regions of
the Y chromosome do not undergo recombination [10, 15] and include regions exhibiting a
wide range of substitution rates [19, 46, 55]. Variations in these sequences are therefore useful
for tracking paternal and maternal lineages on timescales ranging from single generations
to millennia [12, 44]. Similarity between Y chromosomes has traditionally been assessed
based on short tandem repeat copy number variation due to the favorable mutation rate and
low cost of genotyping these sites by PCR amplicon length, whereas mitochondrial DNA
has historically been Sanger sequenced at known variable regions. For approximately one
decade prior to the advent of “next generation” sequencing, Y andmitochondrial DNA hap-
lotyping were the only direct-to-consumer DNA sequencing options available for genomics
enthusiasts: many Personal Genome Project participants have thus taken these tests and
provided their results through their online proles. While Y and mitochondrial DNA hap-
1is issue was reported to CAGI during prediction assessment.
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Table 4.3: Proles matched to genomes using participant-provided autosomal genotyping
data
Data provided Prole identication
number
Genome identication
number
23andme autosomal
SNP genotyping
hu1F73AB 52b
hu3C0611 60b
hu90B053 815
huCA14D2 737
huE58004 df7
huEDF7DA 812
huDF04CC ebc
hu016B28 bd9
hu19C09F 6a6
hu4BE6F2 82a
hu7S2f1D 084
hu7B594C 648
huA4F281 3d4
huB4D223 940
huC434ED 581
huD52556 f86
hu4B0812 26
hu448C4B 221
hu627574 213
hu72C17A 223
huC3160A 574
huED0F40 3c1
hu032C04 ce7
hu619F51 15f
huC92BC9 6b7
hu05FD49 805
23andme exome
sequencing hu2FEC01 368
Family Tree DNA
autosomal SNP genotyping hu599905 693
Files containing supplemental genotyping data were automatically collected from partici-
pant proles using a customweb trawler and compared to anonymous genomes as described
in the methods.
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Table 4.4: Proles eliminated from consideration using participant-provided autosomal
genotyping data
Data provided Prole identication number
23andme autosomal
SNP genotyping
huD58ABC hu1097B2 hu1187FF
hu1A4F2E hu1BD549 hu4C3094
hu868880 huBAA265 huBC03A7
huD4F7DB huDF9008 huEDEA65
huF06AD0 hu57C9FD hu2BC187
hu30888B hu394092 hu394755
hu41F03B hu48C4EB hu5AE862
hu82436A hu840B0B hu96713F
huA720D3 huB4E01A huB7EC37
huB921C5 huE31062 huEAA57B
Family Tree DNA
exome sequencing huD0D79A
Files containing supplemental genotyping data were automatically collected from partici-
pant proles using a customweb trawler and compared to anonymous genomes as described
in the methods.
lotypes are shared by many individuals in a population, they remain useful for eliminating
possible matches between proles and genomes.
Two otherwise-unassigned individuals provided their mitochondrial DNA sequences
on their participant proles; the mitochondrial DNA sequence for third was obtained from
her sister’s linked participant prole. One of these individuals (hu25E1EE) shared a mito-
chondrial haplotype with exactly one genome in the CAGI dataset: this link was further
supported by the shared gender and ethnic admixture (see below) of the genome and par-
ticipant prole. e remaining two individuals (huB4E01A and hu52B7E5) did not appear
to share a mitochondrial haplotype with any of the CAGI genomes (see Table 4.5).
Y chromosome short tandem repeat copy number information provided by one par-
ticipant (hu7123C1) was used to infer his Y haplogroup (J2b). Short nucleotide polymor-
phisms associated with this haplogroup were used to identify a possible match with one of
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Table 4.5: Inferred mitochondrial haplogroups of CAGI genomes
Genome
ID #
mtDNA
haplogroup
Genome
ID #
mtDNA
haplogroup
Genome
ID #
mtDNA
haplogroup
b74 A2 26 H2a2a1 239 K1a3a2
c8a A2ag 60b H3 eb7 K1c2
598 H2a or H17 d7f H4† 82a K2b2
6d9 H2a or H46 368 H46b 8a3 N1b1a
15f H1ac df7 H4a1a1 4bd N9a3
f86 H1bf or H1bh e5b H4a1a1 3d4 T1a1b
221 H10a1a1 c05 H5 414 T2a1a8
23a H10b 407 H56b 6a6 T2b2b
fa7 H16b ebc H5a1 d76 T2be or T2b3c
af4 H1a1 40c H6a1a3 6a5 T2b4b
5da H1a3 c47 H6a1b 926 U4a
ce7 H1a3 732 HV0b, c, or d 39d U4a3
737 H1b2a dce HV0b, c, or d f9b U4b1b
b62 H1bk bd9 HV5 545 U4c1a
581 H1bo 52b I1a1 3de U5a1a1
213 H1c 815 J1b1a1a 693 U5a1a1d
181 H1f1 5dd J1c2h 9bd U5a1b1e
27 H1i1 838 J1c3i 62 U5a1c2a
b34 H1j1 c3b J1c3j 805 U5a2c
bda H1j1 246 J1c5b 223 U5a2d
396 H1n4 d56 J2b1a 88f U8a1a1b
648 H1o fc1 J2b1a6 574 V10
3c1 H1q1 1cf K 812 V10
940 H27 903 K1a1b1a 073 V2b
9d1 H2a 8b2 K1a1b1b 084 X2b
6b7 H2a1e 912 K1a26
Mitochondrial DNA variants relative to the revised Cambridge Reference Sequence (rCRS)
were identied for each genome provided in the CAGI dataset and used to reconstructmito-
chondrial DNA sequences for the corresponding genomes. Note absence of H6 (huB4E01A)
and J1c (hu52B7E5) haplogroups. †is haplogroup assignment was used to link genome d7f
to phenotypic prole hu5CD2C6 using uploaded data from her sibling (hu25E1EE).
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the anonymous genomes, which was corroborated by additional health-related genetic pro-
ling data. As with mitochondrial haplogroups, Y haplogroup frequency information was
not available, so estimates of the probability of a false positive haplogroup pairing could not
be made.
While microsatellite copy number variation has been successfully used to infer the
surnames of individuals from their Y chromosome short tandem repeats [18], this technique
unfortunately could not be employed because raw sequencing reads (and repeat count) were
not reported for the competition. Furthermore, the single nucleotide polymorphism sub-
stitution rate is several orders of magnitude lower than the rate of change in microsatellite
copy number, and thus such mutations are expected to correlate poorly with surnames.
Online statements of participation by genome donors
An online forum for Personal Genome Project volunteers has been organized by a partic-
ipant. Several individuals whose genomes were withheld for the CAGI competition stated
their participation on the forum and could be associated with a participant prole (Table
4.6). While three of these individuals had already been linked to an anonymous genome
using participant-provided genotyping data, participation of the fourth (hu432EB5) was
conrmed using this information, which limited the number of remaining prole-genome
combinations substantially.
Moreover, hu432EB5 is the only participant to report von Willebrand disease type
2N, a partial-penetrance monogenic disorder caused by mutations in von Willebrand Fac-
tor (vWF) which specically impede its binding to Factor VIII without decreasing overall
vWF levels in the bloodstream [8, 33, 39]. Variants found in VWF in the anonymous CAGI
genomes were compared to a catalog of missense mutations associated with vonWillebrand
disease type 2N curated by the research community [20]: unfortunately, no genome was ho-
mozygous or compound heterozygous for the most prevalent and predictive variants, nor
for likely loss-of-function mutations (Table 4.7). A variant associated with type 1 vonWille-
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Table 4.6: CAGI participants identied through the Personal Genome Project forum
Forum member
name
Prole identication
number Means of identication
sharper hu432EB5 Only von Willebrand disease type2N patient
PGP-84 hu7123C1 Name and blog post
James Turner hu016B28 Derry, NH location
huE58004 huE58004 Forum member name
e Personal Genome Project online forum was searched for posts containing the word
“CAGI.” Forum members who reported that their genome had been sequestered for CAGI
were then associated with their participant prole by the method indicated.
brand disease (Y1584C) and considered dominant was found in two genomes, but type 1
and type 2N vonWillebrand disease are easily distinguished clinically, so genomes with this
variant were not considered likely matches for prole hu432EB5. Two genomes carrying the
R854Q allele [27] were considered to be the most likely matches for hu432EB5.
Participant-uploaded clinical genotyping data
e human genome encodes approximately sixty cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes involved
in the synthesis of cholesterol, fatty acids, and steroid hormones as well as the breakdown or
bioactivation of exogenous compounds, includingmanymedications [24]. Genetic variation
in these enzymes can aect their ecacy and complicate the prescription of drugs they me-
tabolize. For example, selecting an appropriate dosage of the anticoagulant warfarin, which
targets certain CYP enzymes, is critical because under- and overdose can both cause lethal
symptoms (stroke and myocardial infarction or internal bleeding, respectively), but due to
genetic variation, the appropriate dose variesmore than twenty-fold between patients.ree
SNPs in the warfarin-metabolizing genesCYP2C9 andCYP4F2 explain 14% of this variation
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Table 4.7: Variants associated with von Willebrand disease found in the anonymous CAGI
genomes
vWF variant
von Willebrand
disease type
Inheritance
pattern Reference Genomes aected
R854Q Type 2N Recessive [27]
213
3d4
9d1†
eb7†
S1731T Type 2N Dominant [42] 82a
Y1584C Type 1 Dominant [40] 073†9bd†
Variants in vWF associated with von Willebrand’s disease found in the anonymous CAGI
genomes. Inheritance patterns reported in the literature remain speculative (see accompa-
nying references).
† Genomes not assigned to proles by other means.
[47], so CYP genotyping is routinely performed prior to warfarin prescription. Several Per-
sonal Genome Project participants were therefore able to provide genotyping data at these
loci.
e CYP2D6, CYP2C19, and CYP2C9 loci in the anonymous CAGI genomes were
compared to CYP genotyping results uploaded by participants huC7B886 and hu5FA322
(Table 4.8). While six genomes were consistent with the genotype of huC7B886, none of
these shared his gender and O- blood type, so this prole was ruled out as a potential match
for any genome (Table 4.9). Participant hu5FA322’s genotyping results, which included CYP
loci as well as several genes with known involvement in porphyria (SOD2,NAT1, andNAT2),
were consistent with one anonymous CAGI genome (Table 4.9), a match further supported
by blood type, ethnicity, and sex. AswithY andmitochondrial haplogroups, insucient data
was available on allele frequencies to determine the probability of a false positive match.
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Table 4.8: Participant-reported genotyping results in the CAGI PGP challenge
Locus Allele Identifying variant(s) Reference
CYP2D6
CYP2D6*1 Reference allele [45]
CYP2D6*2
rs16947 [45]
rs1135840 [45]
CYP2D6*4
rs1065852 [45]
rs28371703 [45]
rs28371704 [45]
CYP2C9 CYP2C9*1 Reference allele [45]
CYP2C19
CYP2C19*1 Reference allele [45]
CYP2C19*2 rs4244285 [45]
NAT1 NAT1*4 Reference allele [22]
NAT2 NAT2*5B
rs1801280 [22]
rs1203 [22]
SOD2
WT Reference [43]
V16A rs4880 [43]
HEXA
WT Reference allele [36]
B1 variant R178H/R178C [48]
739C→T R247W [50]
745C→T R249W [7]
805G→A G269S [38]
IVS9 +1G→A [6]
E11 1273insTATC [35]
IVS12 +1G→C [35]
Commonnames for alleles described in participant-provided genotyping datawerematched
to sequence variants that could be identied within the anonymous CAGI genomes.
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Table 4.9: Clinical genotyping data provided by CAGI PGP participants
Prole Locus Genotype MatchingGenomes
huC7B886
CYP2D6 CYP2D6*1/*2 239, 23a,
CYP2C9 CYP2C9*1/*1 912, c8a,
CYP2C19 CYP2C19*2/*2 d56, d76
hu5FA322
CYP2D6 CYP2D6*1/*4
b34†
CYP2C9 CYP2C9*1/*1
CYP2C19 CYP2C19*1/*2
SOD2 V16A/+
NAT1 NAT1*4/*4
NAT2 NAT2*5B/*5B
Clinical genotyping data provided by participants for individual loci. Allele nomenclature
is described in Table 4.8.
†:is genome-prole pairing could not be ruled out by other means.
Participant hu1843FC reports that she is a carrier for Tay Sachs disease. None of the
female anonymous genomes in the CAGI PGP dataset were carriers of the most common
causative SNP/indel alleles at theHEXA locus (Table 4.8). hu1843FCwas therefore ruled out
as a potential genome donor.
Ethnic admixture analysis
Only 8 of the participant proles claimednon-Caucasian ancestry. On the grounds that these
individuals might be purposefully enriched among the sequenced genomes to increase the
diversity of populations represented, we searched for genomes with non-Caucasian ethnic
admixture. Weused aMarkovChainMonteCarlo-based approach to identify themost likely
boundaries betweenDNA segments arising frompopulations with distinct SNP frequencies.
e primary advantage of this technique over estimation from representative SNPs is that
the relative size of these segments reects the timing of admixture, allowing us to discern in-
dividuals with grandparents of distinct heritage from those whose admixture occurred less
recently. We identied three genomes with a signicant proportion of African and Native
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American admixture: we considered these genomes most likely to match proles which re-
ported African American or Latino ancestry. A post hoc analysis revealed that the relatively
small segment size and composition in at least two of three participants was reective of
their Puerto Rican and Columbian ancestry (Figure 4.1). All proles indicating Asian an-
cestry were also eliminated from consideration because no genome with signicant Asian
admixture could be identied.
Mendelian traits
Personal Genome Project participants were asked to report whether they possessed a num-
ber of traits with Mendelian inheritance. Unfortunately, preliminary investigations using
known genome-prole pairings revealed that participant reporting and/or variant calling
make many of these traits unreliable for genome-prole pairing.
For example, homozygosity for a haplotype consisting of the A allele at rs182549 and
the T allele at rs4988235 is an excellent predictor of lactose intolerance in persons of Euro-
pean descent: 77% of aected individuals are reported to have this genotype [4, 14]. Twenty-
ve of seventy-seven genomes in the CAGI dataset were homozygous for this allele, but
amongst those that could be linked back to proles by denitive means, not a single in-
dividual reported lactose intolerance. Indeed, a retrospective analysis performed aer the
true pairings were announced showed that only one of the individuals homozygous for this
haplotype had reported lactose intolerance, and one individual who did not possess this
haplotype had also reported intolerance. is inconsistency may reect either participant
reporting error or the inuence of alternative causative variants, but in either event, lactose
intolerance was deemed too risky for use in supporting or refuting genome-prole pairings
from this dataset.
Participant reporting error likely reects ambiguity in diagnosis; we therefore focused
our attention on themost salient and clinically-examinedMendelian traits. Color blindness,
a condition for which children are routinely tested using pseudoisochromatic plates, was
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therefore a prime candidate. Several forms of color blindness exist, of which dichromacy
(caused by inactivation of one out of three cone opsins) is by far themost common, aecting
4.5% of Americans [11]. Dichromacy can result from unequal recombination between the
adjacent red and green opsin loci (OPN1LW and OPN1MW, respectively) that deletes the
intervening region: while the investments required to identify such gene rearrangements
have prohibited large-scale analyses, smaller studies of ≈25 individuals suggest that this is
by far themost common cause of dichromacy [37]. Because these opsin loci were created by a
recent duplication event, sequencing reads from either locus have the potential to bemapped
to both loci, which can obscure deletion of the intervening region when present. (Coverage
informationwould reveal the deletion, but unfortunately raw readswere not provided for the
anonymous genomes.) While eleven participant proles reported colorblindness (including
those of four actual genome donors), we were unable to detect plausible causative mutations
and therefore could not use this trait.
By contrast, participant-reported blood types were employed with relative success to
eliminate or support genome-prole pairings.e ABO locus encodes a glycosyltransferase
which modies the H antigen, an oligosaccharide later attached to glycoproteins. Non-
functional alleles of the ABO protein (“O”) are recessive to each of two codominant alleles
(“A” and “B”) that modify the H antigen in distinct ways. A fourth, hybrid “cis-AB” allele,
the apparent result of recombination between A and B alleles, is also found at frequencies< 0.03% in some populations [54]. Variation at other sites can be epistatic to the ABO geno-
type. For example, the FUT1 and FUT2 loci encode homologous proteins responsible for H
antigen production: their inactivation produces the Bombay phenotype, a set of serological
properties mimicking “O” type blood [26]. Blood type prediction is further complicated by
the fact that novel inactivating mutations inABO and the Rhesus factor locus RHD can pro-
duce novel O and Rh-negative alleles. Despite these potential complications, we attempted
to infer blood types for the CAGI genomes using previously-described correlations with six
SNPs [41, 49][see Table 4.2]. Sixty-nine participants (including 36 true genome donors) re-
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ported their blood type: a post-hoc analysis revealed only one case where our prediction
diered from their stated phenotype. Using our blood type predictions, we were able to
eliminate 1405 potential genome-prole pairings (45% of the possibilities remaining aer
other methods were employed.)
Hypoandrogenization and sex reversal
Participant hu00D419 stated on her participant survey that her 23andme results revealed her
to be an XY female. Although it is unclear whether this diagnosis was conrmed by a med-
ical professional, all genomes containing a Y chromosome were checked for mutations in
genes with known association to Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome and sex reversal (Table
4.10). Genome 073 is heterozygous for the G146Amutation in NR5A1 associated with severe
micropenis [53] and genome 40c is homozygous for the P392S mutation in AR associated
with male infertility [23]. A DAX1 frameshi mutation associated with adrenal hypoplasa
congenita [9]was also identied, but none of the participantswho reported known infertility
are a likely match for the aected genome, and no male participants reported other symp-
toms of this syndrome, which include delayed puberty, hypogonadism, and hypoglycemia.
While haploinsuciency in SOX9 is associated with sex reversal and skeletal abnormalities
[5], there is no evidence that the SOX9 variant found in the CAGI dataset (PAP354Del) dis-
rupts SOX9 function. None of the other mutations found are associated with sex reversal.
hu00D419 could not be ruled out as a potential genome donor, and was considered alter-
nately as a potential XX or XY match for separate competition entries.
4.5 Discussion
e true genome-prole pairings were revealed aer the submission deadline, permitting a
retrospective analysis of submission accuracy.irty-two matches had been correctly iden-
tied, including ve that did not use SNP genotyping data. Only one true match had been
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Table 4.10: Variants in androgenization-related genes found in male anonymous CAGI
genomes
Gene Function Mutation(s) Genomes Zygosity
NR5A1 Steroidogenic nuclearreceptor G146A 073 heterozygous
AR Androgen receptor P392S 40c homozygous
LHX9
Transcription factor,
gonadal development
P355Shi
4bd heterozygous
693 heterozygous
82a heterozygous
PP355AT
3de heterozygous
926 heterozygous
DAX1
(NR0B1)
Dosage-sensitive
nuclear receptor
G190Shi f9b hemizygous
G44S bd9 hemizygous
WNT4 Ligand stimulatingovarian development D239G 26 heterozygous
SOX9
Transcription factor
promoting male
development
PAP354Del 693 heterozygous
Genes involved in androgenization with variants in male anonymous CAGI genomes.
assigned a probability of zero: the participant in question was later revealed (by PGP data
providerMadeleine Ball) to be transgendered. Predictions based on vonWillebrand disease-
associated variants, ethnic admixture, and blood type were accurate with the exception of
one individual who reported blood type O- while our prediction algorithm predicted blood
type AB+.
A common method of evaluating submission accuracy is the receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curve, which considers both sensitivity (the fraction of true positives) and
precision (the fraction of false positives) for the prediction.e curve is constructed para-
metrically by plotting sensitivity vs. precision formatches assigned probabilities greater than
or equal to θ, for θ ∈ (0, 1). Random guessing is expected to produce equal sensitivity and
precision, and would therefore produce a straight line ROC curve.e area underneath the
curve (AUC) reects the accuracy of the prediction: possible values fall between 0 and 1,
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Figure 4.2: Receiver operating characteristic curve for submitted CAGI entries
Points on the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve represent the fraction of true
pairings identied at a given threshold of condence, plotted against the fraction of all pos-
sible false pairings admitted at the same condence threshold.e expected ROC curve for
a random guess is indicated as a dashed line. Area under the curve (AUC): 0.965. Mann-
Whitney U: 58,914 of 1,719,410 (p = 8 x 10−122).
with values greater than 0.5 being better than chance. e ROC curve for our data has an
AUC of 0.965 (Figure 4.2), exceeding that of all other entries. e Mann-Whitney U test
(also known as the Wilcoxon rank-sum test) can be used to determine the likelihood of the
null hypothesis that true and false matches do not dier signicantly in probability. For our
best entry, this null hypothesis was assigned a probability of p = 8 x 10−122, providing support
for the accuracy of our predictions.
Submissions to the CAGI PGP challenge were externally assessed by Sean Mooney,
director of the bioinformatics core and assistant professor at the Buck Institute: his com-
parison of the entries is provided in Table 4.11. Due to the ease with which SNP genotyping
results could be used to identify genome-prole pairings, submission accuracy was con-
sidered for both the full dataset and the subset of participant proles/genomes for which
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no SNP genotyping results were reported. Our entries performed slightly better than the
leading competitor (the Karchin lab) when “decoy” proles (those without associated DNA
samples) were included in the analysis, but this lead evaporatedwhen the decoy proles were
removed from consideration, conrming that discovery of these decoys contributed signif-
icantly to the accuracy of our entries. e Karchin lab employed an orthogonal approach
(construction of a Bayesian network based on SNPs identied through GWAS and the pri-
mary literature) to identify genome-prole pairings. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the overlap in
unambiguously predicted genomes was low, with only twomatches in common between our
sets of predictions.
No explicit goal was posed in theCAGIPersonalGenomeProject challenge announce-
ment. At least two teams viewed the competition as an attempt to identify algorithms that
could accurately predict health and trait information from genome sequences, with broad
implications for patient identication and preventative treatment or palliative care. For that
purpose, the methods we employed would be of little value. However, we interpreted the
CAGI PGP challenge as an exploration of the potential for genome reidentication, i.e., the
re-association of publicly-shared genome sequences with their “anonymous” donors. Ma-
licious use of genome sequences for discrimination against a research participant or their
family is only possible once the participant’s genome sequence has been associated with
their full name: it is therefore critical for participants to understand the true risk of reidenti-
cation in order to give informed consent. We have contributed an assessment of the risk of
genome reidentication that could be used to inform the consent process. Our techniques
can be implemented on a private computer by an operator with little or no expertise2; they
are therefore accessible to a large population of potential rabble-rousers. In this light, our
entries provided complementary and important insights into the process of genome inter-
pretation.
2For example, during the course of this project, we were able to nd the full names of more than
one dozen PGP participants just by unzipping their compressed data les.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Directions
“e cell is evolution’s most brilliant invention and
development is its triumphant elaboration.”
- Lewis Wolpert
5.1 Summary of major results
In chapter one, we review the current hypotheses regarding the evolution of multicellularity
and cellular dierentiation in major clades throughout the tree of life. Many distinct se-
lective pressures have favored the evolution of these traits, and the biological mechanisms
which implement them are extraordinarily diverse. Despite this variation, common themes
emerge: most multicellular organisms display dierentiation, and in all cases where an in-
formed conjecture is possible, it appears that multicellularity evolved rst.
We hypothesized that unicellular, dierentiating species would be short-lived due to
the potential for invasion – and therefore, ultimately, reversion – by non-dierentiatingmu-
tants. To test this theory, we engineered unicellular, dierentiating budding yeast. We de-
scribe in chapter two the development of a synthetic cell type specication system that per-
mits the independent control of conversion rate, relative growth rate, and cell type specic
function. is strain behaves as expected according to mutation-selection balance theory
under a variety of circumstances, including growth inwell-mixed liquidmedia and onplates.
In chapter three, our model system was extended to include strains in which dierentiating
cells permanently sacrice their reproductive potential, thus drawing a closer analogy to
the dierentiation of somatic issue in naturally-occuring organisms. We used our strains to
show that invasion of unicellular, dierentiating strains by non-dierentiatingmutants does
occur, and that this eect is slowed or reversed in multicellular strains. Our bioengineering-
based approach limited relevant dierences between compared strains to a few, known loci,
a distinct advantage over previous comparative methods involving extant species which di-
verged tens or hundreds of millions of years ago. We argue that our results are generalizable
and support the conclusion that evolution through a unicellular, dierentiating intermediate
is unlikely due to their short persistence time.
Chapter four recounts this author’s attempts at genome reidentication under the
guise of an international competition, the Critical Assessment for Genome Interpretation
Personal Genome Project challenge. e concerned reader will be relieved to learn that
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bioinformatics, social engineering, and internet trawling all remain predominantly inef-
fectual at determining the donors of anonymous genome sequences published online. A
handful of research participants were, however, identied using techniques which could
easily be implemented by non-experts using a personal computer and freeware programs,
including Y chromosome/mitochondrial DNAhaplotypematching, medical records, ethnic
admixture, blood type, and relatives’ uploaded genetic data. We echo the recommenda-
tions of prominent research ethicists that volunteers should be properly informed that
deanonymization is a likely outcome now and in the future.
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5.2 Specic Future Directions
5.2.1 Regulation of Dierentiation by Local Cell Type Ratio
In our multicellular, dierentiating yeast strains, the positioning of our dierentiated cells
is highly non-random. In a culture where approximately 50% of cells are dierentiated, it is
not rare to nd smaller clumps that consist of only one cell type.is is the expected result of
random fragmentation of larger clumps, and there is nothing that can fully prevent it; how-
ever, if the conversion rate were modulated by the fraction of nearby dierentiated cells, the
number of clumps which contain only unconverted cells could be decreased dramatically.
is would likely be benecial, since undierentiated cells will grow and divide faster when
there are dierentiated cells nearby.
When our strains are grown in sucrosemedia, clumps containing dierentiated (Suc+)
cells will experience higher monosaccharide concentrations. We would like the conversion
rate in such clumps to be lower than in clumps that have no dierentiated cells (and therefore
lowmonosaccharide concentrations). Na¨ıvely, one presumes that it is possible to achieve this
by repressing Cre recombinase transcription when glucose is abundant, e.g. by placing Cre
recombinase under regulation by the glucose-activated repressorMig1 [19]. In a preliminary
attempt, we addedMig1 consensus sites [19] to the SCW11 promoter (the promoter currently
used for Cre expression) at two positions which did not appear to overlap with nucleosome
binding sites [15] (Figure 5.1A).is unfortunately did not lead to change in Cre activity
with glucose level as evaluated from reporter construct activity (Figure 5.1B); in fact, the
conversion rate appeared to be slightly higher in glucosemedia. Perhaps another positioning
of the Mig1 binding sites, or placement of Cre under a promoter that is already glucose-
repressed, would be sucient to achieve the desired eect.
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Figure 5.1: Mig1 binding sites do
not confer glucose sensitivity to
SCW11 promoter
(A) Consensus Mig1 binding sites
were introduced at nucleosome-
free positions ≈200 bp from the
transcriptional start, similar to
Mig1 site positioning in GAL1.
(B) Strains with Cre under mod-
ied SCW11 promoters contain-
ing Mig site #1 (yMEW173) or #2
(yMEW174) were grown in glu-
cose or galactose media contain-
ing 1 µM β-estradiol to determine
conversion rate.
5.2.2 Two-Way Switch
In our current system, we make use of Cre recombinase to excise the genetic material be-
tween two loxP sites in the same orientation on the chromosome. When two loxP sites on
the same chromosome are oriented in opposite directions, Cre recombinase will instead in-
vert the intervening sequence. We can exploit this trait to make a strain that can convert
freely between two gene expression states as shown in Figure 5.2. is type of conversion
mimics stochastic phenotype switching, which has been proposed to be a preferable alterna-
tive to active sensing when changes in environment are rare [18]. Whereas permanent loss
of one cell type is possible when conversions are irreversible, stable ratios are always reached
for two-way switching, and the dynamics with which this steady state is approached may be
quite dierent. BryanWeinstein, amember of theNelson lab, proposes to study the relation-
ship between theory and experimental observations for a biological two-way switch similar
to our strains.
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Figure 5.2: Changing relative loxP orientation permits reversible switching
(A) Recombination between loxP sites in the same orientation excises the intervening DNA.
Since the reverse reaction would require loxP sites on two separate DNA fragments to come
into contact again, the reaction is eectively irreversible.
(B) Recombination between loxP sites in opposite orientations inverts the interveningDNA;
the reverse reaction is predicted to be equally likely. If the ipped sequence contains a pro-
moter, then a dierent set of genes can be transcribed in each orientation.
Preliminary attempts to produce a two-way switch have been complicated by apparent
interference between the promoter whose orientation ips and the nearby promoter for the
construct’s selective marker. When the two promoters face one another, expression from
the ipping promoter decreases (Figure 5.3A); the situation resolves aer conversion, when
both promoters have the same orientation. Reversing the orientation of the selective marker
cassette will likely alleviate the problem and is currently underway, but could not be com-
pleted in time for publication of this thesis. mCherry uorescence was at least sucient to
observe bymicroscopy and to conrm that expression state is stable with time during colony
growth in the absence of β-estradiol (Figure 5.3B).
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Figure 5.3: mCherry expression is lower and noisier in the two-way switch at present.
(A) mCherry uorescence in unconverted cells containing the one-way switch construct
(yMEW192) is higher and has a lower coecient of variation than mCherry uorescence
from unconverted cells with the present version of the two-way switch (yMEW219).
(B) Colonies formed from a two-way switch culture containing both cell types. mCherry
uorescence, though low, is easily detected bymicroscopy. Fluorescence state appears stable
as no mixed colonies are seen.
5.2.3 Benecial Division of Labor
“It is the great multiplication of the productions of all the dierent arts, in con-
sequence of the division of labor, which occasions, in a well-governed society,
that universal opulence which extends itself to the lowest ranks of the people.”
. - Adam Smith,e Wealth of Nations (1776)
On the occasion of my qualifying exam some four years syne, I claimed that dier-
entiation is benecial when it separates functions that are mutually antagonistic – such as
agellar motility and mitotic division in the volvocine algae, or nitrogen xation and pho-
tosynthesis in the cyanobacteria – so that each cell type can perform its task with greater
eciency. is is essentially the same argument proposed by Adam Smith to explain the
economic advantages of the assembly line and other innovations of the industrial revolu-
tion. Division of labor, the term he coined for this strategy [25], is frequently employed in
the evolution of multicellularity research community to describe the apparent cooperation
between cell types through partitioning and specialization of tasks [10, 16, 23, 30].
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In our dierentiating strains, the two relevant types of “labor” are culture growth and
nutrient production through invertase secretion. Although both of these processes require
energy, there is no explicit antagonism between them. Moreover, the costs of invertase pro-
duction are likely to be relatively low – less than 1% of a cell’s energy expenditure [12], even
under the relatively strong ENO2 promoter – so we would predict that there would be lit-
tle potential benet for producing dierentiated cells that perform only this function. As
expected, our dierentiating strains grow slower than their wildtype counterparts where all
cells secrete invertase and divide indenitely.
While this fact does not interfere with our interpretation of the results presented in
chapter three, it does raise an important question: is there any form of division of labor
which could be benecial in yeast? Budding yeast are not motile and can’t perform photo-
synthesis, so divisions of labor similar to those found in the volvocine algae, cyanobacteria,
slime molds, and (hypothesized) urmetazoans are not possible. It is not obvious to this au-
thor what processes budding yeast possess that are in direct conict with one another and
can also be partitioned between two cell types. Barring inspiration from budding yeast’s
current lifestyle, it may still be possible to nd a benecial division of labor by growing yeast
in a very dierent environment or by importing novel functions from other species.
In chapter one, we saw that themost basic type of dierentiation inmany forms of ses-
sile algae and basal fungi is the production of a holdfast or rhizoid to secure themulticellular
group in place while the remainder of cells have the potential to contribute reproductively. It
would be an interesting exercise to show that a similar life cycle could be straightforwardly
engineered. Budding yeast retain the ability to form rhizoid-like structures through invasive
pseudohyphal growth [11]: we can imagine exploiting this feature to engineer a multicellu-
lar strain in which dierentiated cells are primed for invasive growth by overexpression of
negative regulators of Hog1 [24].
Suppose we grow this strain in a laboratory environment consisting of an agar plate
covered in liquid media (Figure 5.4). Multicellular clumps settling on the surface of the
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Figure 5.4: Culturing conditions which favor a multicellular strain with invasive pseudohy-
phal dierentiated cells.
(A) Multicellular clumps containing undierentiated (blue) and/or dierentiated (yellow)
cells are added to a new environment containing an agar plate (dark orange) under liquid
media (light orange). (B) Clumps settle onto the agar under the force of gravity and begin
to divide. If orientation permits, dierentiated cells begin to invade the agar and root the
multicellular clump in place. (C)e liquid media is changed to remove any clumps which
are not rooted to the agar. (D) Continued growth eventually causes the clump to fragment,
releasing new propagules into the liquid medium that can be passaged to fresh plates.
agar could become rooted in place through invasive growth by their dierentiated cells: this
phenotype could be selected by repeatedly changing the liquid media above the plate. Parts
of the multicellular aggregate above the surface of the agar would occasionally break o
(just as they do in our multicellular strains currently), releasing “propagules” into the liquid
media that could be transferred to new agar plate environments. Dierentiated cells will
grow more slowly, and those which invade the agar are unlikely to eventually be released
into the liquid medium: dierentiated cells are therefore eectively somatic. Enrichment of
this engineered strain on passaging could be used to demonstrate a benet for dierentiation
of a rhizoid under these growth conditions.
Alternatively, benecial division of labor could be implemented using costly functions
that are non-native to S. cerevisiae. One especially costly process that can easily be ported to
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Figure 5.5: Alternative oxidase
and uncoupling protein generat-
ing heat by interfering with ATP
generation
Alternative oxidase (AOX) and
uncoupling protein (UCP) inhibit
ATP production by shunting elec-
trons to oxygen reduction prema-
turely or diusing an established
proton gradient, respectively.
yeast is heat generation through decoupling of the mitochondrial electron transport chain
(Figure 5.5). Alternative oxidase, an enzyme conserved across all domains of life, is induced
by cold in some plants [14, 21]. Alternative oxidase shunts electrons away from the electron
transport chain prematurely and thus inhibits the establishment of themitochondrial proton
gradient required for ATP production, which generates heat at signicant cost to metabolic
eciency [27]1. Uncoupling protein, the primary thermogenic enzyme in brown fat, diuses
the mitochondrial proton gradient and thus also interferes with ATP generation in order to
release heat [26].
Highly thermogenic homologs of each of these proteins have successfully been cloned
into S. cerevisiae and shown to inhibit their growth on non-fermentable carbon sources [9,
20]. It may in principle be possible for heat generation under cold conditions to serve as
a somatic cell function in our dierentiating strains, particularly when yeast are grown in
colonies, where cells are very dense and heat loss to the air is poor. Alternative oxidase and
uncoupling protein expression would be somuchmore costly to a dierentiated cell’s tness
than invertase expression that it would not be unreasonable to expect division of labor to be
benecial in this case.
1It also limits production of reactive oxygen species under this stressful condition: this was likely
its ancestral function, and it is unclear which function accounts for the major benet of alternative
oxidase expression under cold conditions (reviewed in [27]).
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5.2.4 Baupla¨ne
“e most general characteristic of organismic pattern is a surface-interior dif-
ference, and in some simple organisms such dierence apparently constitutes
the only persistent organismic pattern. [. . .] Surface-interior pattern is so ob-
viously a reaction to environmental factors that it need not be explored further
here.”
. - Charles Manning Child, Patterns and Problems of Development (1941)
Charles Manning Child studied development in organisms such as hydroids and pla-
narians which can reproduce through fragmentation followed by regeneration, a method
shared by our ace2multicellular yeast strains. While his contemporaries studying sexually-
reproducing species saw development as initiated by cytoplasmic determinants in the zygote
and proceeding deterministically despite variation in growth conditions [28], Child cham-
pioned the belief that environmental inhomogeneities were important for cell fate determi-
nation. (Child believed the regenerative responses he observed were due to inuences of the
environment, to which cells were suddenly exposed following injury [5].)
Child’s hypothesis regarding the role of environmental inhomogeneity in development
was long disfavored. e majority of data Child provided to support his views were visu-
alizations of nutrient availability and respiration rate along axes of polarity [5], but as his
contemporaries noted, this was more likely the consequence, rather than the cause, of de-
velopmental fate dierences [3]. Furthermore, to borrow Blackstone’s [3] phrasing, Child’s
investigations “took place in a mechanistic vacuum”: contemporary techniques did not per-
mit deconvolution of cause and eect. By the time molecular approaches permitted deeper
understanding, the deterministic view of development had become engrained by force of
example.e view that environment could inuence development was also at odds with the
popular notion, due to Waddington [28], that developmental programs had evolved to suc-
ceed reliably in spite of environmental variation and other “noise.” Most damning, eventual
analysis of mechanism did not support an environmental role for axiate patterning in many
of the specic examples Child cited [4, 8].
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Mechanistically-supported examples now abound, however, of environmental cues es-
tablishing axiate patterning under natural circumstances. A frequent theme is response to
hypoxic conditions through the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) which can ini-
tiate signaling to alter gene expression [8]. Oral-aboral polarity in the sea urchin larva [1],
polyp vs. stolon dierentiation in hydroids [3], and rhizoid orientation in brown algae [6, 7]
all rely on ROS concentration gradients established by inhomogeneity inmitochondrial dis-
tribution, dierential exposure to oxygen, and/or metabolic rate dependence on nutrient or
availability.
e reliance of axiate patterning on ROS signalling supports an increasingly popular
notion that cellular dierentiation can evolve through co-option of existing pathways for
environmental sensation and response, a form of genetic assimilation [13, 29]. Consider, for
example, the hypothesized planula-like urmetazoan, a multicellular organismmultiple cells
thick. Cells on the interior would experience lower oxygen and nutrient availability than
those at the surface, which would trigger hypoxia and starvation-related signaling cascades.
Dierentiation could occur through evolution of a novel regulatory connections from those
signaling pathways to other, previously-unrelated genes: for example, hypoxic conditions
could trigger loss of agella. Very few mutations would thus be required to create not only
distinct cell types, but also a body plan or “bauplan”: an ordered positioning of cell types
along an axis of polarity (in this case, the radial axis).
I propose that this principle could be adapted to our multicellular dierentiation sys-
tem to produce a spherical bauplan. We will assume here that clumps are large enough2 to
experience amino acid starvation or other nutrient limitation conditions at their interior3.
en, interior cells could bemade to dierentiate at a higher rate by placingCre recombinase
under regulation from the general amino acid control transcriptional activator Gcn4 [2].
2We have used a simple ace2 decrease-of-function mutation to implement multicellularity, but
combinations of mutations are known which give much larger clump sizes [17], if necessary.
3As yeast are facultatively anaerobic, using hypoxic conditions as a dierentiation cue may not be
straightforward.
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is placement is opposite to the location of somatic cells in other vaguely spherical organ-
isms including Volvox, sponge larvae, and cnidarian planulae, but is not without precedent:
Ratcli et al. [22] have experimentally evolved strains where cells at the interior of clumps
die at an accelerated rate, which induces fragmentation that eectively regulates clump size.
eoretically, the localization of dierentiated cells could be reversed through introduction
of a repressor of Cre recombinase under control of Gcn4.
Preliminary experimental investigations and modeling would be useful to determine
what tness benet, if any, could be gained from introduction of a body plan in ourmulticel-
lular strains. Even in the absence of a selective advantage, it remains an interesting question
to what extent such a simple modication would introduce polarity given that clumps are
constantly fragmenting anew.
5.3 Closing Remarks
We have engineered terminal cellular dierentiation in budding yeast and used this system
to explore evolutionary pressures underlying the coevolution of multicellularity and dier-
entiation, thus using a synthetic approach to bring experimental validation to a eld which
for too long has relied on comparative analyses and historical speculation. Our multicellu-
lar, dierentiating strains provide a starting point for experimental evolution or engineering
of more complex traits including benecial divisions of labor and body plans.
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Appendix A
Justthefacs: a freeware applet for ow
cytometry analysis
“Just the facts, ma’am.”
- Detective Sergeant Joe Friday
e prohibitive cost, large size, and long processing times of the ow cytometry anal-
ysis package FlowJo (TreeStar, Inc.) inspired the production of justthefacs, a Matlab
applet designed for ecient batch analysis of ow cytometry data les. Routine procedures
like side scatter vs. forward scatter exclusion (to remove cell aggregates from consideration,
reducing variability in uorescence measurements), thresholding (identifying cell popula-
tions with and without a uorescent marker, e.g. for tness assays) and uorescence his-
togram generation can be quickly applied to many data les; results are easily exported to
Excel or retained in Matlab for further analysis. Installaton requires placing the following
three programs in the Matlab home directory:
• justthefacs.m, the GUI interface program
• FCSFile.m, the custom class denition
• fca readfcs.m, an open source package produced by Laszlo Balkay, available
through Matlab Central and included here to ensure reproducibility
1 function justthefacs
2 ArrayOfFCSFiles = {};
3 hColors = [ 0 0 0; 1 0 0; 1 0.5 0; 0 0.7 0; 0 1 1; 0 0 ...
1; 1 0 1; 0.7 0.7 0.7;];
4 HistogramBins = logspace(0,5,200);
5 XTicks = [1 10 100 1000 10000 100000];
6 XLimits = [1 100000];
7
8 f = ...
figure('Visible','off','MenuBar','none','Resize','off', ...
...
9 'Name','Just the FACS, ...
man!','Position',[0,0,700,300],'Color',[1 1 1]);
10
11 hFileLabel = uicontrol('Style','text','String','Files of ...
Interest', ...
12 'Position',[0 285 140 15]);
13 hFileList = uicontrol(f, ...
'Style','listbox','String',{},'Value',1,'Callback', ...
14 {@ChangeFileSelection Callback},'Position',[0 215 ...
140 70]);
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15 hAdd = ...
uicontrol('Style','pushbutton','String','Add','Position', ...
...
16 [0,195,70,20],'Callback',{@AddButton Callback});
17 hRemove = ...
uicontrol('Style','pushbutton','String','Remove', ...
18 'Position',[70,195,70,20],'Callback',{@RemoveButton Callback});
19 hAllFilesSettings = ...
uicontrol('Style','pushbutton','String', ...
20 'Same ...
bounds/settings','Position',[0,175,140,20],'Callback', ...
...
21 {@AllFilesSettingsButton Callback});
22 hAllFilesHist = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton','String', ...
23 'Histogram ...
All','Position',[0,155,140,20],'Callback', ...
24 {@AllFilesHistButton Callback});
25 hAllFilesThreshold = ...
uicontrol('Style','pushbutton','String', ...
26 'Threshold ...
All','Position',[0,135,140,20],'Callback', ...
27 {@AllFilesThresholdButton Callback});
28 hAllFilesMean = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton','String', ...
29 'Mean/Stdev ...
All','Position',[0,115,140,20],'Callback', ...
30 {@AllFilesMeanButton Callback});
31 hUpdateBounds = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton','String', ...
32 'Update Bounds','Position',[0,95,140,20],'Callback', ...
33 {@UpdateBoundsButton Callback});
34 hFilterLabel = ...
uicontrol('Style','text','String','Filter:','Position',[0 ...
65 50 25]);
35 hFilterPopup = ...
uicontrol('Style','popupmenu','String',{'No filters ...
yet'},'Position',[50 70 90 ...
20],'Callback',{@ChangeFilterSelection Callback});
36 hThresholdLabel = ...
uicontrol('Style','text','String','Threshold:','Position',[0 ...
50 70 15]);
37 hThresholdEntry = ...
uicontrol('Style','edit','String','0','Position',[70 ...
50 70 15]);
38 hUpdateThreshold = ...
uicontrol('Style','pushbutton','String','Update ...
Threshold','Position',[0,30,140,20],'Callback', ...
39 {@UpdateThresholdButton Callback});
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40 hTotalLabel = uicontrol('Style','text','String','Cells ...
Total:','Position',[0 15 70 15]);
41 hAboveLabel = uicontrol('Style','text','String','Cells ...
Above:','Position',[0 0 70 15]);
42 hTotalEntry = ...
uicontrol('Style','edit','String','0','Position',[70 ...
15 70 15]);
43 hAboveEntry = ...
uicontrol('Style','edit','String','0','Position',[70 ...
0 70 15]);
44 hAxes = axes('Units','Pixels','Position',[190 70 190 190]);
45 xlabel(hAxes,'FSC−A');
46 ylabel(hAxes,'SSC−A');
47 hAxesFilter = axes('Units','Pixels','Position',[450 70 ...
190 190]);
48 xlabel(hAxesFilter,'Filter of interest');
49 ylabel(hAxesFilter,'Count');
50 align([hFileList,hFileLabel],'Center','None');
51 set([f,hAboveLabel,hAllFilesThreshold,hAllFilesSettings, ...
52 hUpdateBounds,hTotalLabel,hTotalEntry,hAllFilesHist, ...
53 hAboveEntry,hFileLabel,hFilterLabel,hAxes,hAxesFilter,hAdd, ...
...
54 hRemove,hFileList,hFilterPopup,hThresholdLabel, ...
55 hThresholdEntry,hUpdateThreshold,hAllFilesMean], ...
56 'Units','normalized');
57 movegui(f,'center')
58 set(f,'Visible','on');
59 function UpdateThresholdCounts
60 [Total, Above] = ...
ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value')}.threshold( ...
...
61 get(hFilterPopup,'Value'));
62 set(hTotalEntry,'String',num2str(Total));
63 set(hAboveEntry,'String',num2str(Above));
64 end
65 function PlotHistogram()
66 EventValues = ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value') ...
67 }.getfiltervalues(get(hFilterPopup,'Value'));
68 axes(hAxesFilter);
69 BinnedValues = histc(EventValues, HistogramBins);
70 BinnedValues = BinnedValues .* 1 / max(BinnedValues);
71 plot(HistogramBins,BinnedValues,'Color',[0 0 0]);
72 set(gca,'XScale','log');
73 xlim(XLimits);
74 a = ...
ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value')}.FilterNames{ ...
...
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75 get(hFilterPopup,'Value')};
76 title(strcat(a,' histogram'));
77 xlabel(a);
78 set(hAxesFilter,'XTick',XTicks)
79 ylabel('Normalized count');
80 line([ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value') ...
81 }.FilterThresholds(get(hFilterPopup,'Value')) ...
82 ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value') ...
83 }.FilterThresholds(get(hFilterPopup,'Value'))],[0 ...
1], ...
84 'Color',[0 0 1]);
85 end
86 function AllFilesSettingsButton Callback(source,eventdata)
87 CurrentFilterName = ...
ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value') ...
88 }.FilterNames{get(hFilterPopup,'Value')};
89 CurrentThreshold = ...
ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value') ...
90 }.FilterThresholds(get(hFilterPopup,'Value'));
91 CurrentBoundsX = ...
ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value')}.BoundsX;
92 CurrentBoundsY = ...
ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value')}.BoundsY;
93 for i=1:length(ArrayOfFCSFiles)
94 ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.BoundsX = CurrentBoundsX;
95 ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.BoundsY = CurrentBoundsY;
96 FilterNumber = ...
find(ismember(ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.FilterNames, ...
...
97 CurrentFilterName));
98 if isempty(FilterNumber)
99 fprintf('The file %s does not have a %s ...
filter; ...
100 could not set filter threshold.\n', ...
101 ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.FileName,CurrentFilterName);
102 else
103 ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.FilterThresholds(FilterNumber) ...
= CurrentThreshold;
104 end
105 end
106 end
107 function AllFilesHistButton Callback(source,eventdata)
108 g = figure('Position',[200,200,450,300]);
109 LegendLabels = {};
110 CurrentFilterName = ...
ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value')}.FilterNames{ ...
...
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111 get(hFilterPopup,'Value')};
112 for i=1:length(ArrayOfFCSFiles)
113 FilterNumber = ...
find(ismember(ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.FilterNames, ...
...
114 CurrentFilterName));
115 if isempty(FilterNumber)
116 fprintf('The file %s does not have a %s ...
filter; ...
117 could not plot on ...
histogram.\n',ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.FileName, ...
...
118 CurrentFilterName);
119 else
120 EventValues = ...
ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.getfiltervalues(FilterNumber);
121 BinnedValues = histc(EventValues, ...
HistogramBins);
122 BinnedValues = BinnedValues .* 1 / ...
max(BinnedValues);
123 plot(HistogramBins,BinnedValues,'Color', ...
124 hColors(mod(i−1,8)+1,:)); hold on;
125 LegendLabels{i} = ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.FileName;
126 end
127 end
128 xlabel(strcat(CurrentFilterName,' (A.U.)'));
129 set(gca,'XTick',XTicks)
130 ylabel('Count (scaled)');
131 set(gca,'XScale','log');
132 xlim(XLimits);
133 legend(LegendLabels);
134 figure(f)
135 end
136 function AllFilesThresholdButton Callback(source,eventdata)
137 TotalAndAbove = [];
138 Labels = {};
139 CurrentFilterName = ...
ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value')}.FilterNames{ ...
...
140 get(hFilterPopup,'Value')};
141 for i=1:length(ArrayOfFCSFiles)
142 FilterNumber = ...
find(ismember(ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.FilterNames, ...
143 CurrentFilterName));
144 if isempty(FilterNumber)
145 fprintf('The file %s does not have a %s ...
filter; ...
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146 could not ...
threshold.\n',ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.FileName, ...
...
147 CurrentFilterName);
148 else
149 [Total, Above] = ...
ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.threshold(FilterNumber);
150 TotalAndAbove(i,1:2) = [Total, Above];
151 Labels{i} = ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.FileName;
152 end
153 end
154 assignin('base', 'Labels', Labels);
155 assignin('base', 'TotalAndAbove', TotalAndAbove);
156 end
157 function AllFilesMeanButton Callback(source,eventdata)
158 MeanAndStdev = [];
159 Labels = {};
160 CurrentFilterName = ...
ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value')}.FilterNames{ ...
...
161 get(hFilterPopup,'Value')};
162 for i=1:length(ArrayOfFCSFiles)
163 FilterNumber = ...
find(ismember(ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.FilterNames, ...
164 CurrentFilterName));
165 if isempty(FilterNumber)
166 fprintf('The file %s does not have a %s ...
filter; ...
167 could not ...
threshold.\n',ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.FileName, ...
...
168 CurrentFilterName);
169 else
170 [Mean, Stdev] = ...
meanandstdev(ArrayOfFCSFiles{i},FilterNumber);
171 MeanAndStdev(i,1:2) = [Mean, Stdev];
172 Labels{i} = ArrayOfFCSFiles{i}.FileName;
173 end
174 end
175 assignin('base', 'Labels', Labels);
176 assignin('base', 'MeanAndStdDev', MeanAndStdev);
177 end
178 function AddButton Callback(source,eventdata)
179 ListOfFiles = get(hFileList,'String');
180 FileNames = uigetfile('*.fcs','Add an FCS ...
file','MultiSelect','on');
181 if isa(FileNames,'cell')
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182 for i=1:length(FileNames)
183 ListOfFiles{length(ListOfFiles) + 1} = ...
FileNames{i};
184 ArrayOfFCSFiles{length(ArrayOfFCSFiles)+1} = ...
FCSFile(FileNames{i});
185 end
186 set(hFileList,'String',ListOfFiles);
187 elseif isa(FileNames,'numeric')
188 return;
189 else
190 ListOfFiles{length(ListOfFiles) + 1} = FileNames;
191 set(hFileList,'String',ListOfFiles);
192 ArrayOfFCSFiles{length(ArrayOfFCSFiles)+1} = ...
FCSFile(FileNames);
193 end
194 end
195 function RemoveButton Callback(source,eventdata)
196 ListOfFiles = get(hFileList,'String');
197 SelectedFile = get(hFileList,'Value');
198 ListOfFiles(SelectedFile) = [];
199 ArrayOfFCSFiles(SelectedFile) = [];
200 set(hFileList,'Value',1);
201 set(hFileList,'String',ListOfFiles);
202 cla(hAxes);
203 cla(hAxesFilter);
204 set(hFilterPopup,'Value',1);
205 set(hFilterPopup,'String','No Filters Yet');
206 set(hTotalEntry,'String','0');
207 set(hAboveEntry,'String','0');
208 set(hThresholdEntry,'String','0');
209 end
210 function UpdateThresholdButton Callback(source,eventdata)
211 ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value')}.FilterThresholds( ...
...
212 get(hFilterPopup,'Value')) = ...
str2num(get(hThresholdEntry,'String'));
213 PlotHistogram();
214 UpdateThresholdCounts;
215 end
216
217 function UpdateBoundsButton Callback(source,eventdata)
218 hBounds = impoly(hAxes);
219 BoundPosition = getPosition(hBounds)';
220 ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value')}.setbounds( ...
221 BoundPosition(1,:), BoundPosition(2,:));
222 cla(hAxes);
223 ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value')}.showfscssc(hAxes);
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224 PlotHistogram();
225 UpdateThresholdCounts;
226 end
227 function ChangeFileSelection Callback(source,eventdata)
228 cla(hAxes);
229 ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value')}.showfscssc(hAxes);
230 set(hFilterPopup,'String', ...
ArrayOfFCSFiles{get(hFileList,'Value')}.FilterNames);
231 set(hThresholdEntry,'String',num2str(ArrayOfFCSFiles{ ...
...
232 get(hFileList,'Value')}.FilterThresholds(get( ...
233 hFilterPopup,'Value'))));
234 cla(hAxesFilter);
235 PlotHistogram();
236 UpdateThresholdCounts;
237 end
238 function ChangeFilterSelection Callback(source,eventdata)
239 set(hThresholdEntry,'String',num2str(ArrayOfFCSFiles{get( ...
...
240 hFileList,'Value')}.FilterThresholds(get( ...
241 hFilterPopup,'Value'))));
242 PlotHistogram();
243 UpdateThresholdCounts;
244 end
245 end
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1 classdef FCSFile < handle
2 properties
3 FileName = '';
4 BoundsX = [];
5 BoundsY = [];
6 FilterNames = {};
7 FilterThresholds = [];
8 FSCFilter = 0;
9 SSCFilter = 0;
10 end
11 methods
12 function FF = FCSFile(FileName)
13 FF.FileName = FileName;
14 [fcsdat, fcshdr] = fca readfcs(FF.FileName);
15 clear fcsdat;
16 for i=1:fcshdr.NumOfPar
17 FF.FilterNames{i} = fcshdr.par(1,i).name;
18 FF.FilterThresholds(i) = 0;
19 end
20 for i=1:length(FF.FilterNames)
21 if strcmp(FF.FilterNames{i},'FSC−A')
22 FF.FSCFilter = i;
23 else
24 if strcmp(FF.FilterNames{i},'SSC−A')
25 FF.SSCFilter = i;
26 end
27 end
28 end
29 FF.BoundsX = [0.5E5 0.5E5 1E5 1E5];
30 FF.BoundsY = [1E4 5E4 5E4 1E4];
31 end
32 function FilterValues = getfiltervalues(FF,i)
33 [fcsdat, fcshdr] = fca readfcs(FF.FileName);
34 InsideBounds = inpolygon(fcsdat(:,FF.FSCFilter), ...
35 fcsdat(:,FF.SSCFilter),FF.BoundsX,FF.BoundsY);
36 FilterValues = fcsdat(InsideBounds,i);
37 end
38 function setbounds(FF,NewBoundsX,NewBoundsY)
39 FF.BoundsX = NewBoundsX;
40 FF.BoundsY = NewBoundsY;
41 end
42 function [Total, Above] = threshold(FF,FilterNumber)
43 [fcsdat, fcshdr] = fca readfcs(FF.FileName);
44 InsideBounds = FF.getfiltervalues(FilterNumber);
45 Total = length(find(InsideBounds > 0));
46 Above = length(find(InsideBounds > ...
FF.FilterThresholds(FilterNumber)));
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47 end
48 function [Mean, Stdev] = meanandstdev(FF,FilterNumber)
49 InsideBounds = FF.getfiltervalues(FilterNumber);
50 Mean = mean(InsideBounds);
51 Stdev = std(InsideBounds);
52 end
53 function showfscssc(FF,hAxes)
54 axes(hAxes);
55 [fcsdat, fcshdr] = fca readfcs(FF.FileName);
56 fcsdat = fcsdat(1:min(10000,length(fcsdat)),:);
57 scatter(fcsdat(:,FF.FSCFilter), ...
fcsdat(:,FF.SSCFilter),1, 'k'); hold on;
58 hroi=fill(FF.BoundsX,FF.BoundsY,'r');
59 set(hroi,'FaceColor','none','EdgeColor',[1 0 0]);
60 xlim([0 250000]);
61 ylim([0 250000]);
62 xlabel('FSC−A');
63 ylabel('SSC−A');
64 end
65 end
66 end
1 function [fcsdat, fcshdr, fcsdatscaled] = fca readfcs(filename)
2 % This file is required for operation of our code and therefore
3 % included here to facilitate reproducibility. − MEW, 2014
4 % Ver 2.5, Laszlo Balkay, balkay@pet.dote.hu
5 % 2006−2009 / University of Debrecen, Institute of Nuclear ...
Medicine
6 if nargin == 0
7 [FileName, FilePath] = uigetfile('*.*','Select fcs2.0 ...
file');
8 filename = [FilePath,FileName];
9 if FileName == 0;
10 fcsdat = []; fcshdr = [];
11 return;
12 end
13 else
14 filecheck = dir(filename);
15 if size(filecheck,1) == 0
16 hm = msgbox([filename,': The file does not ...
exist!'], ...
17 'FcAnalysis info','warn');
18 fcsdat = []; fcshdr = [];
19 return;
20 end
21 end
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22 [FilePath, FileNameMain, fext] = fileparts(filename);
23 FilePath = [FilePath filesep];
24 FileName = [FileNameMain, fext];
25 if isempty(FileNameMain)
26 currend dir = cd;
27 cd(FilePath);
28 [FileName, FilePath] = uigetfile('*.*','Select FCS file');
29 filename = [FilePath,FileName];
30 if FileName == 0;
31 fcsdat = []; fcshdr = [];
32 return;
33 end
34 cd(currend dir);
35 end
36 fid = fopen(filename,'r','b');
37 fcsheader 1stline = fread(fid,64,'char');
38 fcsheader type = char(fcsheader 1stline(1:6)');
39 if strcmp(fcsheader type,'FCS1.0')
40 hm = msgbox('FCS 1.0 file type is not ...
supported!','FcAnalysis info','warn');
41 fcsdat = []; fcshdr = [];
42 fclose(fid);
43 return;
44 elseif strcmp(fcsheader type,'FCS2.0') | | ...
strcmp(fcsheader type,'FCS3.0')
45 fcshdr.fcstype = fcsheader type;
46 FcsHeaderStartPos = ...
str2num(char(fcsheader 1stline(16:18)'));
47 FcsHeaderStopPos = ...
str2num(char(fcsheader 1stline(23:26)'));
48 FcsDataStartPos = ...
str2num(char(fcsheader 1stline(31:34)'));
49 status = fseek(fid,FcsHeaderStartPos,'bof');
50 fcsheader main = ...
fread(fid,FcsHeaderStopPos−FcsHeaderStartPos+1,'char');
51 warning off MATLAB:nonIntegerTruncatedInConversionToChar;
52 fcshdr.filename = FileName;
53 fcshdr.filepath = FilePath;
54 if fcsheader main(1) == 12
55 mnemonic separator = 'FF';
56 else
57 mnemonic separator = char(fcsheader main(1));
58 end
59 if mnemonic separator == '@';
60 hm = msgbox([FileName,': The file can not be read ...
(Unsupported FCS type: WinMDI histogram ...
file)'],'FcAnalysis info','warn');
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61 fcsdat = []; fcshdr = [];
62 fclose(fid);
63 return;
64 end
65 fcshdr.TotalEvents = ...
str2num(get mnemonic value('$TOT',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator));
66 fcshdr.NumOfPar = ...
str2num(get mnemonic value('$PAR',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator));
67 fcshdr.Creator = ...
get mnemonic value('CREATOR',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator);
68 for i=1:fcshdr.NumOfPar
69 fcshdr.par(i).name = ...
get mnemonic value(['$P',num2str(i),'N'], ...
70 fcsheader main, mnemonic separator);
71 fcshdr.par(i).range = ...
str2num(get mnemonic value(['$P',num2str(i),'R'], ...
...
72 fcsheader main, mnemonic separator));
73 fcshdr.par(i).bit = ...
str2num(get mnemonic value(['$P',num2str(i),'B'], ...
...
74 fcsheader main, mnemonic separator));
75 par exponent str= ...
(get mnemonic value(['$P',num2str(i),'E'], ...
76 fcsheader main, mnemonic separator));
77 if isempty(par exponent str)
78 islogpar = ...
get mnemonic value(['P',num2str(i),'DISPLAY'], ...
...
79 fcsheader main, mnemonic separator);
80 if islogpar == 'LOG'
81 par exponent str = '5,1';
82 else
83 par exponent str = '0,0';
84 end
85 end
86 par exponent= str2num(par exponent str);
87 fcshdr.par(i).decade = par exponent(1);
88 if fcshdr.par(i).decade == 0
89 fcshdr.par(i).log = 0;
90 fcshdr.par(i).logzero = 0;
91 else
92 fcshdr.par(i).log = 1;
93 if (par exponent(2) == 0)
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94 fcshdr.par(i).logzero = 1;
95 else
96 fcshdr.par(i).logzero = par exponent(2);
97 end
98 end
99 end
100 fcshdr.starttime = ...
get mnemonic value('$BTIM',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator);
101 fcshdr.stoptime = ...
get mnemonic value('$ETIM',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator);
102 fcshdr.cytometry = ...
get mnemonic value('$CYT',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator);
103 fcshdr.date = ...
get mnemonic value('$DATE',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator);
104 fcshdr.byteorder = ...
get mnemonic value('$BYTEORD',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator);
105 fcshdr.datatype = ...
get mnemonic value('$DATATYPE',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator);
106 fcshdr.system = ...
get mnemonic value('$SYS',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator);
107 fcshdr.project = ...
get mnemonic value('$PROJ',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator);
108 fcshdr.experiment = ...
get mnemonic value('$EXP',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator);
109 fcshdr.cells = ...
get mnemonic value('$Cells',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator);
110 fcshdr.creator = ...
get mnemonic value('CREATOR',fcsheader main, ...
mnemonic separator);
111 else
112 hm = msgbox([FileName,': The file can not be read ...
(Unsupported FCS type)'],'FcAnalysis info','warn');
113 fcsdat = []; fcshdr = [];
114 fclose(fid);
115 return;
116 end
117 status = fseek(fid,FcsDataStartPos,'bof');
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118 if strcmp(fcsheader type,'FCS2.0')
119 if strcmp(mnemonic separator,'\') | | ...
strcmp(mnemonic separator,'FF')...
120 | | strcmp(mnemonic separator,'/')
121 if fcshdr.par(1).bit == 16
122 fcsdat = uint16(fread(fid,[fcshdr.NumOfPar ...
fcshdr.TotalEvents],'uint16')');
123 if strcmp(fcshdr.byteorder,'1,2')...
124 | | strcmp(fcshdr.byteorder, '1,2,3,4')
125 fcsdat = ...
bitor(bitshift(fcsdat,−8),bitshift(fcsdat,8));
126 end
127 elseif fcshdr.par(1).bit == 32
128 if fcshdr.datatype ≠ 'F'
129 fcsdat = (fread(fid,[fcshdr.NumOfPar ...
fcshdr.TotalEvents],'uint32')');
130 else
131 fcsdat = (fread(fid,[fcshdr.NumOfPar ...
fcshdr.TotalEvents],'float32')');
132 end
133 else
134 bittype = ['ubit',num2str(fcshdr.par(1).bit)];
135 fcsdat = fread(fid,[fcshdr.NumOfPar ...
fcshdr.TotalEvents],bittype, 'ieee−le')';
136 end
137 elseif strcmp(mnemonic separator,'!');
138 fcsdat = fread(fid,[fcshdr.NumOfPar ...
fcshdr.TotalEvents],'uint16', 'ieee−le')';
139 fcsdat = zeros(fcshdr.TotalEvents,fcshdr.NumOfPar);
140 for i=1:fcshdr.NumOfPar
141 bintmp = dec2bin(fcsdat (:,i));
142 fcsdat(:,i) = bin2dec(bintmp(:,7:16));
143 end
144 end
145 fclose(fid);
146 elseif strcmp(fcsheader type,'FCS3.0')
147 if strcmp(mnemonic separator,' |')
148 fcsdat = (fread(fid,[fcshdr.NumOfPar ...
fcshdr.TotalEvents],'uint16','ieee−le')');
149 fcsdat = zeros(size(fcsdat ));
150 new xrange = 1024;
151 for i=1:fcshdr.NumOfPar
152 fcsdat(:,i) = ...
fcsdat (:,i)*new xrange/fcshdr.par(i).range;
153 fcshdr.par(i).range = new xrange;
154 end
155 else
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156 fcsdat = fread(fid,[fcshdr.NumOfPar ...
fcshdr.TotalEvents],'float32')';
157 end
158 fclose(fid);
159 end
160 fcsdatscaled = zeros(size(fcsdat));
161 for i = 1 : fcshdr.NumOfPar
162 Xlogdecade = fcshdr.par(i).decade;
163 XChannelMax = fcshdr.par(i).range;
164 Xlogvalatzero = fcshdr.par(i).logzero;
165 if ¬fcshdr.par(i).log
166 fcsdatscaled(:,i) = fcsdat(:,i);
167 else
168 fcsdatscaled(:,i) = ...
Xlogvalatzero*10.ˆ(double(fcsdat(:,i))/ ...
169 XChannelMax*Xlogdecade);
170 end
171 end
172 function mneval = ...
get mnemonic value(mnemonic name,fcsheader,mnemonic separator)
173 if strcmp(mnemonic separator,'\') | | ...
strcmp(mnemonic separator,'!') ...
174 | | strcmp(mnemonic separator,' |') | | ...
strcmp(mnemonic separator,'@')...
175 | | strcmp(mnemonic separator, '/')
176 mnemonic startpos = ...
findstr(char(fcsheader'),mnemonic name);
177 if isempty(mnemonic startpos)
178 mneval = [];
179 return;
180 end
181 mnemonic length = length(mnemonic name);
182 mnemonic stoppos = mnemonic startpos + mnemonic length;
183 next slashes = ...
findstr(char(fcsheader(mnemonic stoppos+1:end)') ...
184 ,mnemonic separator);
185 next slash = next slashes(1) + mnemonic stoppos;
186 mneval = char(fcsheader(mnemonic stoppos+1:next slash−1)');
187 elseif strcmp(mnemonic separator,'FF')
188 mnemonic startpos = ...
findstr(char(fcsheader'),mnemonic name);
189 if isempty(mnemonic startpos)
190 mneval = [];
191 return;
192 end
193 mnemonic length = length(mnemonic name);
194 mnemonic stoppos = mnemonic startpos + mnemonic length ;
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195 next formfeeds = find( ...
fcsheader(mnemonic stoppos+1:end) == 12);
196 next formfeed = next formfeeds(1) + mnemonic stoppos;
197 mneval = char(fcsheader(mnemonic stoppos + 1 : ...
next formfeed−1)');
198 end
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